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ABSTRACT 

Centromeres are complex nucleic acid and protein structures essential for the 

faithful segregation of chromosomes during eukaryotic cell divisions. Despite this 

extremely conserved function, the DNA sequences of centromeres are exceptionally 

variable. Zea mays (maize) is an important crop; however, the DNA sequences of maize 

centromeres are still largely a mystery. Two repeated sequence elements appear to 

localize to the centromeres of maize according to fluorescence in situ hybridization 

(FISH) experiments, polymerase chain reaction products from immunoprecipitated 

centromeric chromatin, and limited sequence annotations of centromeric FISH probes. 

These centromeric elements are a tandemly repeated sequence (CentC) and the 

centromeric retrotransposon of maize (CRM). The Maize Genome Sequencing 

Consortium has recently published gigabases of new maize DNA sequences, revealing 

nearly the entire genome of this plant for the first time. Using newly available genomic 

resources this dissertation examines three hypotheses regarding the centromeres of maize: 

1) CentC and CRM are the only repeated elements enriched in the DNA sequences of 

maize centromeres; 2) the DNA sequence composition of maize centromeres differs 

between chromosomes (e.g., relative amounts of CentC/CRM vary); and 3) CentC is 

highly variable, duplicated locally, and duplicated in genomic regions strongly associated 

with a conserved centromeric histone protein, CENH3. Analysis reveals evidence 

supporting all three hypotheses. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION TO CENTROMERES AND MAIZE GENOMIC RESOURCES 

1.1. Centromeres are composed of nucleic acids and proteins 

Centromeres are essential for the faithful segregation of DNA in a dividing 

eukaryotic cell. They serve as binding sites for proteins which align and separate 

chromosomes during mitosis and meiosis [1]. Centromeres are complex structures 

composed of both DNA on the chromosome and proteins binding that DNA. There is also 

evidence that RNA may play a role in centromeres as well [2].  

 

1.2. DNA sequences of centromeres are highly divergent 

Despite their critical hereditary function, the DNA sequences of centromeres vary 

greatly. The simplest known centromere is the “point” centromere of budding yeast 

(Saccharomyces cerevisiae). A 125 nt consensus sequence is enough for proper 

chromosome segregation in that organism [3]. This is in contrast to the centromeric DNA 

required to segregate the larger chromosomes of fission yeast (Schizosaccharomyces 

pombe). The 3 fission yeast centromeres are 35, 65, and 110 kb in size. Each contains a 

central core sequence that is not conserved between chromosomes. However, the 

centromeres do share long inverted repeat sequences (4-5 kb) flanking each core, and 

these conserved flanking repeats are essential to the formation of centromeres in the cores 

[4,5]. 

The DNA sequences of centromeres in yeasts appear to be evolving more rapidly 

than other regions of the genome. Like S. pombe, two species of Candida yeasts have 

dissimilar core sequences between chromosomes, but these Candida species differ from 
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S. pombe in that they have no conserved flanking repeats. It also appears that in these 

Candida species centromere core positions have been maintained while centromere core 

sequences have substantially changed: orthologous genes flanking centromeres between 

these species average >90% amino acid identities while their core sequences are entirely 

diverged [6]. Similarly, the centromeres of wild yeast Saccharomyces paradoxus are 

evolving far more rapidly than the rest of the genome [7]. 

Saccharomyces, Schizosaccharomyces, and Candida yeasts have monocentric 

chromosomes, meaning that their centromeres appear at only one region of each 

chromosome. It is also possible for a centromere to form along an entire chromosome. In 

organisms like the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, holocentric chromosomes have 

segregation proteins that bind along distributed locations of their chromosomes [8,9]. C. 

elegans is apparently very permissive with regard to DNA heritability: if foreign DNA is 

injected into the cytoplasm of germ line cells, that DNA may be turned into repeated 

(tandemly/invertedly) extrachromosomal arrays (80-300 units) which can be passed on to 

offspring (10% successful transformation rate) [10]. Most studied organisms, including 

humans (Homo sapiens), fruit flies (Drosophila melanogaster), and the plant Arabidopsis 

thaliana, have monocentric chromosomes with centromeres dominated by repeated 

sequence elements [11–14]. These centromeres typically include a centromere-localized 

tandemly repeated sequence element with a monomeric unit length approximately 

equaling the number of nucleotides required to wrap once around a nucleosome [11]. 

While these centromeric tandem repeats do not have a conserved nucleotide composition 

among different organism, the content of these sequences may still serve a conserved role 

in centromere formation. The AT-rich 171 nt alpha satellite repeat localizes to 
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centromeres in humans. Approximately 100-200 kb of this repeat is sufficient to sustain 

mitotic segregation [15,16]. Within the 171 nt sequence are 17 base pairs (CENP-B box) 

which bind centromeric protein CENP-B. Knocking out the CENP-B box has a 

deleterious effect on the formation of de novo centromeres on synthetic DNA introduced 

into human cells [17]. Methylating cytosine residues in the two CpG dinucleotides of this 

17 nt sequence also reduces CENP-B binding affinity [18]. It therefore appears that the 

function of a centromeric protein is highly sensitive to changes in the centromeric 

satellite repeat in humans. 

The majority repeat of A. thaliana centromeres is an AT-rich 178 nt satellite 

sequence [14,19]. The composition of these repeats differs depending on if they are in or 

around active centromeric DNA. Specifically, there are fewer potential cytosine 

methylation sites (CG/CNG/CHH, where N = A/T/C/G and H = A/T/C) in tandem repeat 

monomers bound to a conserved centromere protein (CENH3) than in monomers 

bordering centromere DNA [20]. 

 

1.3. Centromeric histone H3 replaces canonical histone H3 in centromeres 

A conserved feature of all centromeres is the presence of a centromere-specific 

H3 histone protein, which replaces canonical H3 in nucleosomes. It has been found in a 

number of organisms including A. thaliana and may generally be termed CENH3, 

although variants have been given specific names [21].  Humans have a centromeric H3 

called CENPA and fruit flies have their own term for this protein as well (CID) [22–24]. 

Centromeric H3 proteins have been described for several other eukaryotes including both 

budding and fission yeasts, as well as the nematode C. elegans [25–27]. Centromeric and 
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canonical H3 histones share a core region of similarity but differ in their N-terminal tails. 

Furthermore, N-terminal tails of centromeric H3 proteins are highly divergent between 

organisms [11]. 

 

1.4. Centromere-specific tandem repeat and retrotransposon sequences appear in 

centromeres of rice and maize 

Centromere-specific tandem repeats appear in a variety of plants. Some plants, 

including the grasses rice (Oryza sativa) and maize (Zea mays), also host centromere-

localized retrotransposon sequences [28]. The highly repetitive nature of centromeric 

DNA in plants like A. thaliana, rice, and maize makes them particularly resistant to 

sequencing. Tandemly repeated centromeric sequences in A. thaliana are responsible for 

gaps in sequence assemblies for that organism [14]. Often, fluorescence in situ 

hybridization (FISH) is used to identify sequences that associate with centromeric regions 

of the genome. The 155 nt (CentO) and 156 nt (CentC) centromeric tandem repeats of 

rice and maize, respectively, as well as the centromeric retrotransposons of rice (CRRs) 

and maize (CRMs) were discovered by sequencing DNA that hybridized to centromeres 

in those organisms [29,30]. 

The centromeres of rice have been extensively studied and may provide a basis 

for what can be expected in the related sequences of maize centromeres. The CentO 

content of rice centromeres was estimated by FISH signals as ~0.07 to 1.90 Mb, 

depending on chromosome [31]. The two rice centromeres with the smallest CentO 

signals, on chromosomes 4 and 8, have been sequenced due to their particularly low 
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repeat content. Both centromeres feature a CentO-containing region including clusters of 

CentO interspersed with transposable elements [32–34]. 

 

1.5. Two sequenced centromeres of rice are different but share some characteristics 

between their centromeric elements 

The centromeres 4 and 8 of rice are remarkably different in sequence 

composition. This includes differences in CentO/CRR arrangement, non-CentO/non-CRR 

content, and apparent size. However, both contain similar numbers of CentO nucleotides, 

as well as a concentration of CRR sequences that tend to flank CentO arrays. The 

monomeric units of CentO arrays are also consistently in head-to-tail orientation while 

arrays themselves are not in the same orientation relative to each other on either 

chromosome. 

The centromere of chromosome 4 includes 18 interrupted tracts of CentO arrays 

covering 59 kb across a 124 kb region. All but two of these arrays are separated by 

retrotransposon sequence, where the exception is 18 nt of unclassified DNA. All 

monomers of CentO within each array are arranged in the same orientation, head-to-tail. 

Directionality of arrays relative to the chromosome, however, differs [34]. 

The functional centromere is defined by chromatin including centromeric histone 

variant CENH3. Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) with antibodies against rice 

CENH3 followed by polymerase chain reaction (PCR), or ChIP-PCR has been used to 

identify the DNA that is bound by CENH3 in rice centromere 8. The immunoprecipitated 

DNA undergoes PCR using primers designed along the sequence spanning centromere 8. 

Resulting PCR products are mapped back to the genome to determine where CENH3 is 
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binding to DNA. In this way, anti-CENH3 ChIP-PCR has been used to define the 750 kb 

active centromeric region of chromosome 8 [32]. 

Most CentO on chromosome 8 is found within the 750 kb region. A total of 69 kb 

of interrupted CentO sequence is grouped within a 78 kb section adjacent to the short arm 

border of the centromere. Two small islands of CentO (1.4 kb each) are additionally 

found in the long arm pericentromere, outside the opposite border of centromere 8 

[32,33]. As in centromere 4, all CentO monomers are found within arrays and arranged 

head-to-tail. The arrays again have different orientations relative to each other on the 

chromosome. The 69 kb cluster of CentO spanning 78 kb includes three arrays. One array 

represents about half of the 69 kb CentO sequence and is inversely oriented relative to the 

other two arrays. This large array is separated from the smaller ones by a seemingly 

complete CRR element. The two smaller arrays are separated from each other by a partial 

transposable element sequence [33]. 

The remaining (non-CentO) sequences in the ChIP-PCR mapped rice centromere 

8 include CRR sequences, transposable sequences not specific to centromeres, and 

expressed genic sequences [32,33]. At least 4 out of 14 putative genes found within 

centromere 8 appear to be both expressed and unique to this region of the genome [32]. 

The CRR sequences are found directly on either side, as well as between the CentO 

arrays as previously described. The CRRs are also distributed across the centromere. 

Some CRRs additionally appear outside the centromere in the pericentromeric DNA, but 

at a much lower density [32,33]. 

Three categories of retrotransposon sequences are described for CRRs within and 

surrounding the centromere: autonomous retrotransposon sequences (containing all the 
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elements necessary to mobilize themselves); non-autonomous retrotransposon sequences 

(lacking or having lost functional sequence components for self mobilization); and solo 

long terminal repeat (LTR) sequences (singular forms of the terminal repeats appearing at 

both ends of LTR retrotransposons). Solo LTRs can arise from recombination between 

highly similar or identical LTRs, removing the internal sequence and one of the LTRs, 

leaving only one solo LTR [35–38]. Autonomous CRRs and solo LTRs from CRRs are 

distributed within the anti-CENH3 ChIP-PCR derived borders of centromere 8. Non-

autonomous CRRs, however, appear in both the centromere and short arm pericentromere 

at almost equal proportions on either side of the large CentO cluster [32]. 

Chromatin immunoprecipitated using CENH3 antibody can be hybridized with 

DNA probes to determine if those probes are located in the functional centromeres. For 

repetitive sequences, probe signal strength can also approximate proportions of probe 

sequences represented in the immunoprecipitated chromatin. Rice CENH3-binding DNA 

was probed using repeats CentO, CRR, and another sequence found in rice 

heterochromatic DNA (Os48), as well as the rice retrotransposon RIRE3 (appearing 

inside and outside centromere 8), 45 S, and 5 S DNA. Results show that among these 

repeated sequences only CentO and CRR are enriched within the CENH3-binding 

fraction of the rice genome. CentO also appears to be enriched twice as much as CRR in 

CENH3-bound DNA [32]. 

 

1.6. DNA in centromeres of Oryza evolves rapidly 

There are large differences in centromere CentO/CRR composition between 

different species of the same genus (Oryza). Anti-CENH3 ChIP was used to identify 
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high-copy sequences in the centromeres of Oryza rhizomatis and O. brachyantha. O. 

rhizomatis has two classes of CentO repeats with different unit sizes, 126 nt and 366 nt. 

Only one class of CentO is found in O. brachyantha, and this class has a unit length of 

154 nt. This 154 nt CentO, as well as the 366 nt CentO of O. rhizomatis, are both 

dissimilar in nucleotide composition to the 155 nt CentO of O. sativa. The 126 nt repeat 

of O. rhizomatis maintains observable homology to the CentO of O. sativa. Additionally, 

there are differences in CRR types and abundance within the centromeric DNA of 

different species. While O. rhizomatis CENH3-binding DNA contains both CRR and 

other LTR retrotransposon sequences, O. brachyantha has no CRR sequences and a 

smaller proportion of other LTR retrotransposon sequences relative to O. rhizomatis [39]. 

Differences in centromere sequence composition, e.g., relative amounts of CentO 

and CRR, may have come about in part through massive DNA rearrangement and 

expansions [40]. A comparison of O. sativa and O. brachyantha chromosome 8 

centromeric and pericentromeric DNA shows large genomic rearrangements, as well as 

the expansion of centromeric tandem repeats in O. brachyantha outside regions 

orthologous to the O. sativa centromere. Most (~700 kb) of the anti-CENH3 ChIP-PCR 

delimited O. sativa centromere 8 is absent in O. brachyantha. Only 

centromeric/pericentromeric DNA near the borders of the O. sativa centromere 8 are 

present, but inverted. Co-localization of probes in genomic segments of another species, 

Oryza officinalis, suggests that this inversion occurred in O. sativa after divergence from 

their ancestor. It also means that the missing segment of centromere 8 in O. brachyantha 

was likely created in O. sativa after their evolutionary separation, or 

alternatively/concurrently both O. officinalis and O. brachyantha experienced great loss 
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of centromeric DNA. At the same time, O. brachyantha centromeric tandem repeats 

appear to have expanded into what is the genomic region orthologous to the short arm 

pericentromere in O. sativa. 

Subtler differences in centromeric sequence composition can also be observed 

between subspecies of O. sativa. Centromere 8 of the japonica subspecies of O. sativa is 

completely sequenced and mapped by anti-CENH3 ChIP-PCR. Centromere and 

pericentromere (centromere flanking) sequences of japonica chromosome 8 have been 

compared to whole-genome shotgun (WGS) sequences from the indica subspecies of O. 

sativa. A total of 100 out of 126 unique LTR retrotransposon insertion sites in japonica 

centromere 8 can also be found in the indica genome. There are 18 insertions that appear 

only within the japonica variety and the remaining 8 could not be found in the WGS 

indica sequences, so either disappeared in that variety or was not in the dataset [41]. It is 

likely that these 8 insertions do not appear in indica, however, given that the high-quality 

sequences in the indica WGS dataset total approximately 4 times the estimated size of the 

indica genome [42]. There is also a possible bias in this data toward undercounting 

japonica-specific insertions in repetitive sequences. This is since japonica-specific 

insertions have only been counted where sequences flanking an insertion, after combined 

matched a unique indica sequence. Finding any unique sequences in repetitive 

centromeric sequences is difficult. In maize, for example, there are insufficient single-

copy centromeric sequences for genetic mapping without incorporating the randomness 

of retrotransposon insertion sites [43]. Between the two rice subspecies, therefore, this 

means there has likely been substantial LTR retrotransposition in centromeric DNA since 

they diverged. 
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1.7. Evidence of DNA loss by recombination, as well as gain by segmental 

duplications and retrotransposition is observed in O. sativa subsp. japonica 

centromeres 

DNA loss due to unequal or illegitimate recombination can be detected in DNA 

sequences without comparing the genomes of related organisms. When an LTR 

retrotransposon inserts into the genome it creates a short 3-5 nt target site duplication 

(TSD) which appears as a direct repeat flanking the element [44]. If TSDs are found on 

either side of a solo LTR, it is likely that an LTR retrotransposon has recombined with its 

self, eliminating one LTR and the DNA between its LTRs. Alternatively, if a solo LTR or 

apparent full-length LTR retrotransposon lacks flanking TSDs, it is likely that LTRs from 

different retrotransposons recombined thereby removing intervening sequence between 

the recombined LTRs [35–38]. Smaller sections of DNA may also be removed by 

illegitimate recombination between short repeats. There are 73 deletions ranging 10-3766 

nt in retroelements of A. thaliana, and 56 (76.7%) of these are flanked by 2-13 nt repeats 

[35]. Similarly, in japonica rice between 71 deletions 10-3007 nt, 63 (88.7%) are flanked 

by short 2-15 nt repeats [37]. Also, among 88 deletions ≥10 nt from both indica and 

japonica that were not due to solo LTR formation, 78 (88.6%) had short flanking repeats 

2-21 nt [38]. 

In the centromeres/pericentromeres japonica chromosomes 8 and 4 there is 

evidence of DNA loss due to recombination, in the form of solo LTRs and truncated LTR 

retrotransposon sequences, and also DNA gain by retrotransposition, given the presence 

of intact elements with flanking TSDs [41,45]. The CentO core of centromere 8 can be 

defined as the large group of CentO arrays inside the CENH3-binding domain and ~1 Mb 
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in either direction (toward short and long arms) on chromosome 8. In this region, only 65 

out of 245 (26.5%) of sequences with LTR retrotransposon characteristics are intact 

elements with TSDs. The remaining include 113 (46.1%) truncated elements and 67 

(27.4%) elements that are solo LTRs with (61) / without (2) TSDs or apparently complete 

but lacking TSDs (4) [41]. Similarly, but over a much shorter 124 kb span, most of the 20 

LTR retrotransposon sequences in the CentO-delimited centromere 4 region are truncated 

elements (10), followed in count by solo LTRs with TSDs (6), then intact retroelements 

with TSDs (4) [45]. 

Centromere 8 of japonica also appears to have a hotspot of recombination, 

causing DNA loss around the large blocks of CentO. The overall ratio of solo LTRs to 

intact elements in the ~2 Mb centromere 8 region is less than in euchromatic DNA 

(0.94:1 in this centromeric region versus 2.2:1 in euchromatin). However, if this region is 

examined at 200 kb intervals, one fraction reveals an exceptionally large ratio of solo 

LTRs to intact elements. This fraction has a ratio of 2.5:1, which is greater than found in 

euchromatic DNA and approximately three times the average of all other 200 kb 

subsections in the centromere 8 region. It includes about half of the large CentO group, as 

well as flanking DNA toward the center of the CENH3-binding domain. The subsections 

of this region almost consistently have smaller ratios the further they are from the 

exceptionally dense solo LTR domain [41].  

Expansion of japonica centromeres appears to result from segmental duplications, 

created in an unknown way, and recent retrotransposon insertions. One example of 

segmental duplication is found between non-CentO sequences within a 212 kb CENH3-
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binding subregion of centromere 8. Similarities between three large sequences (96 kb, 90 

kb, and 26 kb) in this subregion indicate they likely originated from the same DNA [41]. 

The CentO-containing subregion within the CENH3-delimited sequence of 

chromosome 8 also has evidence of segmental duplication, but on a smaller scale. 

Phylogenetic analysis of 460 CentO monomers within the CentO sequences reveals 48 

pairs of nearly identical (98-99%) monomers arranged almost in the same but 

interspersed and inverted order between the largest CentO array and the two smaller 

oppositely-oriented CentO arrays [41]. For example, between two arrays including 

ordered monomers ABCDEF and F′C′A′, the most similar monomer pairs (once reverse 

complemented) might be AA′, CC′, and FF′. The BC and E monomers inserted and/or 

became removed from one of the arrays. This ordering of best-matching CentO monomer 

pairs suggests a shared origin between the arrays. The interspersion between pairs 

indicates a variable number of insertions or deletions at variable locations in either array. 

At the same time monomeric periodicity and monomer orientation appears to be 

maintained, i.e., full-length monomer to full-length (not partial) monomer in the same 

orientation along complete arrays [41,46]. 

Segmental duplication and random monomer interspersion in CentO arrays is not 

limited to centromere 8, but also found also found in rice centromeres 1 and 4 [45,46]. In 

the 124 kb CentO-delimited centromere 4, phylogenetic analysis of CentO monomers 

again shows sets of pairs in ordered groups, either inverted or the same order, and at 

variable distances between monomers of adjacent pairs. Among 372 CentO monomers, 

50 pairs with high similarity (98-100%) can be grouped into 4 apparently duplicated and 

randomly interspersed (unordered and variably distanced) clusters [45]. 
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In rice centromere 4, most LTR retrotransposon sequences also appear to be 

segmentally duplicated (not the product of a known mechanism of retrotransposition). 

Among the 20 retrotransposon elements harbored between the CentO sequences, 18 are 

CRRs. At least 9 of these CRRs appear to be duplicated from 4 original insertions. The 

remaining 5 elements include 2 with unshared TSDs (not direct copies) and 3 having no 

identifiable TSDs. Most of the CRR elements look to have amplified (segmentally or by 

retrotransposition) relatively recently. That is, among the 15 dateable CRR elements in 

this centromeric region, the oldest 3 look to have inserted 0.8, 0.9, and 1.6 million years 

ago, whereas the remaining 12 appear to have amplified within the last 0.3 million years 

[45]. 

 

1.8. Despite larger sequence changes, individual nucleotide mutation rate appears 

reduced in centromere 8 of O. sativa subsp. japonica 

While there appear to be substantial genomic rearrangements in centromere 8 of 

japonica rice, individual nucleotide changes in this region seem to be occurring at a 

reduced rate relative to the rest of the genome [41]. When an LTR retrotransposon inserts 

into the genome its LTRs are identical. As the element ages, mutations accumulate 

creating differences between its LTRs. These mutations occur at a predicted rate and can 

therefore be used to date the retroelement [47]. Using differences between LTRs, 

retrotransposons have been dated in the centromeric region of japonica chromosome 8 

(including the large CentO blocks and ~1 Mb toward long and short arms) and among 

that region‟s orthologous sequences in indica rice. Among 45 intact LTR 

retrotransposons shared between japonica and indica, 11 are dated by LTR sequence 
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differences to be younger than their estimate divergence (0.44 million years ago). This 

estimated divergence date is based on extracentromeric gene sequences, meaning that 

their mutation rate is higher than the rate of change observed in centromeric LTRs 

[38,41]. Furthermore, gene sequences within the centromere 8 region also appear to have 

reduced mutation rates. Specifically, there is an approximate two fold reduction in 

nucleotide substitution rates in japonica centromere 8 region genes compared to non-

centromeric genes, based on differences with indica orthologs. These differences are 

almost entirely due to more synonymous nucleotide substitutions in the non-centromeric 

genes, i.e., nucleotide sequences of codons change but continue to encode for the same 

amino acids [41]. The actual rate of nucleotide mutation outside the centromere may be 

even higher (greater than two fold reduction in the centromere) but not observable due to 

loss of gene function in defunct plants. That is, some non-synonymous substitutions in 

the apparently more frequently mutating genes outside the centromere may have 

eliminated plants carrying those mutations from the population. Those substitutions 

might therefore not be seen in plants today. 

 

1.9. Large-scale impacts on the future of agricultural production may be realized by 

understanding maize centromere sequences 

Maize (corn) is an important crop. Approximately 790 million metric tons of 

maize are produced worldwide each year. This figure represents 36% of total world 

agricultural grain production by tonnage (2,200 million metric tons preliminary figure 

over the 2008-2009 year through November) and 29% of worldwide crop production if 

including also oilseeds and cotton. The largest producer of maize is the United States, 
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which produces 1/3
rd

 of the world‟s corn [48]. In the United States, maize accounts for 

95% of livestock feed grain production and has combined-uses 

(feed/seed/food/industrial) farm production value of $49 billion in 2009 [49]. 

Finding timely ways to improve and protect maize could become increasingly 

important given that 1) agricultural products will need to meet the demand of a world 

population that is expected to grow from 6.83 billion people in 2009 to 9.15 billion in 

2050 and more further in the future [50], 2) changing climate conditions could require 

rapid adaptation to sustain/expand production [51], 3) new pests may have large-scale 

detrimental impacts if not addressed quickly, and 4) health concerns or economic 

conditions may necessitate novel modifications, such as reducing required amounts of 

nitrogen fertilizer that might otherwise damage water supplies at greater use or become 

prohibitively expensive due to market volatility [52,53]. 

Understanding the biology of maize centromeres may be important for future crop 

improvement and protection. Characterization of maize centromere DNA sequences and 

evolution is important toward the development of stably inherited maize artificial 

chromosomes. These molecules could allow plants to receive numerous genes or 

pathways after one transformation, a boon to researchers searching for ways to efficiently 

test genetic means to expand crop yields and ecological tolerances. 

Understanding what makes up functional maize centromere sequences might also 

become important to remedy a currently unknown centromere-based disease. 

Centromeres are critical to cell division, and therefore plant growth and reproduction. A 

centromere disease in maize could endanger a large fraction of the world‟s annual food 

production. Identifying and eliminating such a disease might first require an 
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understanding what characteristics, if any, define healthy centromere DNA sequences in 

corn. 

 

1.10. Probing of anti-CENH3 immunoprecipitated chromatin, FISH, and limited 

sequencing of centromeric FISH probes reveal some features of maize centromere 

DNA 

Maize centromeric DNA sequences appear to share homology with sequences in 

rice and other grasses (Poaceaes), suggesting some degree of centromeric sequence 

conservation in these organisms. As in rice, probe sequence signal strength to anti-

CENH3 immunoprecipitated DNA identified satellite (CentC) and retrotransposon 

(CRM) sequences enriched in CENH3-binding chromatin of maize [54]. 

Both CentC and CRM homologous sequences are variably conserved among the 

Poaceae. CentC shares significant homology with sequences in the genera including 

Oryza, Pennisetum, and Tripsacum. CentC and rice CentO are largely similar, including 

an 80 nt region of homology with sequences found in two other genera (Pennisetum and 

Tripsacum) [31,39]. CentC also appears more conserved between Zea and Tripsacum 

than its centromeric associate CRM. That is, strong CentC FISH probe bands are visible 

in Zea mays, Zea diploperennis, and Tripsacum dactyloides, while CRM probe is only 

consistently visible on chromosomes of the two Zea species and variably/faintly seen on 

the chromosomes of T. dactyloides [55]. In more distantly related oat (Avena sativa) 

chromosomes, however, centromeric bands are not seen in the results of FISH using 

CentC probe. Only CRM probes bind to the centromeric regions of oat [56,57]. 
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CRM homologs are present in several grasses but vary in copy number between 

organisms. DNA sequence level analysis reveals that there are three major centromeric 

retrotransposon classes in maize – CRM1, CRM2, and CRM3 [58,59]. These classes are 

clearly orthologous to distinct classes of CRRs in rice. The number of CRRs in rice, 

however, is proportionally (relative to genome size) much smaller than CRMs in maize 

[53]. This means centromeric retrotransposon the relatives are likely more active in maize 

than rice. Some classes of CRM homologs also vary in relative abundance to each other 

between Zea species. Both CRM1 and CRM2 FISH probe signal can be observed in Z. 

mays and Z. diploperennis, however while CRM1 signal is similar, CRM2 signal is 

notably stronger in maize than Z. diploperennis [55]. It appears, therefore, that CRM2 

homologs are more active in maize than Z. diploperennis. 

Between maize and rice, the arrangements of centromere localized sequences are 

somewhat similar. Fiber-FISH (where chromosomes are stretched before probing to 

provide greater resolution) and sequencing of genomic fragments which hybridize to 

primary constrictions (apparently centromeric regions) of maize chromosomes show 

interspersion of centromeric satellite repeat and centromeric retrotransposon sequences 

[57,59]. This is similar to what is found in rice centromere 4 and in the CentO containing 

region of rice centromere 8 [32–34]. Together, similarities in centromeric sequence types 

and arrangements indicate that CentC/CRM homologs have been an evolving part of the 

centromeres in maize and other grasses at least since the divergence of maize and rice 

from their ancestor approximately 50 million years ago [60,61].  
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1.11. Mapping and sequencing maize centromeres is an unprecedented challenge 

due to their repetitiveness and size 

While there appear to be notable similarities between the centromeric sequences 

of rice and maize, they may otherwise be remarkably different. One driving factor for 

centromere sequence differentiation may be genome/chromosome size. The 10 

chromosomes of maize hold 2.3 Gb of DNA. This is approximately five times the 430 

Mb of DNA held in the 12 chromosomes of rice [62,63]. Their difference is due in part to 

maize having likely experienced two polyploidization events (segmental 

allotetroploidization) since their divergence [64]. To support larger chromosomes, the 

centromeres of maize may have evolved specific adaptations. If this is to be discovered, 

at least one centromere in maize must be completely sequenced. If more general features 

of maize centromeres are to be found, at least two centromeres must be completely 

sequenced. 

Identifying and sequencing DNA spanning an entire maize centromere is an 

unprecedented challenge. Genome sequencing projects typically omit centromeres due to 

the difficulty of sequencing these highly repetitive regions of the genome. The relatively 

small size of two centromeres in rice allowed them to be sequenced. The centromeres of 

maize can be expected to contain at least as much repetitive sequence, if not more than 

the sequenced centromeres of rice while also spanning much larger sections of DNA. 

At least two lines of evidence suggest that maize centromeres contain highly 

repetitive sequences. The first is that abundant centromeric repeat (CentC/CRM) 

hybridization signals are seen in fiber-FISH results measured on 8 of the 10 maize 

centromeres [57]. The two centromeres not reported in the fiber-FISH results (on 
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chromosomes 5 and 10) have metaphase (unstretched) chromosome FISH CentC signals 

similar to that of the smallest CentC region determined by fiber-FISH (on chromosome 

3), when looking at 2 (B73 and W23) maize cultivars used in both FISH and fiber-FISH 

studies [65]. The second line of evidence comes from a 95 kb maize genomic BAC 

library probe which hybridizes to maize centromeres. In the 95 kb fragment which is 

likely from a centromeric region, a total of 73 kb has been sequenced. Almost the entire 

sequenced DNA consists of repeated elements, most of which are CentC or CRM. The 

missing 22 kb are likely highly repetitive sequences between 5 break points in the 

assembled sequenced sections of the fragment [59]. Fiber-FISH results also indicate that 

even the smallest maize centromere is over twice the size of the smallest centromere in 

rice. The CentO-containing regions of rice centromeres 4 and 8 span 124 kb and 78 kb, 

respectively. This fits within one or half of a BAC from the japonica genomic library. 

The smallest CentC-containing region among the 8 maize chromosomes measured by 

fiber-FISH is estimated at 300 kb, or about two maize genomic BACs [32,34,57]. This 

means at least two highly repetitive overlapping BACs must be identified, sequenced, 

assembled, and mapped to span the smallest centromere of maize. A larger set of 

centromere spanning BAC sequences must be found to compare centromeres. Based on 

fiber-FISH results, the CentC-containing regions of maize centromeres are estimated to 

range from 300 kb to 2.8 Mb in size [57]. Variable CentC signal between chromosomes 

and cultivars suggest that amount of CentC or types of CentC vary between 

chromosomes and cultivars of maize [65]. Larger amounts of CentC can also hinder 

centromere sequencing and assembly. Delimiting the functional DNA of maize 

centromeres should include marking borders according to CENH3 association. This will 
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likely extend the size of the functional maize centromeres even further than the region 

spanned by centromeric tandem repeats if results are similar to anti-CENH3 ChIP-PCR 

mapping in rice centromere 8 [32]. 

 

1.12. A physical map of BACs has been created to guide maize genome sequencing 

Three BAC genomic libraries have been created from maize inbred Zea mays spp. 

mays cv. B73 (B73) toward sequencing the entire maize genome. Each library has been 

constructed using a different restriction enzyme to increase the probability of overlap 

between genomic fragments. The BAC inserts average 160 kb, and the libraries together 

account for 30X coverage of the genome [66–70]. 

A physical map has been created from the BACs of the three B73 libraries. This is 

done by “fingerprinting” each BAC, which allows groups of overlapping BACs to be 

identified. Groups with one or more BACs having genetic mapping markers can then be 

mapped to positions on the genome. The final product is a physical map of overlapping 

BACs. From this map an ordered minimal tiling path (end-to-end set) can be selected and 

sequenced [71]. 

The final maize physical map is actually the product of two physical maps and 

manipulation according to other lines of evidence. The foundation of the two maps are 

fingerprinted BACs, and the method of fingerprinting differs between maps. The first 

map is based on fingerprints created by first digesting BAC DNA with HindIII (Type II 

restriction enzyme that cuts in a 6-base recognition site), electrophoresing the digested 

DNA across an agarose gel, and recording the resulting banding pattern. This creates a 

pattern specific to the BAC insert, subpatterns of which are shared by inserts overlapping 
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on the genome. Overlapping genomic fragments sharing consensus bands are 

automatically assembled using the FingerPrinted Contigs (FPC) software into 

contiguously arranged sets of BACs called FPC contigs [72,73]. The set of FPC contigs 

created in this way, as well as fingerprinted BACs not assembled with any other 

(singletons) make up the agarose FPC map. The agarose FPC map is the foundation of 

the final agarose physical map, which has undergone refinement by manual editing based 

in part on the second map [71]. 

The second physical map is the High-Information Content Fingerprint (HICF) 

maize FPC map. Fingerprints for this map are generated by first digesting BAC DNA 

with a Type IIS restriction enzyme with a 6-base recognition sequence (EarI) and a Type 

II 4-base cutter (TaqI). The purpose of using the Type IIS enzyme is to create a variable 

overhanging nucleotide outside the enzyme‟s recognition sequence. The Type II 4-base 

cutter is used to reduce fragment sizes. The next step is adapting a fluorescent ddATP, 

ddTTP, ddGTP to the overhang created by the Type IIS enzyme. The Type II enzyme 

cuts are not tagged by omitting fluorescent ddCTP, which would otherwise illuminate too 

many fragments. Finally, the colorized fragments are run through a capillary sequencer 

resulting in color/length value pairs that serve as the basis for the BAC‟s fingerprint. By 

multiplying sizes observed and adding an offset based on color, a fingerprint of numerical 

values for each BAC is created, allowing multiple colorized BAC insert fragments of the 

same size but different content (minimally end nucleotides) to be distinguished [70] 

The agarose FPC map from 292,201 fingerprinted BACs began at 4,518 FPC 

contigs automatically generated by the FPC software. The HICF FPC map from 350,253 

fingerprinted BACs is 1,500 FPC automatically generated contigs and has not been 
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further refined [71]. Indeed, the HICF method is evidently superior for automatically 

producing longer and fewer FPC contigs with the least number of false joins when using 

the same starting set of BACs [70]. However, the agarose FPC project was completed 

first and serves as the basis of the final agarose physical map. This final map is the 

agarose FPC map that has been manually edited down to 721 FPC contigs using three 

other lines of evidence to create the final maize agarose physical map – genetic/sequence 

markers, the HICF FPC map, and apparent synteny between maize and rice. It is 

estimated to cover 93.5% of the genome [71]. 

 

1.13. Potentially centromeric BACs can be identified using markers integrated into 

the physical map 

The maize agarose physical map defines contiguous segments of the genome as 

sets of overlapping ~160 kb DNA fragments, i.e., FPC contigs as sets of BACs. FPC 

contigs containing complete or parts of centromeres can be identified by sequencing and 

genetically mapping BACs in those contigs. Given the repetitive nature of known 

centromeric sequences, BACs not assembled into an FPC contig (singletons) may also 

need to be mapped and integrated with other BACs by direct sequence comparisons to 

completely span a centromere. Next, sequenced and genetically mapped BACs evidently 

covering a centromere can be compared in content, e.g., CentC/CRM, with fiber-FISH 

fluorescence patterns on stretched centromeres to confirm actual presence on the genome. 

Additionally, maize CENH3-bound DNA can be sequenced and mapped to the BAC 

sequences for confirmation of sequence integration with the centromeric protein. 
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Three lines of evidence can drive the selection of potentially centromeric BACs 

from the physical map. The first is DNA hybridization probe results. Centromeric 

(CentC/CRM) probes have been hybridized with BACs in the physical map. These results 

have been integrated with the map and can be viewed as BAC markers using the FPC 

software [69]. 

The second line of evidence that a BAC is centromeric can be derived from BAC 

end sequences (BESs). A total of 474,604 BESs for BACs in all three genomic libraries 

are available. These sequences average 647 nt and have an estimated distribution of one 

every 6.2 kb of the genome [74]. BESs can be compared with published centromeric 

(CentC/CRM) sequences to discover indications of insert content. BES centromeric 

sequence homology results can also be added as BAC markers in the physical map. 

The third line of evidence is from adjacency of BACs to other BACs in an FPC 

contig that have been genetically mapped to a centromere or that have centromeric 

content markers (hybridization/BES). If a BAC is adjacent to another BAC in an FPC 

contig that has been mapped to a centromere, it may also map to a centromere. A BAC is 

also more likely to be centromeric if it is among other BACs with centromeric 

hybridization and/or BES makers. This third line of evidence (adjacency) is perhaps the 

most questionable, however, since the process of fingerprinting and assembling BACs 

with repetitive DNA is likely fallible. That is, repeated DNA can form non-unique 

fingerprint bands that appear in BACs throughout the genome and could therefore cause 

distant BACs containing the same repeats to be incorrectly assembled together during the 

FPC mapping process. There may also be a problem of sufficient overlap, where BACs 
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grouped in an FPC contig may not actually be adjacent due to points in the FPC contig 

where there is very little overlap (e.g., two BACs). 

 

1.14. Entire maize B73 BAC sequences and whole-genome shotgun sequences are 

publically available 

Besides BESs that are available for many of the BACs, some BACs are also 

completely sequenced. Haberer et al. (2005) randomly selected 100 fingerprinted BACs 

from all three B73 genomic libraries and sequenced them completely, creating a small 

survey (0.6%) of the genome. These BACs range in size from 22.6 to 227.5 kb, however 

the singletons make up the smaller sizes (averaging 82.5 kb) compared to BACs mapped 

to an FPC contig (averaging 163.2 kb). The singletons may be smaller due to less 

information content (e.g., bands) making them less likely to become integrated with other 

BACs during physical map assembly [75]. 

A massive complete genome BAC-to-BAC minimum tiling path across the entire 

maize physical map is also being sequenced by the Maize Genome Sequencing 

Consortium (MGSC). Since 2005 the MGSC has been publishing a rapidly expanding set 

of partially assembled BAC sequences (groups of multi-kb gapped sequencing contigs 

per BAC). From the MGSC effort there are now available gigabases of long high-quality 

maize sequences grouped by BAC and ordered according to the physical map (found in 

NCBI‟s Nucleotide database <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/> with query 

(ZMMBBb OR CH201) AND (Wilson[author]) AND (WUGSC)). 

In contrast to the BAC-by-BAC physical map based sequencing approach, the 

United States Department of Energy Joint Genome Institute (JGI) conducted WGS 
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sequencing of the B73 genome. This has resulted in a set of many short (1.01 kb average) 

sequencing reads, totaling approximately half coverage (1.1 Gb) of the 2.3 Gb genome 

(NCBI's Trace Archive <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/trace.cgi> on February 

22
nd

, 2008 from query SPECIES_CODE = "ZEA MAYS" and CENTER_NAME = 

"JGI"). This is a large set of DNA sequences from the maize genome with little selective 

bias. That is, there is no bias for DNA selected from a pool of fingerprinted BACs or 

BACs assembled into an FPC contig as is present for the MGSC dataset. At JGI the WGS 

sequencing is done on genomic DNA physically sheared into random 2-40 kb fragments 

(http://www.jgi.doe.gov/education/how/index.html; http://youtu.be/RLsb0pMx_oU). This 

set of WGS sequences is therefore suited for estimating relative genome-wide repeat 

DNA content. 

 

1.15. CentC and CRM sequences are known 

Maize centromeric sequence elements CentC and CRM are publically available 

through NCBI‟s Nucleotide database <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/>. There 

are 79 records with 81 CentC monomers in the Nucleotide database. This includes the 6 

CentC monomers first described by Ananiev et al. (1998) as 6 GenBank accessions 

AF078918.1 through AF078923.1 [30], 3 CentC monomers as 1 accession AY321491.1 

by Wang and Chen (2003) [76], and 72 CentC monomer units in 72 accessions 

AY530216.1 through AY530287.1 by Melo and Dawe (2004). 

The first group to describe CentC, Ananiev et al. (1998), also identified the first 

form of CRM called CentA. This centromeric retroelement is non-autonomous, meaning 
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it lacks some elements for independent replication [30,54,58,77]. The CentA sequence is 

available through the Nucleotide database (accession AF078917.1). 

Four families of CRM have been identified – CRM1, CRM2, CRM3, and CRM4 

[58,59]. Components of these LTR retrotransposons include (among others) in their 

relative order a 5′ LTR, 5′ untranslated region (UTR), gag structural gene, reverse 

transcriptase gene, integrase gene, and 3′ LTR. CentA is most similar to CRM3, with 

high homology between their LTR and UTR components [58]. CentA includes a gag 

domain; however CentA gag lacks significant sequence homology to that of CRM3 [58]. 

Furthermore, CentA lacks reverse transcriptase and integrase genes, both of which are 

included in the autonomous CRM3 element [58,77].  

CRM1, CRM2, CRM3, and CRM4 are orthologous to rice CRR classes CRR3, 

CRR2, CRR1, and CRR4 respectively. Highest similarities are between CRM2 and 

CRR2, then CRM1 and CRR3. CRM3 and CRR1 are less similar, followed by CRM4 

and CRR4, which is the most diverged pair. There is reason to believe that CRM4 

currently lies in pericentromeric regions given that none of 13 CRM4-containing BACs 

sequenced by the MGSC contained CentC and only one contained a single CRM1 [58]. 

In contrast CRM1, CRM2, and CRM3/CentA have been found among CentC sequences 

in DNA having FISH signal in centromeric regions [30,59]; and components of CRM2 

(UTR, gag, integrase, and reverse transcriptase) and the gag of CentA appear to be 

enriched in maize CENH3-bound chromatin according to ChIP-PCR results [54].  

LTR dating and full-length element counts put CRM1 and CRM2 as the newest, 

most abundant, and active CRM elements. Most full-length CRM elements that have 

been identified are CRM1s. These CRM1 elements are dated by nucleotide substitutions 
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between their LTRs to times older than other identified CRMs, however most have been 

active relatively recently [58]. Furthermore, CRM1 has been classified into 5 

recombinant subtypes from two parental elements (A and B). Each recombinant (R1 

through R5) appears to have arisen and proliferated in spurts at different times. The R5 

recombinant is the most recent and active element [78]. Like the CRM1 R5s, most of the 

CRM2s have also inserted recently, during the same approximate time period (< 0.77 

millions of years ago). CentA and CRM3 are slightly older, followed by CRM4 [58,78]. 

CRM1, CRM2, CRM3, and CRM4, as well as the recombinants can be obtained 

from sequences available through NCBI‟s Nucleotide databases (including the MGSC 

sequenced BACs) and described in references [59], [58], and [78]. 

 

1.16. ChIP-Seq can identify centromere integrated sequences 

ChIP-Seq is a method for discovering genome-wide profiles of DNA-binding 

proteins, histone modifications, or nucleosomes [79]. ChIP-Seq has been used on the rice 

genome to identify rice CENH3 profiles for all 12 chromosomes. This is done by 

performing ChIP using anti-CENH3 and pyrosequencing the immunoprecipitated DNA 

(Roche 454), followed by mapping the resulting reads onto the rice reference 

chromosome (pseudomolecule) sequences. Since rice centromeres 4 and 8 have been 

completely sequenced and since they are relatively low in repeat content, the profile of 

overlapping ChIP reads can be visualized over these centromeres entirely. In these 

centromeres there is clear enrichment of mapped reads. Closer observation suggests 

segments of enrichment within the inferred CENH3-binding domains. Profiles for other 

chromosomes show increasing enrichment of mapped reads toward regions of the 
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genome apparently approaching centromeres [80]. Maize chromatin immunoprecipitated 

using anti-CENH3 may also be pyrosequenced and mapped to sequenced BACs in the 

maize genomic libraries, so as to identify those likely associated with centromeres. 
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CHAPTER 2 

HYPOTHESIS I: CENTC AND CRM ARE THE ONLY REPEATS ENRICHED 

IN THE DNA SEQUENCES OF MAIZE CENTROMERES 

2.1. Introduction, hypothesis, and objectives 

CentC and CRM appear to be localized and abundant in maize centromeres 

according to FISH, small-scale sequence annotations of maize centromeric DNA probes, 

and anti-CENH3 ChIP-PCR hybridization experiments. CentC and CRM containing 

genomic fragments and CentC probes hybridize to centromeric regions of maize 

chromosomes [30,59,65]. Fiber-FISH probing also shows prevalence of CentC and CRM 

hybridization signals [57]. However, interspersed between these signals are unhybridized 

(dark) regions that possibly contain other, undescribed centromeric repeats. Likewise, 

ChIP-PCR reveals enriched proportions of CentC and CRM in CENH3-bound chromatin, 

but another unknown (unprobed) but enriched element may exist within that DNA [54]. 

One element potentially enriched element, for example, is the Cent4 tandem repeat that is 

related to B (accessory) chromosome centromeres. This Cent4 repeat debatably appears 

in centromere 4 according to FISH [65,81]. While Cent4 looks local to the centromere of 

chromosome 4, FISH also seems to show that Cent4 trails a small amount of CentC as 

chromosomes are pulled apart during anaphase [57]. Therefore, while it is likely that 

CentC and CRM are the only repeats specific to the centromeres of maize, this is not yet 

confirmed. A genome-wide sequence-level analysis of CENH3-bound DNA must be 

performed to determine whether CentC and CRM are the only repeats enriched in the 

centromeres of maize. This has recently become possible due to the advent of relatively 

inexpensive DNA sequencing technologies combined with ChIP (ChIP-Seq), as well as 
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the availability of JGI‟s whole-genome shotgun (WGS) and MGSC‟s assembled BAC-

by-BAC sequences covering approximately half or all of the maize genome, respectively. 

The first hypothesis is that CentC and CRM are the only repeats enriched in the 

DNA sequences of maize centromeres. The null hypothesis is that there is at least one 

non-CentC/non-CRM repeat enriched in the DNA sequences of maize centromeres. 

To test the hypothesis the first objective is to verify that CentC and CRM are 

enriched in the centromere sequences of maize, i.e., that the fraction of CentC and CRM 

homologous sequences in maize centromeres appreciably surpasses the fraction of CentC 

and CRM homologous sequences in the sum of genomic regions outside centromeres. 

The second objective is to show that another repeat is not enriched in maize centromere 

sequences. For this objective a repeat is any tandemly arrayed or interspersed sequence 

with length and abundance on the order of CentC and CRM, i.e., a repeated unit 

approximately 150 nucleotides (nt) in length that is well represented in centromere 

sequences. 

 

2.2. Materials and methods 

2.2.1. CentC, CRM, and other selected sequences were tested for centromere 

sequence enrichment 

2.2.1.1. Query sequences in which homologies were calculated included those from 

WGS, assembled chromosome, and ChIP-Seq datasets 

Three maize genomic sequences datasets were examined for total nucleotide 

homologies to CentC, CRM, and a selection of additional sequences (e.g., Cent4). These 

query genomic datasets were 1) the maize WGS reads from JGI, 2) assembled 
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chromosome sequences from the MGSC (ZmB73v1), and 3) a set of pyrosequences from 

maize anti-CENH3 bound chromatin (ChIP-Seq reads). The WGS reads were 

downloaded as FASTA records from NCBI's Trace Archive on February 22
nd

, 2008 

(query SPECIES_CODE = "ZEA MAYS" and CENTER_NAME = "JGI") and totaled 

1,087,012,190 non-vector and unambiguous (non-N) nucleotides in 1,124,441 reads. The 

WGS reads Info records (including approximate sequencing clone insert size and which 

end of the insert was sequenced) were also retrieved from the Trace Archive (same 

query). Vector sequences were masked in the WGS sequences using cross_match 

(http://www.phrap.org/) software and NCBI's UniVec_Core build #5.1 from January 13
th

, 

2009. The MGSC maize genome ZmB73v1 (also known as B73 RefGen_v1) was 

downloaded together as a package dated March 20
th

, 2009 from the Arizona Genomics 

Institute FTP server (ftp://ftp:agiftpguest@ftp.genome.arizona.edu/pub/fpc/maize/ 

maize_pseudo.tar.gz) and included assembled reference chromosome 1-10 sequences and 

unplaced (reference chromosome 0) sequences together totaling 2,048,004,755 

unambiguous nucleotides [82]. The anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads were obtained from 454 

Life Sciences in Branford, Connecticut (http://www.454.com/) as 149,756 pyrosequences 

totaling 24,729,204 nt (submitted to NCBI‟s Sequence Read Archive under identifier 

SRA009397) and created from chromatin immunoprecipitated by Hyeran Lee at the 

University of Wisconsin–Madison, Madison, Wisconsin [83]. 
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2.2.1.2. Subject databases for homology calculations included sets of CentC, CRM, and 

other selected sequences 

Subject databases for homology calculations included a set of 79 CentC records 

(AF078918- AF078923; AY321491; AY530216- AY530287), as well as Cent4 

(AF242891.1), knob-180 (M35408.1), and knob-350 (AF071121.1-AF071124.1) 

sequences obtained from GenBank. Additionally, 5S and 45S rDNA consensus sequences 

were created from NCBI Nucleotide records (AC208721.5 for 5S rDNA) and WGS 

sequences. The presumed 45S rDNA sequence was constructed by Gernot Presting at the 

University of Hawai„i from 100 GenBank Zea mays WGS traces with the highest BLAST 

scores to GenBank record X03990.1 and their mate pairs (see Appendix A). For the 

rDNA, Cent4, knob-180, and knob-350 databases, two copies of each sequence were 

concatenated in tandem in order to capture short sequence homologies covering any 

repeat junction (border of two adjacent repeats). The 79 CentC records did not need to be 

tandemized since the sequences differed in start/end points and one record was composed 

of three concatenated CentC monomer units (AY321491.1). All previously identified sets 

of CRM1 (451 records), CRM2 (210 records), CRM3 (30 records), and CRM4 (52 

records) sequences [58], as well as one CRM5 and one CRM6 sequence (Anupma 

Sharma at the University of Hawai„i, unpublished) were included in homology 

calculations. Additionally, homologies were calculated to a database of 72 different full-

length Opie elements extracted from BACs [78] and a loosely termed “genes” database 

including 1,266 mRNA sequences obtained after removing transposase, chloroplast, and 

mitochondrial sequences from the “Zea mays" portion of NCBI‟s RefSeq collection 

downloaded February 4
th

, 2008. 
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2.2.1.3. Tandem repeats homologies were calculated by competitive cross_match 

Genomic sequence homologies to tandem repeats (e.g., CentC) were calculated 

using the cross_match software program (http://www.phrap.org). An advantage of 

cross_match is the simplicity of its output: numerous alignments between a subject 

tandem repeats database and a query genomic sequence (e.g., WGS read) are transformed 

into contiguous spans of masked query sequences (homologous to sequences in the 

subject database). First, sequence homologies to each subject database in each query 

dataset were identified using cross_match; then query nucleotides homologous to each 

subject were counted after competing results (if overlaps existed between contiguous 

segments of query sequences homologous to different subject databases, only the subject 

having the longer contiguous segment was assigned the overlapping nucleotides). Parsing 

of cross_match output and counting of homologous nucleotides were done using custom 

software written in Perl (http://www.perl.org/). 

  

2.2.1.4. Interspersed sequences homologies were calculated by competitive WU-BLAST 

Genomic sequence homologies to interspersed sequences (e.g., CRMs) were 

calculated by competitive WU-BLAST. First, the WU-BLAST (http://blast.wustl.edu/) 

software program was used to generate alignments between each subject database (e.g., 

the dataset of CRM1 sequences) and query genomic sequences (e.g., WGS reads). The 

program was run with minimum score filters for saved gapped (S) and ungapped (S2) 

alignments set to S = S2 = 225 for WGS and ChIP-Seq datasets and S = S2 = 1000 for the 

ZmB73v1 sequences. Given the WU-BLAST default match score of +5, a HSP down to a 

pair of exactly matching 45 nt sequences (score of 225 / +5 score per nucleotide = 45 nt) 

http://www.phrap.org/
http://www.perl.org/
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was potentially considered in competitive calculations for the reads. This threshold was 

selected since it could include the longest possible HSP with 100% identities in nearly the 

shortest read in the dataset with the shortest reads (the total 149,756 ChIP-Seq reads had 

a distribution where the ≥45 nt reads accounted for all but 246 reads with sizes 31-44 nt, 

and these reads were smaller than the smallest WGS read having a length of 74 nt). All 

HSPs with identity ≥90% from all databases except the mRNA (maize RefSeq “genes”) 

database were collected from WU-BLAST results and competed. If HSPs overlapped, 

only the longest HSP (relative to length on genomic query sequence) from all databases 

was counted toward total nucleotide homology for a particular database. The mRNA 

sequences homologies were calculated separately from the other interspersed sequences 

by WU-BLAST with a score filter of S = S2 = 225 for all genomic datasets, in this way 

capturing more of the smaller subject sequences in this database (relative to the other 

interspersed sequences) and also limited to ≥90% identity HSPs as done with the other 

datasets. Perl with the BioPerl module (http://www.bioperl.org/) was used to parse and 

calculate results. 

 

2.2.1.5. Fractions of nucleotide homologies between genomic datasets were compared to 

calculate enrichment and representation figures 

Both tandem and interspersed sequences enrichment values were calculated by 

dividing the fraction of ChIP-Seq nucleotides homologous to a subject dataset by the 

fraction of WGS nucleotides homologous to the same dataset. Additionally, approximate 

representation of subject datasets in reference chromosome sequences (ZmB73v1) was 
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estimated by dividing the fraction of ZmB73v1 nucleotides homologous to a dataset by 

the fraction of WGS nucleotides homologous to the same dataset. 

 

2.2.2. Non-CentC/non-CRM repeats were tested for potential enrichment 

2.2.2.1. Centromere and non-centromere sequences were identified using anti-CENH3 

ChIP-Seq reads 

Enrichment values for a wider range of repeats (other than the selected subjects 

and potentially including never previously identified repeats) were calculated by first 

separating the set of MGSC assembled BAC sequences into centromere and non-

centromere BACs. Homologies to sequences in either set of BACs to various subject 

sequences were then discovered (two ways – homologous nucleotide counts and 

homologous spans of sequence windows) and normalized by total nucleotides in the 

BACs dataset. Finally, calculated enrichment values were obtained by dividing 

normalized values in centromere BACs by normalized values in non-centromere BACs. 

These calculated enrichments were subsequently compared to determine if a non-

CentC/non-CRM repeat could be called enriched in centromere sequences. 

The set of 16,875 MGSC sequenced and assembled BACs representing 

2,833,162,209 unambiguous (i.e., counting A/T/C/G only, not N) nucleotides was 

downloaded from NCBI‟s Nucleotide repository using query “(ZMMBBb OR CH201) 

AND (Wilson[author]) AND (WUGSC)” on February 23
rd

, 2009. These BACs were 

segregated into centromere or non-centromere collections based on the number of anti-

CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads which semi-uniquely mapped to a BAC. ChIP-Seq read mapping 

was done in collaboration with Kevin Schneider at the University of Hawai„i. First 
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MUMmer [84] software was used to more quickly (relative to BLAST) identify exact 

sequence matches between all ChIP-Seq reads and all BACs in forward or reverse 

orientations. Next, only reads that mapped completely (end-to-end and identically) to ≤2 

BACs (and allowing any number of occurrences within a BAC) were included in a total 

number of reads assigned to a BAC. Note that this filter was for somewhat specific 

sequence to the genome, not for uniqueness between reads (e.g., two reads of exactly the 

same length and content whose sequence appeared in ≤2 BACs would both be included). 

Finally, the distribution of number of reads per BAC was used to determine a cutoff for 

centromere BACs at ≥13 mapped reads (meaning non-centromere BACs were the group 

with <13 mapped reads). This was at an inflection point in the chart appearing after an 

initial drop in numbers of BACs having particular numbers of reads as numbers of reads 

increased, i.e., the number of BACs having 12 mapped reads was greater than the number 

of BACs having 13 reads and the number of BACs having 13 reads was less than the 

number of BACs having 14 reads. In sum these encompassed 156 BACs with ≥13 

mapped reads. 

 

2.2.2.2. Potential enrichment values for known repeats in centromere BACs were 

calculated 

To calculate centromere enrichment values for currently known repeats one of 

several available databases subject elements was selected. Then sequence homologies 

between this database and the centromere/non-centromere BACs were examined. The 

maize repeats databases considered were The Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR) Zea 

Repeats-v3.0 [85], TEnest [86], maizetedb (http://maizetedb.org/), and the maize portion 
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of the Genetic Information Research Institute (GIRI) Repbase database [87]. The TIGR 

Zea Repeats-v3.0 was downloaded from TIGR‟s servers 

(ftp://ftp.tigr.org/pub/data/TIGR_Plant_Repeats/TIGR_Zea_Repeats.v3.0) on August 1
st
, 

2005. The TEnest set of “unique” repeats was obtained for examination from a package 

downloaded through the author‟s website 

(http://www.public.iastate.edu/~imagefpc/Subpages/TE_nest/MAIZE.tar.gz) on July 18
th

, 

2010. The maizetedb dataset of 1,526 TEs from a selection of “EVERYTHING” was 

downloaded from the compiler‟s website (http://maizetedb.org/) on November 17
th

, 2010. 

The Repbase dataset was obtained through GIRI‟s website 

(http://www.girinst.org/server/RepBase/protected/repeatmaskerlibraries/repeatmaskerlibr

aries-20090604.tar.gz) on November 19
th

, 2010. All of these datasets produced similar 

overall nucleotide counts in the centromere BACs, however Repbase was selected for 

enrichment calculations because it was the only that included both interspersed and 

tandem repeats, it had the greatest coverage over query sequences (see results), it had the 

least incidences overlaps between repeat (see results), and it was also the only 

specifically made to work with the RepeatMasker software 

(http://www.repeatmasker.org) selected to help identify sequence homologies. 

To help manage the extensive subject homologies discovery process 

RepeatMasker software was employed. RepeatMasker is essentially a wrapper around 

either one of two kinds of BLAST software programs (WU-BLAST or RMBlast, a 

RepeatMasker modification of NCBI BLAST) or cross_match that attempts to report best 

matches also checks for low complexity (e.g., AT-rich) and simple sequences (e.g., runs 

of A). When used with Repbase, RepeatMasker will additionally report results not only 
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for individual subject database sequence records but also more general sequence types 

(e.g., sum of coverages by all tandem repeats). RepeatMasker was run using cross_match 

and with the rush (“-qq”) option for quicker processing time (sets word sizes larger than 

other processing options but still smaller than default cross_match settings). Also to 

reduce time the calculations were done over 7 AMD Opteron™ Processor 8346 HE cores 

(RepeatMasker “-pa” option set to 7). The maize portion of Repbase was accessed by 

specifying the species option at RepeatMasker run time as well (i.e., “-species maize”). 

RepeatMasker reports best matches but allows for <80% overlaps (removing those 

shorter alignments with greater overlap). Any overlapping alignments included in 

RepeatMasker results were subsequently resolved by assigning the overlapping regions to 

the longer alignment using a custom Perl script. The enrichment value for each database 

sequence having homology in the centromere BACs was calculated by dividing the 

nucleotide fraction covered by the sequence coverage in the centromere BACs over the 

nucleotide fraction covered in the non-centromere BACs. 

Some Repbase maize subjects were tested for sequence homologies to other 

sequences including those in the selected databases in the previous analysis (e.g., 79 

GenBank CentC records) using the NCBI BLAST nucleotide-nucleotide program. 

Parameters were set to deactivate low-complexity sequence filtering (-F F) and to obtain 

only substantial results (-e 1E-10; E-value set to 1E-10). 

Calculated enrichment values based on the RepeatMasker with Repbase maize 

homologies to BAC sequences were compared with values calculated from raw default 

cross_match for three subject databases each with multiple records. This was done to see 

how well the different methods correlate. Repbase contains CentC, CRM2, and Opie 
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representative sequences that correspond with selected subjects databases previously 

compiled (i.e., 79 CentC sequence records from GenBank, 210 CRM2 records, and 72 

Opie records). These divergent sequence types (CentC/CRM2/Opie) can be expected not 

to overlap and therefore produce similar results if using Repbase with RepeatMasker or 

the selected databases with cross_match alone. First sequence homologies were 

separately discovered for each sequence type by cross_match using a subject database 

(non-competitively), gaps sequences were removed at locations specified in BACs 

GenBank annotations, and then cross_match masked nucleotides were counted. Total 

masked nucleotides over total non-gap nucleotides in the centromere or non-centromere 

BACs sequences yielded a fractional representation for each of subjects. Fraction of 

CentC/CRM2/Opie in centromere over fraction CentC/CRM2/Opie of non-centromere 

sequences produced an enrichment value for each subject.   

 

2.2.2.3. Enrichment values were calculated for sequences not homologous to known 

repeats using 100 nt windows 

As its name implies, one feature of RepeatMasker is to mask sequences. After 

having RepeatMasker mask nucleotides homologous to the Repbase database in the 

centromere BACs, unmasked BAC sequences were examined for potential centromere 

enrichment of repeats with a length approximately 150 nt or more. To identify such non-

Repbase repeats first sequencing gaps were removed from Repbase masked BAC 

sequences (creating a set of contiguous sequences) according to sequence features 

annotations provided by their submitters and available from GenBank. Next, the 

sequences were further segmented into 100 nt windows starting at nucleotide position 1 
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and also nucleotide position 50 of each contiguous sequence. This made 100 nt windows 

overlapping by 50 nt. For example, all unmasked sequences ≥200 nt made at least three 

windows at nucleotide positions 1-100, 51-150, and 101-200. In this way any unmasked 

(non-Repbase) sequence ≥149 nt would be covered by at least one of any two 

overlapping windows (this is 1 nt less than the ~150 nt target, but makes window 

positions easier to think about when reviewing the data). Completely masked (Repbase) 

100 nt windows were removed from consideration. The remaining windows were aligned 

using NCBI BLAST to the unmasked sections of the masked centromere BAC sequences. 

The choice of NCBI BLAST over WU-BLAST at the time of this experiment was due to 

the lack of need for complex parameters, as well as some concern about the future 

availability of WU-BLAST following the advent of AB-BLAST. Each window was given 

a +1 score for any alignment ≥90 nt in length and with ≥90% identities. Scores were 

subsequently normalized (divided) by the total 25,376,047 non-gap nucleotides 

(including some sporadic ambiguous “N” nucleotides) in the centromere BACs 

sequences. Next, only windows with scores ≥3 were next aligned to the non-gap and non-

Repbase sequences of non-centromere BACs using NCBI BLAST. A +1 score was given 

for each alignment ≥90 nt and ≥90% identities and total scores were normalized by the 

total 2,807,114,898 non-gap nucleotides in the non-centromere BAC sequences. An 

enrichment value for each 100 nt window with scores ≥3 from the centromere BACs was 

calculated by dividing the normalized score from centromere BAC sequences by the 

normalized score from non-centromere BAC sequences. Additionally, scores for 

windows appearing only in the centromere BAC sequences were examined to determine 

if a repeat on the order of CentC or CRM existed only in the centromere BACs. 
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For control/comparison the selected CentC, CRM2, and Opie databases of 

sequences (previously described) were each separately aligned to the centromere and 

non-centromere BAC sequences (not masked by Repbase) using cross_match (non-

competitive) to identify regions of homology. Windows of 100 nt overlapping 50 nt in 

the CentC/CRM2/Opie homologous BAC sequences were given enrichment values in the 

same way as done for the non-Repbase windows. 

 

2.3. Results and discussion 

2.3.1. CentC and CRM are enriched in the DNA sequences of maize centromeres 

2.3.1.1. Summary of findings 

 Competitive cross_match or BLAST was used to determine nucleotides 

homologous to selected subject databases (including 79 CentC sequences and six types of 

CRMs) in each query dataset (WGS reads, ZmB73v1 reference chromosome sequences, 

and anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads). Using homology results for the JGI WGS reads as a 

reference the percent of each subject represented in ZmB73v1 was estimated, revealing 

substantial variation among representations. Sequence enrichment values, calculated by 

dividing the fraction of each subject in the anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads (fraction relative 

to total nucleotides in the dataset) by the fraction of that subject in the WGS reads, show 

that CentC and CRM are enriched in centromere associated DNA sequences. Enrichment 

calculations also indicate that the non-CentC/non-CRM sequences like Opie (a 

retrotransposon expected to diffusely inhabit the genome) are not specifically abundant 

(i.e., are not enriched) in the DNA sequences of maize centromeres (Table 2.1) [55]. 
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Table 2.1. Representations and enrichments of selected sequences. Nucleotides homologous to each selected subject sequence type 

database (Nucleotides) and the fraction that those nucleotides cover (Fraction) in the three query datasets (JGI WGS reads, ZmB73v1, 

and Anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq Reads) are given with representations and enrichments. Representation = ZmB73v1 Fraction / JGI WGS 

Reads Fraction. Enrichment = Anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq Reads Fraction / JGI WGS Reads Fraction. 

Database

Nucleotides Fraction Nucleotides Fraction Representation Nucleotides Fraction Enrichment

Tandem repeats

CentC NCBI 79 1,900,089 1.75E-03 1,947,833 9.51E-04 54.41% 1,447,866 5.85E-02 33.5

Cent4 50,263 4.62E-05 59,875 2.92E-05 63.23% 1,935 7.82E-05 1.69

Knob180 14,799,588 1.36E-02 2,520,776 1.23E-03 9.04% 419,023 1.69E-02 1.24

Knob350 1,047,788 9.64E-04 377,601 1.84E-04 19.13% 30,428 1.23E-03 1.28

rDNA 5S B73 64,953 5.98E-05 38,562 1.88E-05 31.51% 2,801 1.13E-04 1.90

rDNA 45S B73 17,749,102 1.63E-02 4,505,343 2.20E-03 13.47% 198,428 8.02E-03 0.49

Retrotransposons and genes

CRM1 2,951,440 2.72E-03 5,960,580 2.91E-03 107.19% 1,091,992 4.42E-02 16.3

CRM2 1,341,433 1.23E-03 2,674,521 1.31E-03 105.82% 1,560,396 6.31E-02 51.1

CRM3 287,701 2.65E-04 549,878 2.68E-04 101.44% 127,145 5.14E-03 19.4

CRM4 1,710,355 1.57E-03 3,603,311 1.76E-03 111.82% 46,815 1.89E-03 1.20

CRM5 943,138 8.68E-04 2,121,556 1.04E-03 119.39% 22,897 9.26E-04 1.07

CRM6 87,077 8.01E-05 197,961 9.67E-05 120.66% 3,812 1.54E-04 1.92

Opie 37,681,548 3.47E-02 95,565,035 4.67E-02 134.61% 1,065,855 4.31E-02 1.24

Genes 1,482,349 1.36E-03 2,507,971 1.22E-03 89.80% 31,368 1.27E-03 0.93

JGI WGS Reads Anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq ReadsZmB73v1
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2.3.1.2. Subjects have variable ZmB73v1 representation values 

Comparing sequence homologies to selected subject databases in the JGI WGS 

reads versus the ZmB73v1 assembled sequences produces calculations on the degree that 

subjects are represented in ZmB73v1. These calculations indicate variable degrees of 

representation between subjects in ZmB73v1 (Table 2.1). Both the under and over 

representations of subjects in ZmB73v1 may be explained by the way WGS reads and 

ZmB73v1 datasets were produced, and/or by considering the consequences of the 

genomic distributions of subject sequences. 

 

2.3.1.2.1. Tandem repeats have reduced ZmB73v1 representation values 

The tandem repeats are particularly depressed in their representation values 

among ZmB73v1 sequences. This includes CentC with a calculated representation value 

of 54.41%. One influence on these calculations may be that the strategy behind the 

generation of ZmB73v1 is biased against highly repetitive sequences like tandem repeats, 

unlike the strategy behind producing the WGS reads: to create ZmB73v1 the genome is 

first fragmented into large BAC inserts which were subsequently fingerprinted and 

organized into FPC contigs, then selected based on a minimal tiling path through FPC 

contigs, and finally subfragmented into BAC sequencing clones which are sequenced and 

assembled into contiguous genomic segments [71,82]; the WGS strategy, in contrast, is 

simply to sequence relatively small DNA fragments from potentially more random 

locations in the genome (no BAC library construction, FPC contig path selection, or read 

assembly). It is likely that BACs containing an exceptionally large proportion of tandem 

repeats did not make their way into the FPC-based minimal tiling path due to the 
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difficulty of matching a limited set of distinguishable fingerprint bands between BACs. 

For example, at the most extreme a BAC that contained entirely only one tandem repeat 

might produce just a single agarose gel band that could not be used with any confidence 

to match that BAC‟s excessively simple fingerprint with another. Such BACs with 

exceptionally repetitive DNA sequences would therefore never be included in an FPC 

contig (i.e., put together with any other BAC), and therefore never be included in the 

minimal tiling path. Another possible reducer of tandem repeat sequences in ZmB73v1 

may be the sequencing contig assembly process. The length of BAC sequencing reads 

and the degree of identity between BAC sequences could reduce a region of highly 

identical sequence into a shorter sequence. For example, if sequencing reads are shorter 

than identical units of a tandemly arrayed DNA sequence in one region of a BAC then 

that region may be reduced to a single unit in the final assembled DNA sequencing 

contig. 

 

2.3.1.2.2. Retrotransposons have inflated ZmB73v1 representation values 

The interspersed repeats CRMs 1 through 6 and Opie have high ZmB73v1 

representation values (Table 2.1). Unlike the tandem repeats, these retrotransposons may 

create enough variation in host BAC DNA to produce fingerprints generally acceptable 

for BAC inclusion into FPC contigs. That is, randomness of their genomic insertion sites 

[43,47,59] and differences between their components (due to a high degree of individual 

nucleotide mutations and shuffling of subsequences) [47,58,78] likely creates enough 

distinguishable variation in the DNA of BACs containing these repeats to produce 

fingerprints that typically allow BAC incorporation into FPC contigs. These 
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retrotransposable elements may not only be completely or almost completely represented 

but in fact be overrepresented in ZmB73v1, as their values over 100% suggest. This is 

perhaps a consequence of misassembly between the long segments of similar sequences 

between elements, which could be compounded by overlapping BACs in the minimal 

tiling path: redundantly sequenced DNA segments in the same or different overlapping 

BACs may not be pruned from the ZmB73v1 final sequences due to the lack of apparent 

redundancy between misassembled sequences. Overlaps between BACs in the minimal 

tiling path can be expected given that the FPC project does not have sufficient precision 

to reveal exactly where BACs overlap. That is, adjacent BACs in the minimal tiling path 

may appear separated based on a lack of shared consensus bands in their fingerprints but 

actually share DNA segments not revealed in their fingerprints. If such conditions exist 

then a repeat which is abundant throughout the entire genome would have more 

opportunities for overrepresentation at least from an increase in BAC overlap points, and 

also from duplicated sequence misassemblies within BACs. In fact the results indicate 

that Opie repeats, which surpass total nucleotide counts in both WGS reads and 

ZmB73v1 reference chromosome sequences relative to the other selected subject 

sequence types (databases), also appear to have the highest degree of representation in 

ZmB73v1 at 134.61%. 

If repeats like the CRMs and Opie are overrepresented in ZmB73v1 then their 

effect would be to increase the total number of nucleotides present in ZmB73v1. This 

would decrease the calculated value for the fraction of gene sequences (expected to be 

unique and distributed; DNA sequences complementing mRNAs and fitting predicted 

genes) in ZmB73v1, in turn reducing the ZmB73v1 genes representation value to <100%. 
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Such a representation value for genes is observed, specifically 89.90%. It might also be 

argued that the fractional proportions of CRM and Opie sequences reported in the WGS 

reads are less than their actual fractions in the genome. However, the consistency of 

>100% representation values among all retroelements would have to mean that fractions 

of each distinct retrotransposon database failed to be accurately captured by the WGS 

reads. Therefore, it appears that the CRMs and Opie are actually overrepresented in 

ZmB73v1. 

 

2.3.1.2.3. Quantities, distributions, and identities of tandem repeats may also affect their 

ZmB73v1 representation values 

2.3.1.2.3.1. Small presence may create large variations in representation values 

Another possible driver of variation between ZmB73v1 representation values is 

the distribution of subjects in the genome. Consider the extreme case of a subject 

database including only a single unique sequence having one location in the maize 

genome (extremely low distribution). By chance this unique sequence could appear in 

both, neither, or either the WGS reads and/or the ZmB73v1 sequences, since even 

ZmB73v1 is estimated to be missing ~250 Mb (~10.8%) of the gnome [82]. The 

conditions of “neither” or “only in” ZmB73v1 can be ignored since they produce no 

meaningful calculations (neither is a 0 / 0 = 0 calculation and only in ZmB73v1 is a 

division by 0). If the unique sequence is found only in the WGS reads then the ZmB73v1 

representation value would be 0%. If both include the unique sequence then the 

representation value would be approximately 50%. That is, given the M nucleotide 

unique sequence, X nucleotide sum of nucleotides in ZmB73v1, and the sum of 
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nucleotides in the WGS reads that is approximately half that in ZmB73v1 or X/2 

nucleotides, the calculated representation value would be (M/X )/(M/(X/2)) or 1/2 = 50%. 

Extending this idea further, the greater the distribution/quantity of a subject in the 

genome the less prone it will be to an all-or-nothing capture in the WGS reads resulting 

in a ZmB73v1 representation value calculated around 50%. 

 

2.3.1.2.3.2. Distributions of repeats may affect their capture by the WGS reads 

The degree of a subject‟s capture by the WGS reads relative to its actual presence 

in the genome may be affected by overall density of the subject throughout the genome. 

Imagine a scenario where the genome is segmented into regularly sized fragments that 

may contain one of two imaginary repeats, Clump or Ubiquitous. Both repeats cover the 

same total number of nucleotides in the genome. Clump always completely covers 

fragments wherever in the genome it occurs whereas Ubiquitous is more distributed 

throughout the genome covering only the first and last quarters of two times more 

fragments. If a sequencing strategy reveals just the end quarters of every fragment then 

every Ubiquitous nucleotide and only half of the Clump nucleotides will be counted. 

Alternatively, if the sequencing strategy generates sequences that go three quarters into 

fragments the mid-fragment overlap will have no effect on the count of Ubiquitous 

nucleotides but will double the count of Clump nucleotides. Going back to the two 

quarters fragments (non-redundant) sequencing, imagine the start positions for each of 

the subject sequences are randomized while not allowing overlaps (keeping the same total 

nucleotides in the genome). Since Ubiquitous appears in quarter-fragment sized units it 

will have a 50% random chance of landing exactly on either end of a fragment and 
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thereby of being completely sequenced. If the end sequences are reduced to each having 

an eighth of the fragment size, random chance of complete Ubiquitous nucleotide capture 

by the sequences is reduced to 25%. If end sequences are increased to half then this 

chance is increased to 100%; and if end sequences are further increased then redundant 

nucleotide counting occurs. This differs from the counting of Clump nucleotides in that 

wherever the start positions of the fragment-sized blocks of Clump nucleotides are moved 

they will always be captured by two end sequences (from the same or different 

fragments) to the same degree as sequences cover fragments. This is not the case for the 

Ubiquitous quarter-fragment sized units which are never captured if they fall in an 

unsequenced region between sequenced ends. Therefore, at least in this genome 

sequencing scenario the absolute capture of Clump nucleotides is set by the coverage of 

sequences over fragments while there is a randomized chance of Ubiquitous nucleotide 

capture set by coverage over fragments. 

Counting nucleotides of actual repeats in the WGS reads will have the same 

considerations but with the addition of variations in spans of contiguous subject 

sequences, in sizes/positions of potentially overlapping cloned DNA, and in sequence 

coverages over clone inserts. If these factors are somewhat constant, larger blocks of 

contiguous subject sequences (at least as large as cloned insert DNA) will be counted to 

amounts that should be more reliably in accord with their actual proportional presence in 

the genome. That is, a Clump-like repeat that spans several inserts should be counted in 

accord with its presence in the genome; and the more inserts it spans the less the effects 

of variation in size and coverage. Subjects in blocks smaller than insert sizes will have a 
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greater chance for variation (based on how they randomly fall in the genome); however 

this variation reduces with higher sequence coverages over inserts. 

While there is no ancillary data from JGI indicating the genomic locations of 

DNA fragments (clone inserts), each read does have information on the estimated insert 

size and which end of the insert it sequences. This information can be used to estimate 

overall average insert size and coverage. Average insert size is 5.63±5.13 kb with a 

minimum of 2.67 kb and a maximum of 35.7 kb. Average coverage by forward and/or 

reverse end reads (coverage = longest forward + longest reverse read lengths / insert size, 

limited to 100%) over all inserts is approximately 50.0±23.8% with a minimum of 

2.40%. Note that actual genomic DNA coverage by reads may be slightly lower than this 

due to coverage calculations including 41,956,728 nt vector sequences, representing 

3.70% of the total raw 1,134,172,371 nt in the WGS reads high and low quality base 

calls, as well as vector sequences. For the sake of argument this can be very roughly 

visualized as 3 kb of sequence (two end quarters of adjacent inserts) spaced 3 kb apart 

(middle portion of an insert) across the entire genome (assuming little genomic overlap 

by inserts). 

CentC and CRM should be captured by the WGS reads at fractions that are 

proportional to their relative presence in the genome given that they have been previously 

often found in contiguous spans at least as long as the average WGS reads insert size. 

The 156 nt CentC element is individually much smaller than the average insert size, but 

has generally been previously found in annotated DNA as arrays exceeding average insert 

size. The first sequenced CentC was found as arrays of 10 kb and 23 kb in two cosmid 

clones [30]. Relatively larger scale sequencing of BAC DNA showed some diversity in 
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contiguous CentC sequence segments ranging from one monomer to an array estimated to 

span 25 kb (~160 monomers) [59]. The second largest span is above the average insert 

size at 49 monomers (~156 nt/monomer × 49 monomers = ~7,644 nt) while the 

remaining 4 spans are below the average insert size with 29 monomers (~4524 nt), 14 

monomers (~2184 nt), 11 monomers (~1716 nt), and 6 monomers (~936 nt). Therefore 

approximately 209 monomers (160 + 49) are in arrays above and 61 monomers (29 + 14 

+ 11 + 6 + 1) are below the average insert size, meaning a majority of previously 

annotated CentC monomers are in arrays above the average insert size. It is perhaps more 

difficult to make an assumption about the lengths of contiguous CRM sequences in the 

genome. CRM sequences have often been found as partial elements (including solo 

LTRs) however their full-length element sequences are around 7kb (elements ranged 

6,970 nt to 7,784 nt in the CRMs subject databases used for this experiment), above the 

average insert size [58,59]. 

Among other simplifications, this vision of the accuracy in counting subject 

nucleotides of the WGS reads hinges on making “average sequence coverage over 

randomly selected genomic fragments of an average size” somewhat mean “static 

sequence coverage over fragments of a fixed size that are regularly spaced.” The actual 

distribution of the sequenced DNA could have a substantial effect on counts. Yet 

substantial overlap seems unlikely. It could be fairly presumed that overlap is seldom 

since the WGS reads include only about half the expected number of nucleotides in the 

genome. This is in contrast with the ZmB73v1 dataset where four to six times the number 

of nucleotides in BAC insert DNA has been sequenced and assembled into final 

sequences that cover an estimated 2.048 Gb / 2.3 Gb or 89.0% of the genome [82]. 
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Nevertheless, overlap may exist in the WGS dataset where redundant reads have not been 

reduced into assembled contiguous sequences as they might otherwise be in the 

ZmB73v1 dataset.  

 

2.3.1.2.3.3. CentC and Cent4 may be particularly well captured by both WGS reads and 

ZmB73v1 datasets due to sequence identities and chance 

CentC and Cent4 may have exceptionally high coverage in the WGS reads and 

perhaps also in the ZmB73v1 sequences. CentC and Cent4, like the other tandem repeats, 

have heavily reduced ZmB73v1 representation values (Table 2.1). High repetitiveness (or 

identities) between the tandem repeats may be driving down their capture by ZmB73v1. 

Yet some particulars of the CentC and Cent4 results set them apart from those of the 

other tandem elements. Unlike the other tandems, CentC and Cent4 have very similar 

numbers of nucleotides between their WGS reads and ZmB73v1 sequences. Note also 

that they set themselves apart from the other tandem repeats by being the only to have 

any increase in total number of nucleotides counted from the WGS reads to the ZmB73v1 

sequences. One explanation for these results is that CentC/Cent4 may be less identical 

than the others, giving them a greater chance of making unique BAC fingerprints and 

being assembled into longer contiguous sequences. Another explanation, at least with 

Cent4, is that a small genomic footprint is being largely captured in the WGS reads by 

chance (better-than-average reads capture from high insert coverage and/or genomic 

fragments overlaps). From published FISH results it appears that CentC and Cent4 are 

less abundant and more constrained to particular locations in the genome relative to 

retrotransposons [30,57,59,65]. However, CentC has a larger presence in the genome 
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making the latter explanation less compelling. Therefore a number of CentC nucleotides 

may still be missing in the ZmB73v1 sequences due to difficulty in sequence assembly. 

Consider, for example, the previous effort to sequence and annotate two BACs containing 

CentC. The largest CentC array was estimated to span ~25 kb, yet only about half of this 

array could be assembled into contiguous sequences. This despite >10 sequence coverage 

of the BAC DNA. A total of ~12 kb of this span was estimated to exist between two 

contiguous arrays at the edges of sequencing contigs using the results of DNA digestion 

and Southern hybridization. Nevertheless, the remaining smaller CentC arrays were 

apparently completely captured [59]. 

Further supporting the expectation that Cent4 has a small genomic footprint is a 

consistency when comparing its nucleotide counts and FISH results with those of the 5S 

rDNA and 180 nt knob repeat. In published FISH results the signal for Cent4 appears 

only at one small point on chromosome 4, which is similar to the small point signal of 5S 

rDNA on chromosome 2 of the target B73 cultivar [65]. Likewise, both subjects have 

relatively small and similar nucleotide counts in the WGS reads (Table 2.1). In contrast, 

the 180 nt knob repeat appears on more than one chromosome with larger FISH signals 

and accordingly has a larger nucleotide count. 

Judging the relative amount of CentC by FISH results is more difficult. It may 

appear that the combined CentC FISH signals could be considered at or above the 180 nt 

knob signals, but the CentC illuminations are individually smaller and on more 

chromosomes making amounts more difficult to compare at this resolution [65]. The 

results of a higher resolution fiber-FISH experiment with CentC and CRM using maize 

cultivar B73 has been published for 7 of the 10 chromosomes [57]. The authors estimate 
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relative CentC and CRM percentages in their images ignoring intervening “dark” (non-

CentC/non-CRM) DNA. If the estimated lengths of DNA in their images or in just the 

CentC containing segments are multiplied by the CentC percentages the sum comes to 

4.51 Mb or 4.14 Mb, respectively. Although this is not far from twice the 1.90 Mb CentC 

in the WGS reads over only seven chromosomes, it is likely a vast overestimation given 

that the dark regions may in sum account for more than half the stretched DNA. The 

degree of CentC/CRM false negative (lack of signal where there is actually CentC/CRM) 

is not clear, however variable amounts of non-CentC/non-CRM DNA appears in the 

published sequence annotations of two CentC-containing maize BACs. One BAC is 

dominated by CentC and CRM sequences while the other only has some scattered CentC 

and a majority of the sequences are non-CentC/non-CRM [59].  

 

2.3.1.2.3.4. Less likely explanations for ZmB73v1 representation values is consistently 

redundant or preferential sequencing of tandem repeats by WGS reads 

While the tandem repeats may have low ZmB73v1 representation values due to 

consistently redundant or preferential (more complete) sequencing by the WGS reads, 

given the other possibilities discussed it seems unlikely this is the case. Some speculative 

ideas in this regard may be entertained. For example perhaps 1) the DNA shearing 

process cuts tandem repeat containing DNA more frequently into acceptable sizes, 2) 

bacteria with tandem repeat containing cloning vectors may have improved chances of 

survival/selection, or 3) sequence coverage over tandem repeat containing DNA may be 

greater due to smaller insert size and/or favorable sequencing reaction conditions. Any 

factor(s) would need to cause consistent substantial redundant or preferential sequencing 
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for all of the selected tandem repeat subjects. In the absence of any evidence or striking 

reason for any factor and given an explanation like the potential for selection against 

BACs containing highly repetitive DNA in the ZmB73v1 sequencing process it seems 

unlikely that all tandem repeats are particularly oversequenced by the WGS reads. If 

tandem repeats like the selected subjects as well as any unknown others are more heavily 

sequenced then it might somehow explain the inflated retrotransposon ZmB73v1 

representation values; however this would not explain the reduced genes ZmB73v1 

representation value calculation. It seems more likely that the retrotransposons are 

actually overrepresented the ZmB73v1 sequences. 

 

2.3.1.3. CentC and CRM are the only enriched selected subject sequences 

2.3.1.3.1. CentC is the only centromere enriched tandem repeat  

CentC is the only selected tandem repeat that is enriched in maize centromere 

sequences. Enrichment calculations were done by dividing the fraction of the anti-

CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads assigned to a subject by that subject‟s fraction of the WGS reads 

(Table 2.1). Several of the subjects are somewhat above a 1 fold calculated enrichment 

value, however CentC has a value that is multiple times the rest: CentC has a 33.5 fold 

enrichment value that is 17.6 (33.5/1.90) times the enrichment of the next highest 

calculated enrichment value between the tandem repeats (for 5S rDNA). This relative 

difference between CentC and the other subjects likely says more about what is actually 

enriched in centromeres than their calculated values do alone. 

Several subjects have relatively small enrichment values that are nevertheless 

somewhat above 1 fold. It is possible that the size of the WGS reads dataset along with 
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the degree subject presence in the genome are contributing factors. The three subjects 

with the smallest total nucleotide counts among the WGS reads have the highest 

enrichments among those with enrichment values below 2 fold. The 5S rDNA subject 

enrichment value (1.90 fold) is followed by that of Cent4 (1.69 fold), and it is also similar 

to the 1.92 fold enrichment value of CRM6 (Table 2.1). Other than the enrichment values 

of CentC and CRMs 1 through 3, these are higher than the rest. The three subjects also 

have the smallest presence among the all (tandem and interspersed) selected subjects in 

the WGS reads (≤87,077 nt versus ≥287,701 nt). It may be that the relatively small size 

of the ChIP-Seq dataset creates this effect. The 24,729,204 nt of ChIP-Seq reads is about 

44 times smaller than the 1,087,012,190 high quality nucleotides in the WGS reads. The 

effect of this relative difference, particularly on subjects less frequently found in the 

genome may be to increase enrichment values for any sequence captured by the ChIP-

Seq reads. To illustrate this point consider what would happen to enrichment values if an 

extremely small ChIP-Seq dataset of 1,000 nt consisted of 900 nt CentC and 100 nt Opie. 

Fractions CentC and Opie of this dataset would therefore be 9.00E-01 and 1.00E-01, 

respectively. Given their WGS reads fractions of 1.75E-03 and 3.47E-02, the calculated 

enrichment values would come to 514 and 2.88 fold, respectively. This 2.88 fold 

enrichment may seem like a large value alone but when factoring in the 1,000 nt dataset 

size the meaning of this value changes. Any sequence that is picked up by a ChIP-Seq 

dataset of this size, perhaps arbitrarily residing next to CentC, will receive a higher-than-

actual calculated enrichment value. Here the relative difference in enrichment values will 

say more about what subject is actually enriched in maize centromeres. 
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Previously published findings support the results that Cent4 is not enriched in 

maize centromere sequences, unlike CentC. The calculated Cent4 sequence enrichment 

value is 1.69 fold, making it 19.8 times smaller than the 33.5 fold CentC value (Table 

2.1). Cent4 was initially found near the primary constriction of centromere 4, making it 

an interesting candidate for centromere sequence enrichment [81]. However a subsequent 

study found that CENH3 did not particularly interact with Cent4 according to ChIP-PCR 

results. And additionally Cent4 appeared to trail CentC in FISH signals measured as 

chromosomes were being pulled by the meiotic spindle toward opposite ends of a 

dividing cell [57]. Therefore, the sequence enrichment analysis is supported by and 

further supports evidence that Cent4 is not centromere enriched. 

 

2.3.1.3.2. CRM is the only centromere enriched interspersed sequence  

CRM sequences are the only enriched interspersed (retrotransposons and genes) 

subjects. Taken together (summing fractions), the CRMs 1 through 6 have a combined 

enrichment value of 17.1 fold (Table 2.1). This is 13.8 times the value of next highest 

interspersed subject (Opie at 1.24 fold). The database of genes has an enrichment value 

near 0.93 fold which is near 1. This supports a previous finding in rice centromere 8 that 

gene-like sequences may exist in centromeres [32]. Clearly, however, at least in maize 

they do not appear to be enriched. 

While CRMs 1 through 6 as one group have 17.1 fold centromere sequence 

enrichment, there are substantial differences in the enrichment values between CRM 

subtypes. Only CRMs 1 through 3 may be considered enriched given their minimum of 

16.3 fold enrichment value (CRM1) and the CRMs 4 through 6 maximum enrichment 
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value of 1.92 fold (CRM6). CRM2 has the highest enrichment value (51.1 fold) among 

all subjects, including CentC (33.5 fold); although CentC is above CRM3 which has the 

next highest enrichment value (19.4 fold). The fact that CRM2 is more enriched than 

CRM1 may be surprising given that previous findings report CRM1 appears newer and 

therefore more actively transposing into centromeres [58]. CRM1 seems to be very 

actively changing as evidenced by the previous discovery of several recombinants that 

seem to have evolved from two progenitors [78]. If certain DNA sequences are involved 

CENH3 deposition, the deviations of CRM1 may be less favored than perhaps the greater 

consistency of CRM2. The CRM3 subject, whose non-autonomous (deletion variant) 

form is called CentA, was also previously examined relative to CRMs 1 through 4. Much 

fewer CRM3 elements were reported, consistent with the relatively smaller number of 

nucleotides in the WGS reads [58] (Table 2.1). CentA was originally discovered next to 

CentC in DNA fragments that hybridized to centromeric regions [30]. Therefore the 

relatively high enrichment value for CRM3 is in line with these previous findings. The 

fewer CRM3/CentA elements were also reported to have insertion dates near those of 

CRMs 1 and 2, meaning they may be actively inserting into centromeres. This appears to 

be unlike CRM4. The result that CRM4 is not enriched may have been expected given 

the previous findings that that CRM4 looks to be older than CRMs 1 through 3 (inactive), 

not particularly abundant, and generally found in maize genome BACs not containing 

CentC [58]. If the distribution of CRM4 homologous sequences is plotted onto several 

ZmB73v1 reference chromosome sequences it is additionally evident that they are more 

generally distributed and less localized to higher densities of anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq 

reads relative to CRMs 1 through 3 [82]. Like CRM4, CRMs 5 and 6 were found in 
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BACs that lacked other centromeric (CentC/CRM) sequences and in BACs from FPC 

contigs that contained few markers for CentC/CRM (personal communication with 

Anupma Sharma). These findings are again in accord with the results of this sequence 

enrichment study. 

 

2.3.1.3.3. Possible variation in subject capture by WGS reads should not affect 

conclusions about enrichments 

Whatever the reason(s) for lower/higher than 100% ZmB73v1 representation 

values (that is, differences in subject fractions of WGS reads versus fractions of 

ZmB73v1 sequences), final conclusions about actual enrichments in the anti-CENH3 

ChIP-Seq reads should not change – CentC and CRM will still have enrichment values 

several times above the other subjects. 

If the low ZmB73v1 representation values for tandem repeats are interpreted to 

mean oversequencing of these subjects in the WGS reads (relative to their actual 

presences in the genome) then their actual enrichment values should be higher than what 

is calculated (fraction anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads / fraction WGS reads). The greatest 

difference between calculated and actual enrichments among the non-CentC tandem 

repeats under this interpretation would be for the 180 nt knob repeat, which also has the 

smallest representation value at 9.04% (Table 2.1). More notably, it would have the 

greatest non-CentC enrichment at 13.7 fold, 11.1 times (100% / 9.04%) its calculated 

enrichment value of 1.24 fold. If the same treatment is applied to CentC with a 54.41% 

ZmB73v1 representation value and a 33.5 fold enrichment value, the calculated to 

“actual” enrichment value would increase by 1.84 times (100% / 54.41%) to 61.6 fold. In 
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such a scenario CentC would still have several (61.6 fold / 13.7 fold = 4.50 times) the 

enrichment value of the 180 nt knob. Additionally, under this interpretation all of the 

non-CentC tandem repeats could appear enriched if their values are viewed in isolation 

(≥2.67 fold, from a minimum set by Cent4). This includes the 5S rDNA, which would 

come up 3.17 times (100% / 31.51%) from its 1.90 fold enrichment value to 6.03 fold. 

However, according to published FISH results the 5S rDNA signal is on the arm of 

chromosome 2, far from the primary constriction and may be considered a negative 

control [65]. Recall also that there is likely at least some bias against highly repetitive 

DNA in the ZmB73v1 sequencing process. Therefore, even if the ZmB73v1 

representation values are interpreted to mean their fractions of the WGS reads are higher 

than their fractions of the genome it appears that none of the non-CentC tandem repeats 

should be considered enriched in the DNA sequences of maize centromeres. 

If the higher-than-100% ZmB73v1 representation values of the retrotransposons 

are taken to mean their fractions in the WGS reads are smaller than their fractions in the 

entire genome then there could be some reduction in their actual (versus calculated) 

enrichment values; however this reduction would be relatively moderate and the CRMs 

combined, as well as individual CRMs 1, 2, and 3 enrichment values would remain 

several times above others. Combining the nucleotide counts for all CRMs gives them a 

109.53% ZmB73v1 representation value. If this is taken to mean their WGS reads 

fraction should be increased the combined CRMs enrichment value would fall from 17.1 

fold to 15.6 fold (the result of 100% / 109.53% is multiplied by 17.1 fold when equating 

WGS reads and ZmB73v1 fractions to get an adjusted enrichment value). CRMs 1, 2, and 

3 would have enrichments going from 16.3, 51.1, and 19.4 fold to 15.2, 48.3, and 19.1 
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fold, respectively. CRM6 would have the smallest adjusted enrichment value at 0.896 

fold (result of 100% / 119.39% multiplied by 1.07 fold), just below the subject with the 

next lowest adjusted value – Opie at 0.921 fold, down from an original calculation of 

1.24 fold (Table 2.1). The Opie enrichment calculation looks more like what might have 

been expected given that it appears to be an element that is widely distributed across 

genomes [55]. While there is some reduction in the CRMs, their combined or individual 

CRM 1, 2, or 3 enrichment values remains many (at least 15.2 fold / 0.921 fold, or ≥16.5) 

times that of Opie. Finally, these values can be compared to an adjusted enrichment value 

for CentC at 61.6 fold if interpreting the ZmB73v1 representation value to mean CentCs 

are overrepresented in the WGS reads. This is 4.05 times greater than the smallest of the 

apparently enriched CRMs (61.6 fold / 15.2 fold) which would make it somewhat more 

enriched than the CRMs. However, Opie would be much more than 4.05 times lower 

(61.6 fold / 0.921 fold is 66.9 times). In relative terms this would make CentC 

exceptionally enriched, CRMs enriched but to a lesser degree, and Opie not enriched in 

the CENH3-bound maize centromere sequences.  

 

2.3.2. Non-CentC/non-CRM sequences among centromeric DNA are not enriched 

like CentC/CRM 

2.3.2.1. Summary of findings 

The numbers of nucleotides homologous to repeats of a database containing a 

spectrum of Zea elements (centromeric and otherwise) were tallied among two groups of 

BAC sequences – those having more and those having less association with mapped anti-

CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads. The fraction of nucleotides homologous to a repeat element in 
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the more CENH3 associated sequences (centromere BACs) over the fraction of 

nucleotides in the less CENH3 associated sequences (non-centromere BACs) produced 

an enrichment calculation for each element. These enrichment calculations per element 

were compared to see if any non-CentC/non-CRM repeat could be considered enriched 

using the enrichment calculations for CentC/CRM as a baseline. Among the non-

CentC/non-CRM elements none has been found that may be considered enriched like the 

CentC/CRM elements. 

Sequences in the centromere BACs not homologous to the known repeats 

database were subsequently examined for the presence of a repeated sequence with a unit 

length on the order of the 156 nt CentC (specifically around ≥149 nt) that could be 

considered centromere enriched. This was done by segmenting the sequences into 100 nt 

windows overlapping 50 nt and scoring the number of times any window appeared in the 

centromere or non-centromere BACs (+1 score for each ≥90 nt and 90% identities 

match). Scores were normalized by total number of nucleotides in centromere or non-

centromere BAC sequences datasets. The normalized score in the centromere BACs over 

the normalized score in the non-centromere BACs produced an enrichment value for each 

window. These values could then be compared to values obtained by the same method 

excepting the use of CentC/CRM homologous centromere BAC sequences instead of 

sequences not homologous to the known repeats. These comparisons indicate that no 

repeated sequence in the centromere BACs that is also not among the known repeats 

database are centromere sequence enriched like CentC/CRM. 
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2.3.2.2. Only CentC/CRM homologous elements in a large database of known repeats are 

enriched in the sequences of centromere BACs 

2.3.2.2.1. The Repbase maize repeats database is the most comprehensive database 

available 

To select a subject database of known repeated sequence elements for centromere 

enrichment evaluations the overall coverages (total homologous nucleotides as 

determined by RepeatMasker with cross_match) over the sequences of 156 centromere 

BACs by several databases were compared. These databases included TIGR Zea Repeats-

v3.0, TEnest, maizetedb, and GIRI Repbase maize. Additionally, the number of 

alignments having an overlap with another alignment by a different repeat element was 

also compared between results from different databases (these included only alignments 

with <80% overlap, since shorter alignments with greater overlap are not reported by 

RepeatMasker). The summary results reported by RepeatMasker show that the Repbase 

maize database has the greatest coverage over the centromere BACs and that it also has 

fewest alignments with overlaps (Table 2.2). This can be attributed to Repbase maize 

being the only database that includes not only interspersed repeats (e.g., CRM) but also 

tandem (e.g., CentC) repeats. The reduced number of overlapping alignments suggests 

that repeat elements in the Repbase database are also more distinct. This is favorable for 

identifying particular repeats which may or may not be enriched. If there otherwise exists 

groups of subject records in a database that are highly similar then those groups (instead 

of individual records) may have to 1) be identified and 2) have their results considered 

together when making enrichment evaluations. It is simpler and clearer to calculate 

enrichments by distinct elements rather than groups. Therefore, the Repbase maize 
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database was selected (that is, its repeat elements) for centromere sequence enrichment 

testing. 

 

Table 2.2. Maize repeats databases coverages and overlaps in centromere BAC 

sequences. Shown are total nucleotide coverages over the 156 centromere BACs 

sequences by several repeat databases, as well as number of contiguous alignments that 

overlap between different repeats in each database as reported by RepeatMasker using 

cross_match. These coverage values are among a total 25,583,841 nt including gap and 

ambiguous “N” nucleotide values in the centromere BAC sequences. The Repbase maize 

database has the greatest coverage and fewest overlaps. 

Database Coverage (nt) Overlaps

TIGR Zea Repeats-v3.0 18,108,688 9,707

TEnest 19,969,185 7,812

maizetedb 21,273,644 6,328

Repbase maize 22,112,449 1,480  

 

2.3.2.2.2. A RepeatMasker setup was selected for homologies calculations after 

considering efficacy and processing time 

To calculate enrichment values for Repbase maize repeats their nucleotide 

homologies had to be discovered in both centromere and non-centromere BAC 

sequences. The computational time to discover repeats homologies with RepeatMasker 

for the 156 centromere BACs sequences is relatively trivial compared to that for the 

16,719 non-centromere BACs sequences. Therefore the set of centromere BACs 

sequences was selected as the query for tests to determine if faster methods of sequence 

homology discovery could capture similar numbers of nucleotides as slower methods. 
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The centromere sequences were either left in their original form as 156 contiguous 

sequences (including 100 contiguous Ns at every gap in sequence assembly) or as 2,130 

contiguous sequences (split at gap locations into according to GenBank annotations). The 

total number of centromere sequences nucleotides masked by RepeatMasker (coverage) 

were calculated using three speed settings affecting cross_match nucleating word sizes 

(default, quick, or rush). Total coverages included the non-redundant count of all 

nucleotide sequences with homology to the Repbase maize repeats, microsatellites, or 

simple sequences (e.g., A-rich). The computational times to complete these calculations 

were recorded (Table 2.3). 

 

Table 2.3. Centromere BACs sequences coverages and processing times using different 

homology discovery setups. The effects of different setups on sequence coverages (total 

nucleotides homologous to all sequence categories as reported by RepeatMasker) and 

computer processing times (minutes) are shown. RepeatMasker was run at the default, 

quick, or rush setting with centromere BACs sequences (Query) either kept in their 

original form (original) or split at gap annotated regions (split). 

Coverage (nt) Time (min)

Speed Query

default original 22,112,449 403

default split 22,089,926 347

quick original 21,914,119 41

quick split 21,898,590 35

rush original 21,670,268 9

rush split 21,653,456 8

Setup
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After weighing nucleotide coverages and processing time (results and reasoning 

follow) a setup was chosen (Speed = rush and Query = split). Coverages range from 

22,112,449 nt (original unsplit sequences at default speed) to 21,653,456 nt (split 

sequences at rush speed) (Table 2.3). This means a 2.08% reduction in masked 

nucleotides from the higher coverage setup. The times to complete these two calculations 

are 403 minutes or 8 minutes, respectively (Table 2.3). That is, the latter setup is around 

50.4 times faster than the former. Given approximately 107 times more BACs in the non-

centromere set the slower method applied to the non-centromere sequences might have 

been estimated to take at least 29.9 days of processing time. Some of the masked 

nucleotides in the unsplit sequences also likely include artifactual N value nucleotides 

from gap sequences since cross_match will mask spans of 100 Ns if it can continue an 

alignment from one side to another (no gap/extension penalties applied to Ns). 

Weighing potential loss of actual nucleotide homologies against potential 

improvement in time the split sequences with the rush RepeatMasker setting was selected 

for homology discovery in both centromere and non-centromere BACs sequences. Using 

this setup the non-centromere BACs sequences homologies calculations takes 1,649 

minutes (1.15 days). If the slowest method had been used and given processing durations 

using the centromere sequences it might be estimated to take 50.4 times as long or 83,110 

minutes (57.7 days). 
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2.3.2.2.3. No repeats in Repbase maize other than CentC/CRM-homologous elements are 

centromere sequence enriched like CentC/CRM 

Using the split centromere sequences and rush setting, RepeatMasker reports 

homology to a total of 384 distinct repetitive subject sequence categories (subjects) 

including named Repbase maize repeats, microsatellites, and simple sequences, e.g., 

CRM LTR, tandemly repeated TAAG, or A-rich DNA, respectively. Each of these 

subjects have some presence in the non-centromere BACs sequences allowing a 

meaningful enrichment value (i.e., not infinite or zero) for all to be calculated. Among 

these are a total of 265 named elements (i.e., not microsatellite or simple sequences). 

Their enrichment values, as well as values for other subjects are distributed throughout 

the range of values; and the named repeats are at the most extreme ends of the spectrum 

(Figure 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1. Plot of centromere enrichment values per named or microsatellite/simple 

sequence category. The named repeats (Xs) and microsatellite/simple sequences 

(vertically stretched +s) enrichment values are distributed over a range from 161 fold 

(CRM_LTR) to 0.0101 fold (ZMCopia2_I-int). Enrichment values are calculated as the 

fraction of centromere BACs nucleotides homologous to a subject (e.g., CRM_LTR) over 

the fraction of non-centromere BACs nucleotides homologous to that subject. 
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There are a total of 15 subjects (9 named and 6 microsatellites) with enrichment 

values >10 fold (next highest is a microsatellite at 7.83 fold). The next highest 

enrichment values for named elements are for SAT1_ZM, EnSpm-13_ZM, and 

CENSAT_ZM with enrichment values of 4.66, 4.45, and 3.40 fold, respectively (Table 

2.4). Remaining named subjects have enrichment values from 3.27 to 0.0101 fold, 

averaging 0.769±0.722 fold. Only one “CEN” labeled subject exists in this final group – 

CENSATC4_ZM with a 0.147 fold enrichment value. Opie LTR and internal subject 

sequences (“OPIE2” subjects; the only “opie” in Repbase maize) are have enrichment 

values below 1 fold (Table 2.4). 
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Table 2.4. Top and selected subjects enrichments from RepeatMasker results. 

Nucleotides in centromere and non-centromere BACs sequences homologous to a subject 

(as derived from RepeatMasker output) for the top 15 enriched subjects (>10 fold) as well 

as selected Repbase maize subjects are shown. Enrichment is calculated as the fraction of 

centromere BACs sequences over the fraction of non-centromere BAC sequences 

homologous to a subject. 

Repeat Enrichment

Nucleotides Fraction Nucleotides Fraction

Top enriched

CRM_LTR 701,289 2.76E-02 481,014 1.71E-04 161

CENTC_ZM 1,219,020 4.80E-02 1,032,284 3.68E-04 131

CRM_INT-int 1,563,937 6.16E-02 3,061,114 1.09E-03 56.5

Gypsy16-ZM_I-int 2,194,317 8.65E-02 4,792,616 1.71E-03 50.7

Gypsy16-ZM_LTR 450,214 1.77E-02 1,017,828 3.63E-04 48.9

CENTA-LTR 101,424 4.00E-03 328,488 1.17E-04 34.2

CENTA-int 55,686 2.19E-03 202,575 7.22E-05 30.4

(TAAG)n 91 3.59E-06 348 1.24E-07 28.9

(CAAGG)n 174 6.86E-06 668 2.38E-07 28.8

(CCTAT)n 22 8.67E-07 96 3.42E-08 25.4

(TATAG)n 264 1.04E-05 1,314 4.68E-07 22.2

(ATAGG)n 70 2.76E-06 410 1.46E-07 18.9

Gypsy47-ZM_LTR 1,010 3.98E-05 5,975 2.13E-06 18.7

Gypsy47-ZM_I-int 9,128 3.60E-04 80,090 2.85E-05 12.6

(CAGA)n 189 7.45E-06 1,879 6.69E-07 11.1

Additional selected

SAT1_ZM 124,933 4.92E-03 2,963,374 1.06E-03 4.66

EnSpm-13_ZM 60,082 2.37E-03 1,493,095 5.32E-04 4.45

CENSAT_ZM 107 4.22E-06 3,486 1.24E-06 3.40

OPIE2_ZM-LTR 38,853 1.53E-03 13,365,243 4.76E-03 0.322

OPIE2_ZM-int 13,228 5.21E-04 5,677,011 2.02E-03 0.258

CENSATC4_ZM 485 1.91E-05 365,836 1.30E-04 0.147

Centromere Non-centromere
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Only subjects homologous to CentC/CRM are enriched in the centromere BACs 

sequences. While several subjects with top calculated enrichment values (>10 fold) are 

microsatellites (e.g., tandemly repeated TATAG) the most number of nucleotides any of 

these subjects cover in the centromere sequences is 264 (Table 2.4). Similarly, the 

retrotransposon Gypsy47-ZM subjects (LTR and “I” or internal) cover few nucleotides as 

they represent just one element in apparently overlapping sequence segments of two 

centromere BACs: two BACs have identical sequences including 50 nt of genomic DNA, 

the first part of the Gypsy45-ZM element, an insertion by another apparent LTR 

retrotransposon, the latter part of the Gypsy47-ZM element, and finally another stretch of 

identical 50 nt (note that only 50 nt on either end of the Gypsy47-ZM element were 

compared). The LTR of this element has no significant sequence homology with the 

selected subject databases from the previous enrichment analysis (e.g., the set of CRM1s, 

CRM2s, etc.) and the internal region has a very small alignment of 25 nt with CRM3, 

meaning in sum it is essentially not homologous to CentC/CRM. The remaining subjects 

with >10 fold enrichment values are CentC/CRM homologous sequences (Table 2.5). 
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Table 2.5. Homologies of selected Repbase maize subjects to the selected subjects 

databases. Homologies between selected Repbase maize subjects and the selected 

subjects databases (e.g., 79 CentC GenBank records = “CentC”) are shown. If no 

significant similarities exist (“N.A.”) notes are provided based on Repbase / GIRI 

annotations.  

Repeat Length (nt)

Alignment (nt) Identities (%) Database

Top enriched

CRM_LTR 930 930 100 CRM2

CENTC_ZM 157 157 98.7 CentC

CRM_INT-int 5,710 5,705 99.7 CRM2

Gypsy16-ZM_I-int 5,759 5,193 98.6 CRM1

Gypsy16-ZM_LTR 599 503 99.4 CRM1

CENTA-LTR 1,303 1,306 98.9 CRM3

CENTA-int 2,027 2,031 99.3 CRM3

Gypsy47-ZM_LTR
a 253 N.A. N.A. N.A.

Gypsy47-ZM_I-int
a 4,970 25 92.0 CRM3

Additional selected

SAT1_ZM 416 358 93.0 Knob180

EnSpm-13_ZM
b 12,258 N.A. N.A. N.A.

CENSAT_ZM
c 540 N.A. N.A. N.A.

OPIE2_ZM-LTR 1,193 1,133
d

88.7
d Opie

OPIE2_ZM-int 5,986 6,009
e

94.1
e Opie

CENSATC4_ZM
f 1,498 647 99.2 Cent4

Top BLAST HSP

a
LTR retrotransposon.

b
Terminal inverted repeat DNA transposon.

c
B chromosome centromere tandem repeat.

d
Sum / average of two HSPs (727 nt / 87.6% and 406 nt / 89.7%).

e
Sum / average of three HSPs (2,664 nt / 96.9%, 3,199 nt / 91.5%, and 146 nt / 93.8%).

f
Only one section is Cent4, and this section is covered by the 741 nt database Cent4.  
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2.3.2.2.4. Raw cross_match results for sequence homologies to databases of CentC, 

CRM, and Opie are similar to the RepeatMasker-based results 

The first test for centromere sequences enrichments was done using BLAST or 

cross_match with several subject databases each containing potentially multiple sequence 

records. In contrast, RepeatMasker uses just one sequence alignment program (in this 

case cross_match) and one database of individual consensus or representative subject 

sequences. To gauge whether these two methods produce similar results, enrichment 

calculations were done using cross_match with three subjects databases having 

representative records in Repbase maize (i.e., CentC, CRM2, and Opie). Since CentC, 

CRM, and Opie are relatively distinct and to determine what effects filtering may have 

had, non-competitive cross_match using the databases of CentC (79 records), CRM2 

(210 records), and Opie (72 records) was separately executed to mask nucleotides in both 

the centromere and non-centromere BACs sequences. Results are that CentC by 

cross_match alone and using the database of 79 sequence records has a calculated 

enrichment value (fraction coverage in centromere over fraction coverage in non-

centromere BAC sequences) of 131 fold, CRM2 has 58.2 fold, and Opie has 0.352 fold 

enrichment. This is compares to CentC (CENTC_ZM), CRM2 (from sum LTR and 

internal), and Opie (from sum LTR and internal) RepeatMasker results derived 

enrichment values of 131 fold (Table 2.4), 70.7 fold, and 0.303 fold, respectively. These 

values are similar, supporting the method of using RepeatMasker with Repbase maize as 

an adequate means of identifying sequence homologies in the query BACs. 
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2.3.2.3. Among centromere sequences not homologous to Repbase maize there exists no 

enriched repeat having a unit length at least as long as CentC 

A total of 3,722,591 nt remains after excluding sequences masked by 

RepeatMasker using cross_match and Repbase maize, as well as gap nucleotide values in 

the centromere BACs sequences. To determine if a centromere enriched repeat with a 

unit length at least as long as CentC exists, these unmasked sequences were segmented 

into redundant 100 nt windows overlapping (sliding) 50 nt. These windows were aligned 

by BLAST onto the centromere BAC sequences and those having ≥3 significant HSPs 

(≥90 nt alignment length and ≥90% identities) were called potential centromere repeats. 

Each of these repeat windows were subsequently aligned to the non-centromere BACs 

and an enrichment value was generated using scores: a +1 score for each significant result 

was given to each window and normalized by total nucleotides in centromere or non-

centromere BAC sequences, then normalized centromere score over non-centromere 

score gave an enrichment calculation. 

Centromere sequence enrichments values could be assigned to most of the 100 nt 

repeat windows (score ≥3). There are a total of 15,947 repeat windows in the unmasked 

centromere BACs sequences. Among these are total of 14,734 windows with significant 

sequence homology among non-centromere BACs sequences (score ≥1), allowing a 

meaningful enrichment value to be calculated. The other 1,213 windows that only have 

significant alignments with the centromere BACs score at most 7. These scoring 7 are 11 

windows which originate from 5 positions in one BAC, 5 positions in another BAC, and 

1 position of a third BAC. In both BACs with the 5 windows, these windows include two 

overlapping pairs spaced approximately 7 kb apart. Given the pair‟s distances apart it is 
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possible that they originate from the LTR regions of retrotransposons (one in each of two 

BACs). Between the 14,734 windows with scores from both centromere and non-

centromere BACs sequences there are a total of 854 with enrichment values <1 fold. The 

other 13,880 windows with a minimum of 1 fold enrichment have average enrichment 

values 50.8±77.5 fold and a maximum of 553 fold (all of those windows with the 553 

fold enrichment value have a centromere BACs score of 5 and non-centromere BACs 

score of 1). Among these 13,880 windows there is a slight trend toward lower enrichment 

values as centromere BACs scores increase (correlation coefficient of -0.197). Their 

average centromere BACs score is 6.12±6.67 with a minimum of 3 and maximum of 54. 

Those windows with the highest scores (e.g., 54) tend to have enrichment values <10 

fold; and windows with the highest enrichment values (e.g., 553 fold) tend to have scores 

<10 (Figure 2.2). A total of 31 windows have enrichment values ≥10 fold and scores ≥10, 

and these also have enrichments that are <20. In terms of the general repetitiveness of the 

13,880 windows in both centromere and non-centromere BACs sequences there is some 

tendency for non-centromere BACs scores to increase as centromere BACs scores 

increase (correlation coefficient of +0.712).  
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Figure 2.2. Plot of enrichment values versus centromere BACs scores for non-Repbase 

centromere sequence windows. Plotted are the centromere BACs derived scores and 

calculated enrichments for the 100 nt non-Repbase centromere BACs sequences (total of 

13,880 windows) having enrichments ≥1 fold. Some plotted coordinates represent 

multiple windows with identical enrichments and scores. 
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To further assist in determining whether or not any of the non-Repbase 

centromere sequences windows include a centromere-enriched repeat the same method of 

calculating enrichment values was applied to 100 nt windows of only CentC, CRM2, or 

Opie homologous centromere BACs sequences. This produces comparative data for 

repeat windows (scores ≥3) representing a centromere enriched tandem repeat (CentC), a 

centromere enriched interspersed repeat (CRM2), and a repeat that is not enriched in 

centromere sequences (Opie). To gauge repetitiveness and degree of presence among the 

centromere BACs sequences the average and maximum centromere BACs scores for 

these windows are also calculated (Table 2.6). The first difference is total nucleotides 

covered, which can be estimated by total number of windows (note that there is 

redundancy in subsequences between windows so their count should not be directly 

correlated to nucleotide coverage): in sum the total number of 100 nt non-Repbase maize 

windows with ≥1 fold enrichment is 13,880, or 75.7% that of the selected repeat with the 

least presence (Opie) which is also the only repeat of the three that is non-enriched. The 

next difference is in the relationships between enrichments and scores. If any one or 

subset of the 13,880 windows may be considered enriched it should have a substantial 

nucleotide count as well as a high enough enrichment value to match the average of that 

for CentC or CRM2. Yet those windows among the 13,880 with the highest scores, or 

repetitiveness (e.g., 54), also tend to have enrichment values <10 fold (an order of 

magnitude below the average for CentC or CRM2). And those windows with the highest 

enrichment values (on the order of CentC or CRM2) are few in number with scores <10 

(at least one order of magnitude below the average for CentC or CRM2). Therefore it 
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appears that there is not a centromere enriched repeat not already accounted for by the 

Repbase maize database. 

 

Table 2.6. CentC/CRM2/Opie 100 nt repeat windows in centromere BACs sequences 

enrichments and centromere BACs scores. Average and minimum/maximum enrichment 

values and scores for the 100 nt repeat windows (score ≥3) from CentC, CRM2, or Opie 

homologous centromere BACs sequences are shown. 

Repeat Windows

Average Minimum Maximum Average Maximum

CentC 23,228 161±68.1 8.40 2,290 4,890±1,900 7,210

CRM2 64,992 122±55.2 0.804 516 351±191 753

Opie 18,333 0.476±2.05 0.111 147 44.6±28.3 155

Enrichments Centromere BACs scores

 

 

2.3.3. Conclusion 

Previously published results of FISH, some limited sequencing, and ChIP-PCR 

experiments using maize centromere DNA [30,54,57,59,65], as well as the results of 

FISH, sequencing, and ChIP-PCR of Oryza centromere DNA [29,31–34] indicated that 

essentially one type of tandem repeat and one type of retrotransposon localized to 

centromeres. Furthermore, homologies could be found between maize and Oryza sativa 

centromeric tandem repeats or retrotransposons, meaning these elements have likely been 

maintained in centromeres at least since their divergence approximately 50 million years 

ago [39,58,60,61]. Such centromere-specific repeats are not unusual. Organism-specific 

centromere tandem repeats have been identified in a diverse set of eukaryotic genomes 

[11]. Research has also shown that various plants may include both centromeric tandem 

repeats and centromeric retrotransposons [28]. Among grasses (such as maize, rice, and 
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oat, among others) a related Ty3/gypsy (one of two LTR retrotransposon types) element 

has been shown to localized to centromeres [77,88,89]. That is, a particular kind of 

retrotransposon appears to have been maintained in the centromeres of various grasses 

since their branching from a common ancestor. Yet, paradoxically, at least in maize it has 

been found that the centromeric LTR retrotransposons (CRM) appeared to have evolved 

into several subtypes [58,78]; and at least in the case of certain Oryza species the 

centromeric tandem repeat has also been reported to have evolved into new forms with 

limited to no sequence similarity between species [46]. Therefore, while it appeared that 

CentC and CRM were the only dominant centromere repeat there was a chance that some 

novel or untested repeat could have also been substantially present and localized to maize 

centromeres. 

Testing the first hypothesis was only feasible with the arrival of large-scale maize 

genome sequencing projects including the MGSC project and JGI WGS effort, and 

reductions in cost to obtain large amounts of sequences (i.e., 454 sequencing reads) 

which enabled the availability of sufficient maize anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads to 

distinguish between more or less centromere associated sequences. These datasets 

together comprised a torrent of new information which could be used to probe the “dark” 

regions between CentC/CRM in fiber-FISH images of maize centromeres [57], 

effectively exchanging a comprehensive in silico process with what might have otherwise 

have been a less thorough in vitro method involving thousands of ChIP-PCRs similar to 

what had to be done but practically limited to a handful of probes representing four 

known elements – CentC, CRM, the 180 nt knob tandem repeat, and the Tekay 

Ty3/gypsy retrotransposon [54]. 
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The first test, or objective, was to examine whether or not CentC and CRM are 

enriched in the DNA sequences of maize centromeres. This objective was met by 

competitively determining nucleotides homologous to a relatively small set of known 

sequence types, where each type was represented by a subject database of sequences. The 

query datasets in which these nucleotides were counted included the JGI WGS dataset 

(representing approximately half of the genome as unassembled sequencing reads 

presumably strewn randomly throughout the genome) and the anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq 

reads (representing sequences potentially associated with active centromeres). The 

fraction homologous to a particular subject database in the ChIP-Seq reads over the 

fraction in the WGS reads produced an enrichment (fold) value for each subject. Results 

show that CentC and CRM (particularly CRMs 1, 2, and 3) trump any other type of 

subject in enrichment value by an order of magnitude. Therefore, it appears that CentC 

and CRM are enriched in the DNA sequences of maize centromeres. 

The second objective was to determine whether or not any other type of sequence 

is enriched in the DNA sequences of maize centromeres. This objective was met in two 

parts. The first part involved measuring enrichment values for a large set of consensus 

subject sequences representing known maize repeats (the Repbase maize database). 

Similar to the method used for the first objective the fractions of nucleotides homologous 

to more or less centromere associated sequences formed the basis of enrichment values. 

However, instead of ChIP-Seq reads and WGS reads the query datasets were more and 

less centromere associated BACs sequences from the MGSC project (as determined by 

number of mapped ChIP-Seq reads) representing centromere and non-centromere 

sequences, respectively. Only subjects homologous to CentC and CRM as well as 
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substantially present in the centromere sequences had enrichment values at least an order 

of magnitude above the rest. 

The second part of the first objective was to see if there exists a centromere 

enriched repeat not already described by the Repbase maize database. Centromere BACs 

sequences not homologous to Repbase maize records were segmented into overlapping 

100 nt windows and those windows were filtered by repetitiveness (must have had mostly 

complete alignments to the centromere sequences ≥3 times), then checked for potential 

enrichment (normalized values of times appearing in centromere versus non-centromere 

sequences). When these enrichment values as well as presence in the centromere 

sequences are examined together with equivalent values obtained from only CentC, CRM 

(specifically CRM2), or Opie homologous sequence windows it appears that none of the 

non-Repbase maize windows include a centromere enriched repeat that can be likened to 

CentC or CRM. Thus, both first and second parts of the second objective show that there 

exists no other centromere enriched repeat other than CentC or CRM. Hence, given the 

results produced by meeting the first and second objectives the first hypothesis is proved. 
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CHAPTER 3 

HYPOTHESIS II: THE DNA SEQUENCE COMPOSITION OF MAIZE 

CENTROMERES DIFFERS BETWEEN CHROMOSOMES 

3.1. Introduction, hypothesis, and objectives 

Despite their conserved role in chromosome segregation the DNA of maize 

centromeres between different chromosomes appear to have variable quantities and 

arrangements of CentC/CRM according to FISH [57,65]. Additionally, the “dark” 

(unhybridized) regions between CentC and CRM in fiber-FISH results may also 

contribute to an unknown degree of variability between centromeres. Conversely, these 

dark sections may be similar. Another potential contributor to unknown 

similarities/differences between centromeres is that FISH results may misrepresent the 

amount and distribution of CentC and CRM between chromosomes if some unknown 

factor is affecting hybridization or signal strength. For example, it is conceivable that 

chromosome-specific CentC/CRM subtypes may be affecting the ability of the probes 

used in the hybridization experiments to bind complementary DNA. Some unknown 

protein or chemical change to centromeric DNA might also be interfering with 

hybridization experiments. Besides hypercondensation of chromatin and the replacement 

of histone H3 with CENH3 in centromeres, differential DNA methylation patterns and/or 

histone modifications are also measurable among centromeric regions of various 

organisms including maize [20,90,91]. Also, factors that have not yet been measured may 

work with known centromeric modifications or alone to affect fluorescent probe binding. 

Experimental error is a possibility, but perhaps the least likely explanation for differences 

in CentC/CRM FISH results between centromeres. However, given what is known about 
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centromeric sequences in other organisms (e.g., substantial differences in CentO/CRR 

content between the completely sequenced and annotated centromeres of rice 

chromosomes 4 and 8) it is likely that there are compositional differences between maize 

chromosome sequences [32–34]. This remains to be confirmed by a comparative analysis 

of the DNA sequences spanning at least two maize centromeres. 

The second hypothesis is that the DNA sequence composition of maize 

centromeres differs between chromosomes. The null hypothesis is that the DNA sequence 

compositions of maize centromeres are equivalent between chromosomes. 

The first objective toward proving the hypothesis is to identify sequences 

spanning at least two centromeres completely. If the null hypothesis is to be proved, 

sequences entirely covering every centromere must be identified. The second objective 

will be to annotate and compare these sequences, which will likely span several hundred 

thousand or several million nucleotides, given fiber-FISH results [57]. 

 

3.2. Materials and methods 

3.2.1. Overview 

For the first objective there was a progression in the centromeres sequences 

discovery process as more sequence resources became available over time. The final 

maize agarose physical map (ordered BACs spanning the genome) was initially selected 

as a target for centromeres discovery. Early in the process only 100 BACs in the map 

were sequenced essentially to completion (reads covered BAC DNA inserts multiple 

times and had been assembled into contiguous sequences; an effort headed by a group at 

the Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research, Cambridge, Massachusetts); and these 
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BACs were randomly distributed throughout the map – not nearly enough to find 

sequences spanning at least two centromeres (as a reference, at least 16,848 BACs were 

eventually sequenced by the MGSC to essentially span the genome [82]). Therefore other 

resources had to be used to identify groups of BACs or individual BACs (not grouped) 

that if sequenced would reveal sequences spanning centromeres. 

BACs with centromeric (CentC/CRM) markers (according to hybridization probe 

/ BES homologies results) were sequenced to confirm centromeric content and then 

genetically mapped to place centromeric BACs to particular chromosome positions. 

Specifically, a set of 99 BACs from the physical map with markers for centromeric 

content either from 1) various groups of BACs with centromeric markers or 2) not 

grouped with any other BAC (according to fingerprinting) were draft sequenced (reads 

covered inserts approximately once and were not assembled). Centromeric sequence 

homologies were then calculated and several BACs containing centromeric sequences 

were genetically mapped. 

Eventually, the MGSC effort to sequence a path of BACs across the genome 

moved forward, making long contiguous sequences available for those MGSC sequenced 

BACs in the physical map. Centromeric sequence homologies were then calculated for 

these BACs and several of these BACs were genetically mapped as well. 

Due to the large volume and high repetitiveness of the maize centromeric 

sequences custom software was developed to calculate sequence homologies and to 

facilitate the discovery of genetic mapping markers. 

Centromeric sequence homologies, genetic mappings, and eventually the mapping 

of anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads were added as markers to BACs in the physical map. 
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This largely brought together the evidence that indicated which collections of sequenced 

BACs spanned centromeres. The results from two additional BAC mapping methods 

were also added to confirm only to which chromosome BACs from collections belonged 

– transposon display mapping (uses variability in CRM2 sequences) and oat-maize 

addition line mapping (uses cell lines containing individual maize chromosomes). 

Finally, once the MGSC combined BAC sequences into 11 very long reference 

chromosome sequences (one spanning each of the 10 maize chromosomes and an 

additional sequence conglomerating remaining sequences not placed to a particular 

chromosome) sequence homologies and mapping data were calculated relative to these 

sequences: centromeric sequence homologies and anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads mappings 

were calculated directly for the reference chromosome sequences; genetic, and 

transposon display, and oat-maize addition line mapping data from BAC results were 

added to the reference chromosome sequences. Together these forms of data were used as 

evidence to define regions in the reference chromosome sequences that spanned 

centromeres. 

For the second objective comparisons were drawn between centromere sequences 

from different chromosomes in part using the sequence homologies calculations from the 

first objective. Detailed information about features in the centromere sequences were 

additionally identified by expanding the custom software developed to facilitate genetic 

mapping. 
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3.2.2. BACs from the maize physical map were targeted for the identification of 

DNA spanning centromeres 

BACs from the final maize agarose physical map (a FPC project) were targeted 

for the identification of DNA spanning centromeres. There were three major advantages 

of using BACs in the physical map. The first was that most of the genome should be 

represented by DNA in these BACs. The second was that BACs were typically ordered 

into contiguous overlapping sets of BACs (FPC contigs) according to shared patterns 

(fingerprints) derived from splitting BAC insert DNA at particular restriction sites. Other 

than these contig BACs were singletons BACs which also existed in the physical map but 

did not assemble with any other BAC based on their fingerprints [71]. These singleton 

BACs were of interest for centromere discovery since one reason they may not have been 

assembled with another BAC is that their DNA was highly repetitive and high repeat 

content had been observed in centromere DNA [59]. That is, these singleton BACs 

lacked sufficiently distinctive/informative fingerprints for association with other 

fingerprints which was perhaps due to a high degree of repeat sequence content, and 

since maize centromeres could be expected contain a high degree of repeated sequences 

these singleton BACs were of interest. However, a caveat to this idea is that one study 

found singleton BACs to often have smaller DNA inserts than FPC contig BACs [75]. 

Smaller inserts presumably means less information in fingerprints and therefore less 

change of finding overlaps with other fingerprints. The third advantage to using BACs in 

the physical map was that a minimally overlapping (minimum tilling / “golden”) path of 

BACs across the entire map was to be sequenced and those sequences assembled by the 

MGSC [92]. Marginally adding to assembled sequences for BACs in the physical map 
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were an existing random selection of 75 FPC contig BACs and 25 singleton BACs [75]. 

Working with BACs from the physical map would therefore mean working with DNA 

spanning the genome in a generally ordered fashion and from which a minimal tiling path 

would be sequenced to provide a minimally overlapping set of long assembled maize 

sequences. To some degree the fingerprinting method used to order BACs would also 

provide information about the repetitiveness of certain BACs, i.e., singletons, which 

seemed applicable for the identification of maize centromere DNA. 

Another large-scale maize genome sequencing resource was available – the JGI 

WGS reads – however the first drawback was that it did not have the degree of genomic 

coverage (only approximately half of the expected genome size). The JGI WGS dataset 

also only included short sequencing reads which had not been assembled into longer 

contiguous sequences as was done for the MGSC sequenced BACs. Nor were the read 

sequences organized into relative positions on the genome as many BACs in the maize 

physical map had been. Therefore, attempting to discover sequences spanning at least two 

centromeres with this resource would have been impractical if not impossible. 

 

3.2.3. Centromeric markers were used to identify BACs in the physical map 

potentially carrying centromere DNA 

The final maize agarose physical map was largely contained in an FPC project 

file. Information in the file could be accessed using the FPC software program [71–73]. 

The file included markers for all fingerprinted BACs; it defined FPC contigs (ordered 

groups of BACs); and it could be used to find singleton BACs. Many FPC contigs were 

anchored to chromosomes by integrated BACs with genetic mapping markers BACs had 
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genetic mapping markers [68]. The project file also included markers for BACs to which 

centromeric (CentC/CRM) probes hybridized [69]. The specific project file used to select 

centromeric BACs was downloaded using AGI web resources 

(ftp://ftp:agiftpguest@ftp.genome.arizona.edu/pub/fpc/maize/). The project was dated 

October 27
th

, 2004 (two days after initial FPC contig assembly ceased; subsequent project 

files were released based on fingerprints generated from sequenced BACs, however these 

did not much affect centromeric FPC contigs). This October 27
th

, 2004 project included 

766 FPC contigs, 292,201 BACs (some in FPC contigs and some singletons), and 19,292 

BAC markers. 

Additional centromeric markers were added to the FPC project using sequence 

homologies between BESs and CentC/CRM sequences. Messing et al. 2004 end 

sequenced 297,961 fingerprinted BACs from all three maize libraries in the physical map 

(176,643 from both ends and 121,318 from only one end) generating a total of 474,604 

BESs with an average read length of 647 bases [74]. BESs were downloaded via The 

Plant Genome Initiative (Piscataway, New Jersey) website (http://pgir.rutgers.edu/; 

http://mgsp.rutgers.edu/Volumes/Data2/BES/BES_fasta/BES.fasta.gz) on February 2
nd

, 

2005. GenBank CentC (accession AY321491.1) and CRM2 (accession AY129008.1) 

sequences were aligned to the BESs using NCBI BLAST [93]. A Perl script was then 

created to add centromeric BES markers to the FPC project file: for each BLAST HSP 

with an E-value (significance) score of 1.00E-03 or smaller (better) a centromeric 

(CentC/CRM) marker was added to the associated BAC in the physical map. Finally, 

ancillary markers were added to BACs that would help visualize information in the FPC 
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project when using the FPC software, such as whether or not a BAC included a 

centromeric BES or hybridization marker. 

Once the modified FPC project file was loaded by the FPC software program a 

custom color scheme was applied to visualizing FPC contigs. The texts of BAC names 

were colorized based on their characteristics according to BAC markers (Table 3.1). FPC 

contig BAC texts could also be highlighted based on marker characteristics. A custom 

highlighting scheme was applied such that BACs with only centromeric BES markers 

would be highlighted blue, BACs with only centromeric hybridization markers would be 

highlighted green, and BACs with both centromeric BES and hybridization markers 

would be highlighted purple. This was accomplished by 1) enabling “Marker Trail”, 2) 

selecting the marker for all BACs with a centromeric BES, 3) activating the “Select 

Colored” option (turns marked BAC text highlights from green to blue) and finally 4) 

selecting the marker for all BACs hybridizing with a centromeric probe (creates 

green/purple highlights). Text coloring and highlighting schemes for FPC contigs would 

change over time as more resources became available (e.g., anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads 

mapping results), however this was the scheme used to initially identify centromeric 

regions / BACs in the physical map.  
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Table 3.1. Custom BAC text coloring scheme for FPC. Descriptions of colors for a 

custom BAC text color scheme for FPC are shown in the order in which they were 

applied. The scheme was implemented using the filter for the Clone (second from the 

top) FPC window. Lower colors in the list overlap (eliminate) higher ones. For example, 

a BAC having a CentC BES homology marker as well as a CentC hybridization marker 

would have a text color of black (not blue).  

Color Description

Grey BAC had at least one BES

Orange BAC had no BESs

Violet BAC was in the Mbo I library
*

Green BAC had BES homology to CRM

Blue BAC had BES homology to CentC

Black BAC had hybridization to CentC
*
Differentiated BACs between two libraries with the "c" 

prefix (no formal analysis was done with this information but 

the text color can be seen in the results so is included here).  

 

3.2.4. Centromeric content of BACs in the physical map were confirmed 

Centromeric CentC/CRM BAC markers were only an indication of the potential 

presence of centromere DNA. BESs represent a small fraction of BAC insert DNA: 

across all BACs in the three maize libraries from which BACs were fingerprinted the 

average insert size was approximately 150 kb while BESs sequenced among these BACs 

averaged 647 bases in length [66,74]. Centromeric probes in hybridization experiments 

could reveal the presence of centromeric DNA anywhere in a BAC insert, however these 

experiments were done using library filters (imprinted with BAC DNA) in a semi-

automated process that could possibly have produced some in false results (e.g., calling a 

BAC adjacent to a BAC on the filter having CentC as a CentC-containing BAC). 
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Therefore, in an effort to confirm the centromeric sequence content of BACs with 

centromeric markers in the maize FPC project and to obtain sequences needed to 

genetically map centromeric BACs a survey set of 99 BACs was selected for draft 

sequencing. An initial set of 42 centromeric FPC contig BACs and 8 singleton BACs was 

first selected and sequenced. Then an additional 49 singleton BACs were sequenced, by 

that time complementing the MGSC effort which had essentially taken over the 

sequencing of FPC contig BACs. The selection of the singleton BACs (both the set of 8 

and the set of 49) was done by choosing singletons with at least one CentC marker (BES 

or hybridization). The initial set of 8 singletons had some additional selection bias toward 

obtaining a diverse set with BACs from each of three genomic libraries (HindIII, EcoRI, 

and MboI) and BACs having various marker characteristics (CentC hybridization marker 

only, CentC forward BES marker only, CentC reverse BES marker only, and both 

forward and reverse CentC BES markers). The 42 BACs from FPC contigs were selected 

based on their centromeric markers and the centromeric characteristics of neighboring 

BACs, i.e., they were selected among groups of BACs with CentC/CRM markers 

(centromeric FPC contigs). 

The selection of FPC contig BACs started with the identification of centromeric 

FPC contigs. For each FPC contig was calculated the total number of centromeric 

markers (among all BACs in the contig) including the number of CentC hybridization 

markers, CentC BES homology markers, CRM BES homology markers, and CRM 

hybridization markers (CENT-LTR, CentA-int7, and CentA-LTR); and also the total 

number of BACs in the contig. A “centromeric density” value for each contig was then 

calculated by dividing the number of total centromeric markers by total number of BACs 
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in the contig. The number of CentC hybridization markers was additionally identified per 

FPC contig. Next the FPC contigs with indicators they might contain all or part of 

centromeres were visually examined using the FPC software program to determine 

whether they were suitable for BAC sequencing. Specifically, all contigs with >9 total 

centromeric markers, centromeric density >0.03, or >2 CentC hybridization markers were 

visualized. 

FPC contig BACs were chosen from groups in centromeric FPC contigs. After 

viewing FPC contigs a subset was selected that appeared to likely contain regions of 

centromeres. Among this subset of centromeric contigs one BAC was considered for 

sequencing from each cluster of 4 or more overlapping BACs having at least one 

centromeric BES or hybridization marker. The BAC for consideration was chosen based 

on a prioritization scheme involving markers: BACs having a CentC hybridization 

marker were chosen over BACs having a CentC BES marker which were chosen over 

BACs having a CRM hybridization marker (CENT-LTR, CentA-int7, and CentA-LTR) 

which were chosen over BACs having a CRM BES marker. The pool of BACs 

considered for sequencing was then filtered down to a smaller set of BACs which would 

be selected for sequencing based on another prioritization scheme: BACs having CentC 

markers were given higher priority than those having other centromeric markers; BACs 

that were among larger numbers of overlapping BACs having centromeric markers were 

also chosen over those with less overlapping BACs having centromeric markers; and 

BACs from clusters of BACs having centromeric markers that included more BACs 

having CentC markers were given a higher priority over clusters with less BACs having 

CentC markers. The sequencing chromatogram data for the total 42 selected FPC contig 
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BACs, as well as one FPC contig BAC and one BAC not in the FPC project not selected 

but sequenced (for a total of 44 BACs) were uploaded as a package to NCBI‟s Trace 

Archive (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/home/) with unique trace identifier (TI) 

numbers 1757396377 through 1757412600. The chromatogram data for the 57 selected 

singleton BACs were also uploaded as a package to Trace Archive with TI numbers 

2185189231 through 2185200942. 

Sequenced FPC contig and singleton BACs were characterized before being 

targeted for genetic mapping. The selected BACs were Sanger sequenced by Chris Saski 

at Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina. Read traces (chromatograms) were 

then base called using phred with the “-trim_alt” processing option and converted to 

FASTA sequence format using phd2fasta [94]. BAC and subcloning vector, as well as 

host Escherichia coli sequences were masked in the reads using cross_match. Vector 

sequences were pIndigo536, pTARBAC2.1, pTARBAC1.3, and pBluescript II KS +. 

Sequence for pIndigo536 (HindIII BAC library vector [67,95]; BACs with “b” or the 

“ZMMBBb” prefix) was obtained from Chris Saski. This vector was described as a 

derivative of pBeloBAC11 (GenBank accession U51113.1) with modifications to the 

multiple cloning site and lacZ gene [95]. The sequences for the pTARBAC2.1 (accession 

AY487253.1) and pTARBAC1.3 (accession AY487252.1) vectors used to construct the 

EcoRI and MboI maize genomic library vectors, respectively (BACs with the “c” or 

“CH201” prefix) were downloaded from GenBank, as were subclone pBluescript II KS + 

(accession X52327.1) vector sequence and E. coli K-12 MG1655 host sequence 

(accession U00096.2). Next, maize centromeric and other repeat homologies were 

calculated per BAC using the high quality vector and E. coli filtered read sequences and 
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cross_match. Specifically, nucleotides homologous to CentC, CRM1, CRM2, CentA 

(partial CRM3), CRM3, and a custom maize repeat database were counted. CentC subject 

sequences used were the set of 79 GenBank CentC records described in Chapter 2. 

CRM1 and CRM3 sequences were provided by Anupma Sharma and their descriptions 

have been published [58]. CRM2 (accession AY129008.1) and CentA (nucleotides 1310 

through 5944 in accession AF078917.1) sequences were obtained from GenBank. The 

custom maize repeat sequence database was put together from the centromeric maize 

DNA repeat sequences described above as well as maize repeat sequence databases from 

The Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR; more recently known as the J. Craig Venter 

Institute, San Diego, California) website and repeat sequences in GenBank associated 

with publications by Nagaki et al. 2003 and Brunner et al. 2005. The TIGR repeat 

sequence databases were downloaded from the Maize Repeat Database section of the 

Maize Database (http://maize.tigr.org/repeat_db.shtml) and the Plant Repeat Databases 

section of the Plant Repeats Genome Project 

(http://www.tigr.org/tdb/e2k1/plant.repeats/). More specifically, the 

characterized/uncharacterized/predicted maize repeats in characterized_02202004.fasta, 

uncharacterized_02202004.fasta, and RECON_prediction_02202004.fasta files from the 

Maize Repeat Database section and the Zea Repeat Database file 

(TIGR_Zea_Repeats.v3.0) from the Plant Repeats Database section were included in the 

repeats database [85]; all 10 sequencing contigs of the centromeric maize clone 

ZM16H10 sequenced by Nagaki et al. 2003 were obtained from GenBank (accessions 

AC138570.1 to AC138578.1 and AC116034.3) and included [59]; and finally, all regions 

annotated as repeats in 8 large assembled maize sequences (accessions AY664413.1 to 
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AY664419.1 and AY691949.1) published by Brunner et al. 2005 were downloaded from 

GenBank and included [96]. A custom Perl script was created to generate/parse 

cross_match results and tabulate numbers of nucleotides homologous to the various 

subject types. 

 

3.2.5. JunctionViewer software was developed to facilitate genetic mapping of BACs 

with centromeric sequences 

BACs found to contain centromeric sequences were targeted for genetic mapping. 

This was necessary since mapping markers already integrated with the final maize 

agarose physical map were either not present for FPC contigs with centromeric BACs or 

unreliably anchored clusters of centromeric BACs in mapped FPC contigs. While many 

FPC contigs in the physical map were anchored by one or more genetically mapped 

BACs, most of the FPC contigs containing BACs with centromeric markers had no 

genetically mapped BAC. The few clusters of centromeric BACs in anchored FPC 

contigs were weakly assembled with the genetically mapped BAC(s). For example, there 

may have been one or more points between anchored and centromeric clusters where 

only two BACs partially overlapped by FPC assembly. Every point in the physical map 

should on average be covered by 12 overlapping BACs [68]. Therefore, even if a cluster 

of centromeric BACs was in the same FPC contig as one or more genetically anchored 

BACs, it was necessary to genetically map at least one BAC within the centromeric 

cluster to confirm its chromosomal placement. 

Genetic mapping of the B73 BACs in the physical map was done using the 

intermated B73 × Mo17 (IBM) population [97]. Mapping primer sequence sites no more 
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than 2.5 kb apart needed to found that would produce unique PCR products among the 

highly repetitive centromeric DNA. Anupma Sharma designed PCR primers with the aid 

of custom software and performed wet lab experiments to produce genetic mapping 

markers. 

Custom software was developed to facilitate mapping primer design. Identifying 

mapping primer sites required sifting through millions of nucleotides of repetitive 

centromeric sequences to find unique “junction” sites where repeat elements randomly 

inserted into other repeated sequences [43]. Annotating millions of nucleotides of 

potentially centromeric BAC sequences would have been impractical without automation. 

Therefore, software was developed to specifically annotate the complex repetitive 

sequences of centromeric maize DNA; and annotations were displayed graphically to 

facilitate rapid identification of junction sites. This “JunctionViewer” software was 

developed using Perl using BioPerl and Tk modules to parse sequence homology results 

from WU-BLAST/cross_match and to display these results, respectively [98]. 

The first version of JunctionViewer (1.0) worked in combination with 

JunctionFinder, an additional custom program written in Perl. Together, these programs 

were suitable for expeditious discovery of junction sites among the numerous short 

shotgun sequencing reads from the BACs selected for draft sequencing (Appendix B). 

Retrotransposon sequences fed into JunctionFinder were the above mentioned CRM1, 

CRM2, CentA, and CRM3 sequences (also used to characterize the reads) and the tandem 

repeat sequence fed into JunctionViewer was a consensus CentC derived from the 79 

GenBank CentC sequence records (see Chapter 4, the sequence created to identify full-

length CentC monomers). Both the retrotransposon NCBI BLAST and the tandem repeat 
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WU-BLAST E-value cutoff parameters were set to 1.00E-07. For junction calling the 

junction gap was set to 80 nt and the overlap allowance was set to 50 nt. Results could be 

sorted in a table describing the number of possible junctions, CentC/CRM coverages, and 

lengths of each read to prioritize reads for visualization which more likely contained 

mappable molecular markers. 

Once the MGSC began publishing data, longer contiguous sequences for BACs in 

centromeric regions of the physical map became available. Where previously only reads 

with lengths in the 100s of nucleotides from draft sequenced BACs had been available, 

sequencing contigs with lengths in the 1,000s of nucleotides for the MGSC sequenced 

BACs across the physical map became available. The longer sequences meant 

JunctionFinder became less important (fewer sequences though which to look) and it also 

meant that JunctionViewer 1.0 images became more difficult to interpret, particularly as 

more CRM subtypes were defined (Appendix B). Eventually JunctionViewer 2.0 was 

developed and used to identify primers for mapping the MGSC sequenced BACs [98]. 

 

3.2.6. Centromeric sequence homologies, chromosome placement markers, and anti-

CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads mappings were used to identify centromeres 

Sequences from draft and MGSC sequenced BACs made it possible to calculate 

numbers of centromeric (CentC/CRM) nucleotides per BACs in the physical map, as well 

as to place those BACs to particular genomic regions using chromosome mapping 

methods (e.g., genetic mapping). The BAC sequences also enabled the mapping 

(assignment) of the maize anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads to BACs, as described in Chapter 

2. CentC sequence homology calculations, chromosome placements, and anti-CENH3 
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ChIP-Seq reads mappings results for BACs were added as markers to BACs in the maize 

FPC project so they could be visualized using FPC software (Table 3.2). 

CentC sequence homology markers were created from the results of cross_match 

sequence alignments between the BAC sequences (from all draft sequenced BACs and 

the set of MGSC sequenced BACs available September 26
th

, 2007) and all sequences 

homologous to the 79 NCBI GenBank CentC sequence records (see Chapter 2) in the 

draft sequenced BACs according to cross_match. 

Anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads mapping was done for the set of MGSC sequenced 

BACs available on August 31
st
, 2007 and allowing for reads to be mapped (matching 

exactly and end-to-end) in as much as two BACs only. 

For a plot of BAC-by-BAC sequence homologies the numbers of nucleotides 

assigned to a subject database were calculated competitively using the methods described 

in Chapter 2, but with subject databases limited to the CentC, CRM1, CRM2, CRM3, and 

CentA. The percentage of sequences per BAC covered by mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq 

reads (non-redundantly) was also calculated. This made it clear where groups of BACs 

spanned centromeres in the physical map: numbers of mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq 

reads per BAC were higher across certain ordered collections of centromeric BACs with 

centromeric sequences. 
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Table 3.2. Advanced custom color scheme for FPC after the inclusion of markers for 

sequenced BACs. Coloring of marker/clone text from the custom color scheme applied 

for viewing FPC contigs after the inclusion of markers for sequenced BACs are shown in 

the order in which they were applied. Colorings for text in the Markers (top), Clones 

(second from top), and Remarks (third from top) FPC windows are given where lower 

colors overlap lower ones.  

Color Description Color Description Color Description

Grey Other Grey Other Transparent Other

Black Centromeric marker Black Genetically mapped

Violet Draft sequenced Violet Draft sequenced Green Contains CentC sequence

Blue MGSC sequenced Blue MGSC sequenced

Green Contains CentC sequence Black Genetically mapped

Orange Some (low) CENH3 Orange Some (low) CENH3 Orange Some (low) CENH3

Red High CENH3 Red High CENH3 Red High CENH3

Markers Clones Remarks
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To confirm overlaps predicted by the physical map and to confirm the 

chromosomal assignments of BACs in centromeric groups additional steps were taken. 

Once the specificity / high degree of variability between full-length CentC monomers 

was discovered, monomer variants between BACs were used to confirm or even identify 

overlapping / connected BACs whether they were in the same FPC contig or could be 

tied from the edges of different FPC contigs through an intervening singleton BAC (see 

Chapter 4). Other direct sequence comparisons to confirm overlaps between sequenced 

BACs were done by Kevin L. Schneider and Jamie M.S. Allison at the University of 

Hawai„i. Two additional lines of evidence were used to confirm the chromosomal 

assignment of BACs in clusters of BACs that appeared to span centromeres – CRM2 

transposon display mapping and oat-maize addition line (OMA) mapping. Transposon 

display mapping took advantage of variability in CRM2 LTR sequences and amplified 

fragment length polymorphisms to identify chromosome-specific markers which could be 

sequenced and mapped to BACs [99,100]. Transposon display design and wet lab 

experiments were conducted by Jinghua Shi at the University of Georgia, Athens, 

Georgia. Transposon display sequences were mapped to BAC sequences by Gernot G. 

Presting at the University of Hawai„i. OMA mapping was done by comparing PCR 

products from template DNA either from oat-maize addition line cells (oat cells 

containing only one maize chromosome) or from the entire genome. In detail, PCR 

primers were designed on BAC sequences expected to make single-copy PCR products. 

If single products were present in a chromosome-specific cell line and the whole genome, 

both products are sequenced and compared to the expected product sequence. If the 

sequences matched then the BAC was assigned to the maize chromosome of the 
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correlating cell line. The B73 oat-maize lines were obtained from Howard W. Rines at 

the University of Minnesota, Saint Paul, Minnesota. OMA mapping was done in 

collaboration with Anupma Sharma at the University of Hawai„i. JunctionViewer 2.0 was 

used to design OMA mapping primers by producing graphical displays in which potential 

single-copy sequence sites were found. 

Once reference chromosome sequences were published by the MGSC, 

centromeric sequence homologies, correlating BAC mapping data, and mapped anti-

CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads densities were identified relative to the reference sequences. 

This allowed centromere spanning regions of the reference chromosome sequences to be 

defined. The sequencing of BACs in the physical map culminated in the creation of a 

reference genome (termed B73 RefGen_v1 or ZmB73v1) including reference 

chromosome sequences [82]. The reference genome included one reference chromosome 

per maize chromosome (total of 10) and an additional “reference chromosome” 

composed of sequences for BACs not assigned to any chromosome. Since the reference 

chromosomes were made from BAC sequences the BAC mapping markers (e.g., genetic 

mapping markers) from the physical map could be transferred to the reference 

chromosome sequences. Sequence homologies to CentC and CRMs were also identified 

in the chromosome sequences as described in Chapter 2. Finally, anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq 

reads were mapped to the reference chromosome sequences as published: reads not 

homologous to chloroplast sequence were mapped by MUMmer if they could be placed 

to a unique location and by BLAST if they made a top scoring match to one location and 

matched with at least 96% identities and 96% length [82]. The sequence homologies, 

mapping data, and densities of mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads could then be used 
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together to define and characterize centromere spanning sequences in the reference 

genome. While the rising and falling of ChIP-Seq reads along sequence lines was the 

primary indicator for delineating centromere regions, the rising and falling of 

CentC/CRM densities (in 100 kb windows) and the confirmatory assignments of 

sequences to chromosomes (from mapping markers) were also necessary lines of 

evidence to define sequences spanning centromeres. Multiple lines of evidence were 

needed since it was apparent at least from mapping markers that several centromeric 

sequences in some reference chromosomes were apparently misplaced, e.g., mapping 

markers put several centromeric sequences to a chromosome other than the one to which 

they were assigned in the reference genome. Some centromeric sequence regions were 

also on what could be described as chromosome arms [83]. While the possibility existed 

for centromeric DNA transfer between chromosomes and for chromosome arm CENH3 

deposition, only centromeric sequence regions which appeared to conform to prevailing 

evidence that centromeric sequences and histones generally appear at approximately one 

location (at the primary constriction typically near the center of chromosomes) were 

evaluated in this study. 

 

3.2.7. JunctionViewer software was expanded to visualize detailed features of 

centromeric sequences 

To visualize detailed features in sequences spanning maize centromeres the 

JunctionViewer software was extensively revised to produce JunctionViewer 2.0. This 

software was specifically developed to automatically graphically summarize the 

particular sequences found in maize centromeres (highly repetitive but containing subtly 
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varying yet distinguishable repeat types) for millions of nucleotides newly sequenced 

(not yet annotated for centromeric elements). Indeed, the automation of this annotation 

process was needed to efficiently identify the detailed features of at least the CentC/CRM 

containing regions of maize chromosomes which had previously been estimated by fiber-

FISH to be between 300 kb to 2.8 Mb in length [57]. 

Centromeric maize sequences were unlike other regions of the genome in that 

they were repeat rich and since features could either be very different (e.g., CentC or 

CRM) or subtly vary yet still remain distinguishable (e.g., CRM1 subtypes). 

JunctionViewer 2.0 automatically identified and differentiated between the CRM types 

and subtypes, as well as CentC, and other sequence features including non-CentC/non-

CRM repeats of maize, gene homologous DNA, and mitochondrial/plastid DNA. Gene 

sequences annotations were included as they were expected to potentially appear in 

centromeric regions given literature showing genic sequence in rice centromere 8 [32]. 

Organellar DNA was also expected to possibly at least neighbor centromeric DNA as 

according to published FISH results more than half of the identified mitochondrial DNA 

insertions in maize (32 of 58) appeared near centromeres [101]. Any of these features 

could have been used to prove the hypothesis or null hypothesis. 

JunctionViewer 2.0 was described in detail by Wolfgruber and Presting 2010 

[98]. The software and set of example files were released as a package under a free and 

open source (GNU GPLv3) license via a SourceForge.net® (Geeknet, Inc., Fairfax, 

Virginia) hosted web site (http://junctionviewer.sourceforge.net/). The website included 

description, features, usage, and requirements summaries for the software, as well as 
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example images of the JunctionViewer 2.0 interface and output using the example files 

where the images also included notes describing what was being shown. 

The software was set up to identify and differentiate between 1) LTRs from 

CRM1 subtypes, CRM2, and CRM3, 2) coding sequences (CDSs) of CRMs 1/2/3 (as a 

single group), 3) LTRs/CDSs of CentA, 4) CentC, 5) non-CentC/non-CRM maize 

repeats, 6) maize genic sequences, 7) rice genic sequences, and 8) maize organellar 

(plastid/mitochondrial) sequences. The subject sequence databases for sequence 

homology calculations were either consensus sequences or collections of sequences (for 

details see Wolfgruber and Presting 2010 “Additional File 4”; the CentC was a consensus 

built from full-length monomers in the reference genome as described in Chapter 4 and is 

equivalent to the consensus sequence described in Chapter 4). The different CRM LTRs 

were assigned different colors while any CRM CDSs were given a single color (due to 

difficulty in distinguished CRM CDS types), meaning the LTRs flanking CDS regions 

were used to visually distinguish between the different types of CRM elements. Above 

the sequence homologies graphics were two overlapping charts with different y-axis 

maximums – a foreground chart that was setup to visualized the density of uniquely and 

semiuniquely mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads and a background chart that was 

setup to visualize redundantly mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads. Below the sequence 

homologies graphics were MUMmer derived results of exactly matching sequences ≥100 

nt. In certain situations this could indicate the presence of an LTR retrotransposon 

(whether it was included in the maize repeats database or not) when matching sequences 

could be visualized several thousand nucleotides apart (similar to distances LTRs are 
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often found apart). The MUMmer results also could indicate to a limited degree the 

repetitiveness of CentC tandem repeats or existence of another tandem repeat [98]. 

 

3.2.8. Amounts and types of sequences were compared between sequences spanning 

centromeres 

Once sequences completely spanning at least two centromeres were identified the 

next objective was to compare those sequences. Homologies to various subject databases 

in the ZmB73v1 reference chromosome sequences were calculated by competitive WU-

BLAST and cross_match as described in Chapter 2 (same as for the first objective of this 

chapter). Total and relative amounts of CentC, CRMs (various types), and other non-

CentC/non-CRM sequences were then compared between sequences spanning different 

centromeres. More specific features were also compared using JunctionViewer 2.0 

derived images including the presence or absence of nested retrotransposon insertions 

and the repetitiveness of CentCs (approximated by identical repeats visualized in the 

MUMmer results region). 

 

3.3. Results and discussion 

3.3.1. Summary of findings 

BAC markers for BES homologies to centromeric CentC/CRM sequences tend to 

support evidence from centromeric hybridization markers identifying potential 

centromere regions in the maize physical map (FPC project). That is, centromeric BES 

markers tend to highlight regions of the physical map otherwise indicated by centromeric 

hybridization markers as being centromeric. This means either kind of marker may have 
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been used to identify potential centromere regions in the map. However, their presence 

together provides greater evidence toward identifying centromere integrated BACs. 

Sequence homology results for BACs having centromeric BES/hybridization 

markers from centromeric regions of the physical map show that these centromeric 

markers tend to indicate the presence of centromeric sequences. While this may have 

been an expected result the evidence was valuable toward increasing confidence that 

these markers were suitable for the discovery of centromeres in the physical map. 

Groups of BACs spanning centromeres are found in the physical map. This is 

apparent from visualizations of centromeric markers for BACs in a modified FPC project 

using the FPC software. Groups of BACs spanning centromeres are apparent given 

centromeric BES and hybridization markers, as well as centromeric sequence homologies 

markers added to BACs in the modified FPC project. The addition of BAC markers for 

genetic, transposon display, and OMA mappings, as well as CentC variant matching and 

anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads densities clarifies which groups of BACs span the 

centromeres in the physical map. Specifically, the centromeres of chromosomes 2 and 5 

are found in the physical map using the various centromere related BAC markers. 

Reference chromosome sequences from the ZmB73v1 reference genome spanning 

centromeres 2 and 5 are defined using the BAC mapping results, sequence homologies, 

anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads densities. The mappings results placing BACs to 

chromosome positions can be transferred from the physical map data to the reference 

chromosome sequences thereby accurately placing certain sequences to particular 

chromosomes (some reference chromosome sequences are otherwise misplaced). 

Centromeric sequence homologies and anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads mappings results for 
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the reference chromosome sequences can then be used in concert with the chromosomal 

mapping data to define centromeres 2 and 5 in the reference sequences. 

A comparison of sequence features in centromeres 2 and 5 reveals some 

similarities but also substantial differences. CentC and CRM are clearly localized to both 

centromeres; however, the amounts of these elements (in overall and relative terms) are 

notably different. There might also be described some similarities in certain arrangements 

of these elements: in either centromere CentC tends to be found in a group on one edge of 

the centromere unlike CRMs and both CentC and CRM elements are frequently 

interrupted by retrotransposon insertions. However, the overall arrangements of these 

elements throughout the centromeres are clearly different. Centromere 2 appears to be 

one contiguous region with a relatively dense population of mixed CentC/CRM1/CRM2 

elements throughout. Centromere 5 instead appears to be in two regions with an 

intervening region having little CENH3 deposition. One part of the first region is largely 

populated by CRM2 and the other by a mix of CentC and CRM1. The other region has no 

CentC and nearly lacks CRM sequences. In terms of total nucleotides covered by either 

centromere in the genome there is also a difference in that centromere 5 spans more 

nucleotides than centromere 2. 
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3.3.2. Sequences spanning centromeres 2 and 5 can be defined in the reference 

genome 

3.3.2.1. Centromeric BES homologies results support centromeric hybridization results 

identifying centromeric groups of BACs in the physical map 

To begin identifying regions of the maize physical map (i.e., FPC project) 

containing BACs potentially spanning centromeres two lines of evidence were used – 

centromeric (CentC/CRM) hybridization probe markers (included for BACs in the map) 

and centromeric BES markers (added to BACs in the map). Results show that these two 

lines of evidence tend to agree in identifying centromeric segments of the modified maize 

FPC project (modified means includes BES markers). That is, most FPC contigs (ordered 

groups of BACs) in project with BACs having centromeric markers include both 

centromeric hybridization and BES markers (not one or the other type alone). 

Furthermore, the addition of centromeric BES markers enhances the identification of 

centromeric FPC contigs: the inclusion of centromeric BES markers adds 1,102 BACs 

above the 2,242 BACs in FPC contigs that are identifiable by a centromeric hybridization 

marker alone. The centromeric BES markers also add 25 CentC marked singleton (non-

contig) BACs to the list of 38 identifiable by a CentC hybridization marker alone. 

FPC contigs in the physical map were filtered using BES/hybridization marker 

data to reduce the number of FPC contigs to visualize toward the identification of 

centromeric segments of the FPC project. These criteria were based on total centromeric 

markers and particularly CentC hybridization markers, as well as centromeric marker 

density (markers over BACs) per FPC contig. The goal was to view FPC contigs with a 

high number of centromeric markers or FPC contigs that had a large ratio of centromeric 
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markers to total BACs, and to give special consideration for FPC contigs having BACs 

with CentC hybridization markers since CentC was expected to be highly localized to 

maize centromeres. 

A total of 94 out of the 766 FPC contigs in the modified maize FPC project meet 

the criteria for visual inspection (visualization by FPC contig viewer software). Three 

sets of FPC contigs meeting each of the three criteria can be described. There are 79 FPC 

contigs with >9 total centromeric markers (BES markers on forward and/or reverse insert 

ends, or hybridization markers) averaging 37.9±38.7 markers with a range of 10 to 199 

markers per contig (Appendix C, Figure C.1). There are 53 contigs with a centromeric 

density value (total centromeric markers over total BACs in the FPC contig) >0.03 

markers/BACs that average 0.270±0.371 markers/BACs with a range of 1.44 to 0.0352 

markers/BACs (Appendix C, Figure C.2). And, finally, there are 18 contigs with >2 

CentC hybridization markers that average 8.39±4.43 markers with a range of 3 to 20 

(Appendix C, Figure C.3). The union of these three sets of FPC contigs forms the set of 

94 contigs for visual examination using FPC software with a custom color scheme 

(Appendix C, Table C.1). 

Visualizations of the FPC contigs reveal centromeric BES markers that overlap, 

fill in, or extend clusters of BACs with centromeric hybridization markers (Figure 3.1). 

Among the 94 selected FPC contigs a subset of 65 contigs can be considered centromeric 

based on visual examination, i.e., have >3 overlapping BACs with centromeric markers 

but exclude such a cluster if it is contiguous with a BAC in the same contig that is 

genetically mapped to a telomere (Appendix C, Table C.1). FPC contigs 57 and 315 are 

not considered centromeric because their clusters of overlapping BACs with centromeric 
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markers appear contiguous (have relatively high overlap among intervening BACs) with 

telomerically mapped BACs. 
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Figure 3.1. Example of an FPC contig with added centromeric BES markers and custom 

color scheme. Shown is FPC contig 528 from the modified maize FPC project without 

(A) and with (B) both centromeric BES markers and the custom color scheme (see Table 

3.1 in Materials and Methods for descriptions of meanings for colors). 
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Numbers of centromeric BES markers versus hybridization markers per FPC 

contig are similar but the number of either per contig fluctuates. Across all contigs in the 

modified maize FPC project (with or without a centromeric marker) the number of 

centromeric hybridization markers per contig average 3.31±1.14 markers/contig and 

range 0 to 126 markers/contig. The number of centromeric BES markers per contig 

average 1.72±7.28 markers/contig and range 0 to 106 markers/contig. A plot of 

centromeric BES markers versus centromeric hybridization markers per contig across all 

contigs having a marker shows values yielding a linear regression line with a slope of 

0.372, y-intercept of 0.494, and correlation value of 0.585 (Appendix C, Figure C.4). 

The numbers of BACs with centromeric BES markers versus the numbers of 

BACs with hybridization markers per FPC contig are also similar, but the number of 

either type of BAC per contig fluctuates. Across all contigs (with or without a 

centromeric marker) the number of BACs with centromeric hybridization markers per 

contig average 2.93±9.77 BACs/contig with a range of 0 to 108 BACs/contig. The 

number of BACs with centromeric BES markers per contig average 1.57±6.42 

BACs/contig and range 0 to 96 BACs/contig. A plot of BACs with centromeric BES 

markers versus BACs with centromeric hybridization markers per contig across all 

contigs shows values that yield a linear regression line with a slope of 0.400, y-intercept 

of 0.403, and correlation value of 0.608 (Appendix C, Figure C.5). 

The correlation values of 0.585 or 0.608 may not be interpreted as strong 

correlations, however certain characteristics of the datasets should be taken into account 

when making an assessment of these results. One particular characteristic to consider is 

that the datasets may be somewhat small (limited by the number of centromeric FPC 
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contigs in the FPC project). Outlier data points can skew a correlation calculation in 

smaller datasets. The second notable characteristic is differences in how the BES and 

hybridization markers indicate potential CentC/CRM content of BACs. Firstly, BES 

markers per subject type may appear for one or two BESs per BAC whereas only one 

hybridization marker per type can exist per BAC. Secondly, the number and types of 

subjects differ: BES markers can be for CentC and CRM2 whereas hybridization markers 

can be for CentC and three types of CRM probes (CENT-LTR, CentA-int7, and CentA-

LTR). The final characteristic for consideration is that there are fundamental differences 

in how potential CentC/CRM content is reported by either kind of marker: BES 

alignments to centromeric sequences only occur at the ends of inserts whereas 

hybridization probes may bind anywhere on the BAC DNA insert. Nevertheless, slopes 

of the regression lines are positive and data points fit with apparently significant 

correlation values, meaning as centromeric BES markers and BACs with centromeric 

BES markers per FPC contig increase so also do centromeric hybridization markers and 

BACs with centromeric hybridization markers, respectively. This redundancy between 

marker types (BES/hybridization) furthermore increases confidence that centromeric 

sequences may actually be present in the BACs and FPC contigs with centromeric 

markers. 

There are thousands of BACs with centromeric markers in hundreds of FPC 

contigs in the maize FPC project, and these BACs and FPC contigs have various 

centromeric BACs/markers characteristics. It is therefore a challenge to prioritize which 

BACs in which FPC contigs to target for sequencing and chromosome mapping in an 

effort to span centromeres. There are 3,344 FPC contig BACs in the maize FPC project 
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with at least one centromeric BES or hybridization marker and these exist among 363 

FPC contigs. The BACs are composed of 2,139 BACs with centromeric hybridization 

markers only, a set of 1,102 BACs with centromeric BES markers only, and a set of 103 

BACs having both centromeric hybridization and BES markers (forward and/or reverse 

ends). 

FPC contigs with BACs having only BES or only hybridization markers average 

low numbers of total BACs with at least one centromeric marker per FPC contig. In 111 

of the 363 FPC contigs are BACs with centromeric hybridization markers but no 

centromeric BES markers. Among these FPC contigs the number of BACs with 

centromeric markers per contig average 2.62±2.68 BACs with centromeric markers per 

contig and have a range from 1 to 13 BACs with centromeric markers per contig. In 83 of 

the 363 contigs there are BACs with centromeric BES markers but no centromeric 

hybridization markers. These average 1.83±1.46 BACs having centromeric markers per 

contig with a range from 1 to 8 BACs with centromeric markers per contig. 

FPC contigs including BACs with both centromeric BES and hybridization 

markers average higher numbers of BACs having at least one centromeric marker. The 

remaining 169 of the 363 FPC contigs with centromeric markers include BACs in two or 

all of three categories: 1) BACs with centromeric BES markers only, 2) BACs with 

centromeric hybridization markers only, and 3) BACs with both centromeric 

hybridization and BES markers. The number of BACs with centromeric hybridization 

and/or BES markers in these 169 FPC contigs average 17.2±25.7 BACs with centromeric 

markers per contig and range from 1 to 151 BACs with centromeric markers per contig. 

Calculating across all of the 169 FPC contigs those BACs with centromeric hybridization 
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markers and no centromeric BES markers averages 10.9±17.0 with a range of 0 to 105, 

BACs with centromeric BES markers and no centromeric hybridization markers averages 

5.62±11.5 with a range of 0 to 94, and BACs with both centromeric hybridization and 

BES markers average 0.609±1.85 with a range of 0 to 17. A subset of 33 FPC contigs 

among the 169 FPC contigs includes BACs having both centromeric BES and 

hybridization markers. The number of BACs with both centromeric BES and 

hybridization markers among these 33 FPC contigs averages 3.12±3.15 with a range of 1 

to 17; and BACs among these 33 contigs with at least one centromeric marker average 

49.9±42.6 with a range of 1 to 151. That is, these FPC contigs average the highest 

number of BACs with centromeric markers per contig. 

The 65 FPC contigs which may be considered centromeric based on visual 

analysis of 94 FPC contigs using FPC software (see earlier paragraph) have relatively 

high numbers of centromeric markers and BACs with centromeric markers per FPC 

contig, and most of these 65 FPC contigs include both centromeric BES and 

hybridization markers. For the 65 FPC contigs the number of centromeric hybridization 

markers per contig averages 27.9±28.5 with a range of 1 to 126 and the number of 

centromeric BES markers per contig averages 13.4±21.5 with a range of 0 to 106. The 

number of BACs with centromeric hybridization and/or BES markers per contig averages 

34.8±34.3 with a range of 5 to 151; the number of BACs with centromeric BES but no 

centromeric hybridization markers averages 10.6±17.3 with a range of 0 to 94; the 

number of BACs with centromeric hybridization but no centromeric BES markers per 

contig averages 22.8±22.2 with a range of 0 to 105; and the number of BACs with both 

centromeric BES and hybridization markers averages 1.40±2.77 with a range of 0 to 17. 
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There are no FPC contigs in this set that do not have a centromeric hybridization marker. 

There are 7 FPC contigs that do not have a centromeric BES marker (only have 

hybridization markers). Between these 7 contigs the number of centromeric markers 

averages 8.86±3.02 with a range of 5 to 13, and the number of BACs with hybridization 

markers averages 7.43±1.90 with a range of 5 to 10. That is, those FPC contigs between 

the 65 FPC contigs that do not have a centromeric BES marker also have smaller 

numbers of any centromeric marker or BACs with centromeric markers than the averages 

for the set; or stated otherwise, most of the 65 selected FPC contigs that also have higher 

number of centromeric markers include dual BES and hybridization marker evidence of 

centromeric content. 

Among all FPC contigs in the maize map, total numbers of BACs (with or 

without a centromeric marker) per FPC contig do not appear to be correlated with total 

numbers of BACs having centromeric markers per contig. A plot across all FPC contigs 

of the number of BACs with a centromeric BES marker versus the number of BACs in 

the contig yields a regression line with a slope of 0.00348, y-intercept of 0.320, and 

correlation value of 0.263. A plot across the 65 FPC contigs considered centromeric (by 

visual analysis) of the number of BACs with a centromeric BES marker versus the 

number of BACs in the contig yields a regression line with a slope of 0.00294, y-

intercept of 9.78, and correlation value of 0.108 (Appendix C, Figure C.6). 

If a larger number of BACs in an FPC contig randomly increased the probability 

of finding BACs with a centromeric BES marker alone then there would be a significant 

correlation value for a positively sloped regression line in the plot of the number of BACs 

with a centromeric BES marker versus the number of BACs in the contig. Instead it 
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appears that while there is a positively sloped regression line the correlation value is very 

low. Consider this value in context with apparently more correlated datasets – numbers of 

BACs with a centromeric BES versus a centromeric hybridization marker per contig. 

That is, a dataset where the increasing number of BACs with hybridization markers has a 

stronger correlation with increasing numbers of BACs with BES markers per FPC contig. 

The correlation in this case is 0.608 with a positively sloped regression line (Appendix C, 

Figure C.5). This means that the correlation between the number of BACs with 

centromeric hybridizations and the number of BACs with centromeric BES markers per 

contig is stronger than the correlation between the number of BACs in a contig and the 

number of BACs with a centromeric BES marker per contig. This suggests that the 

increasing number of BACs with a centromeric BES marker per contig is the result of 

larger centromeric contig regions and not the random addition of BACs with centromeric 

BES markers due to a larger number of BACs per contig. Therefore, it is reasonable to 

give attention to even exceptionally large FPC contigs (including many BACs) with 

larger numbers of BACs with centromeric markers. That is, density values alone (markers 

per BAC or BACs with markers per BAC in an FPC contig) may not be sufficient criteria 

for identifying centromeric segments in the FPC project – total numbers of markers 

should be considered. 

The addition of BES markers to the maize FPC project also results in the 

identification of many additional potential CentC containing singleton BACs. A total 

16,484 of the 292,201 fingerprinted BACs in the maize FPC project are not assigned to 

any FPC contig (their fingerprints do not overlap with enough significance with any other 

BAC fingerprint). A total 38 of these “singleton” BACs have a CentC hybridization 
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marker. Within that set of 38 BACs, only 1 has a CentC BES marker (CentC sequence 

homology for a BES from that BAC). An additional 25 singleton BACs do not have a 

CentC hybridization marker however do have a CentC BES sequence homology marker. 

BLAST E-value scores for the sequence alignments range from 0 to 3.0E+08, although 

the second largest E-value is much smaller at 8.0E-37 (Appendix C, Table C.2). Given 

these significance scores it is likely that these singletons did not have false positive 

CentC sequence alignments to their BESs. 

 

3.3.2.2. Centromeric BES and hybridization results indicate centromeric content of 

sequenced BACs 

The presence of centromeric BES markers alongside and overlapping centromeric 

hybridization makers is evidence by their redundancy that these markers accurately 

reflect the presence of centromeric DNA; however, more conclusive and quantitative 

evidence arises from the analysis of DNA sequences covering entire BAC inserts. 

Consider that BESs represent a small fraction of BAC insert DNA. The average insert 

size was approximately 155 kb across all three (HindIII, EcoRI, and MboI) maize BAC 

libraries from which BACs in the maize FPC project were fingerprinted [66]. BESs 

sequenced from BACs in these libraries averaged 647 nt in length [74]. Therefore, BACs 

with an average insert size and having both BESs sequenced at average lengths the BESs 

could be expected to represent approximately 0.833% of the BAC DNA insert. Presence 

of centromeric sequences among intervening DNA (between BESs) may be detected by 

hybridization of centromeric probes, however no quantitative results would be given 

(only presence/absence); and there is also a chance that hybridization results could 
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include false positives due to misidentification of hybridized DNA on filters or due to the 

binding of probes to non-centromeric DNA. To confirm the accuracy of centromeric 

markers in revealing the presence of centromeric DNA and to quantify the centromeric 

content of BACs likely to contain centromere DNA an initial set of 50 BACs with 

centromeric BES or hybridization markers in the modified maize FPC project were 

selected and draft sequenced (sequences approximately covered inserts once). Sequences 

were characterized for centromeric (CentC/CRM) content. And finally, the centromeric 

content was compared with centromeric markers to determine the efficacy of markers to 

indicate the centromeric content of BACs. Results show that the centromeric markers 

indicate the presence of centromeric DNA in BACs. This finding later supported the 

decision to select 50 additional (singleton) BACs with CentC markers for sequencing and 

analysis. 

A diverse set of 50 BACs having various centromeric marker characteristics can 

be selected from the modified (including both centromeric and BES hybridization 

markers) maize FPC project. This set of 50 BACs includes 42 FPC contig BACs and 8 

singleton BACs (Appendix C, Table C.3). Some exceptions are taken to the methods 

described in this chapter for choosing one BAC per group (cluster) of overlapping BACs 

having a centromeric marker. These exceptions are for clusters in three FPC contigs – 

519, 461, and 424. FPC contig 519 includes BACs which mostly have at least one 

centromeric marker and the contig is unusually small meaning two BACs are selected to 

essentially cover the contig entirely (Appendix C, Figure C.7). Three BACs are chosen in 

the contig 461 cluster from different regions of the cluster which may be disconnected 

due to weak overlapping of BACs within the cluster (Appendix C, Figure C.8). Similarly, 
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two BACs are chosen in the FPC contig 424 cluster since there is a section with low 

numbers of overlapping of BACs in the cluster (Appendix C, Figure C.9). 

There were three genomic libraries in the maize FPC project: BAC names starting 

with b were from the HindIII library (genomic cutter was HindIII); BAC names starting 

with c0001 to c0288 were from the EcoRI library; and BAC names starting with c0289 to 

c0576 were from the MboI library. At least one BAC from each library is selected among 

the set of 42 FPC contig BACs and among the set of 8 singleton BACs. BACs range from 

having only centromeric hybridization or only BES markers to BACs having a mix of 

centromeric hybridization and BES markers. BACs also range from having only CentC or 

CRM hybridization or BES markers to having a mix of both CentC and CRM 

hybridization and BES markers. This mix of BACs with different FPC project 

characteristics (FPC contig or singleton BACs) from different libraries and with different 

marker characteristics is intended to reduce the chance of bias from one factor alone. For 

example, it might have been true that most CRM BES markers were due to CRM2 

homologies to non-CRM retrotransposons in BACs that did not include substantial CRM 

homologous DNA, therefore meaning results would indicate poor efficacy of centromeric 

markers to detect centromeric content in BACs. 

Centromeric markers most often indicate the presence of centromeric sequence 

among the 50 selected BACs. For the 50 selected BACs the number of high quality 

sequenced nucleotides per BAC after filtering out vector and E. coli sequence averages 

192,848±70,551 nt with a range of 45,626 to 356,963 nt. CentC sequence as a proportion 

of filtered sequence averages 13.0±22.6% with a ranged of 0.00 to 91.2%. Centromeric 

retrotransposon CRM1, CRM2, CentA, or CRM3 homologous sequence as a proportion 
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of filtered sequence averages 19.4±20.3% with a range of 0.00 to 81.2%. The union of 

CentC and centromeric retrotransposon homologous sequence as a proportion of filtered 

sequence averages 32.4±35.7% with a range of 0.00 to 99.2%. All repeat database 

homologous sequence as a proportion of filtered sequence averages 87.4±9.87% with a 

range of 54.4 to 99.5%. Uncharacterized sequence as a proportion of filtered sequence 

averages 12.7±9.87% with a range of 0.490 to 45.6% (Appendix C, Tables C.3 and C.4). 

The results can also be reported in terms of numbers of BACs with centromeric 

content. Out of the 50 sequenced BACs with centromeric markers only 1 BAC has no 

CentC or centromeric retrotransposon homologous sequence (FPC contig BAC c0149I02 

with a CentC hybridization marker only). Out of 25 BACs with a CentC marker a total of 

22 BACs have some CentC homologous sequence. For the 3 BACs with a CentC marker 

but no CentC homologous sequence 2 BACs have a CentC hybridization marker and no 

CentC BES markers and 1 BAC has a CentC BES marker and no CentC hybridization 

marker. Out of 23 BACs having CentC homologous sequence 1 BAC has no CentC 

marker. All 39 BACs with a centromeric retrotransposon marker have some centromeric 

retrotransposon sequence. Out of 46 BACs having some centromeric retrotransposon 

sequence 39 are assigned a centromeric retrotransposon marker (Appendix C, Tables C.3 

and C.4). 

Therefore, among a mix of 50 FPC contig / singleton BACs from all three maize 

genomic libraries with a variety of centromeric BES and hybridization markers in the 

modified maize FPC project in most cases the centromeric markers predict whether 

CentC or CRM homologous sequence will be found in the BAC DNA insert. More 

specifically, a total of 47 out of the select set of 50 BACs have the centromeric sequences 
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indicated by their centromeric marker; and in most cases when a BAC includes 

centromeric sequences it also has a marker for those sequences. This means centromeric 

markers are apparently suitable for identifying groups of BACs or singleton BACs in the 

maize FPC project that have centromeric DNA. 

Given the efficacy of BES and hybridization markers to determine the presence of 

CentC and CRM sequences in BACs, an additional set of 49 singleton BACs with CentC 

(BES or hybridization) markers were selected and sequenced in an effort to possibly 

bridge FPC contigs by matching sequences from the singletons with CentC-containing 

BACs at the edges of FPC contigs. The sequences from at least one of these BACs can be 

used to bridge two FPC contigs from a centromere (see later in this chapter). 

 

3.3.2.3. Centromeric markers for BACs can be used to define centromeres in the physical 

map 

It has now been shown that centromeric (CentC/CRM) BES and hybridization 

markers can be used to select BACs from the maize FPC project that likely contain 

centromeric DNA. Once BACs have been sequenced, additional markers can be added to 

the FPC project that then help to define groups of BACs spanning centromeres. 

Specifically, the centromeres of chromosomes 2 and 5 are revealed in the physical map 

through the combination of BES/hybridization and completely sequenced BACs derived 

markers including CentC/CRM homology markers, genetic mapping markers, and anti-

CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads mapping markers. 

The centromere of chromosome 2 (centromere 2) is spanned by sequenced BACs 

contained within FPC contig 461. The rightmost section of FPC contig 461 is populated 
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by a high density of BACs having centromeric BES or hybridization markers (Figure 3.2 

A and B). A total of 3 BACs are draft sequenced from this FPC contig (Appendix C, 

Figure C.8; Figure 3.2 C). Sequences from these BACs and JunctionViewer enable the 

genetic mapping of 2 of these 3 draft sequenced BACs to centromere 2. The third mapped 

BAC is one sequenced by the MGSC (Figure 3.2 D). MGSC sequenced BACs cover this 

segment of the FPC contig, providing most of the sequences spanning for this region of 

the genome. Centromeric sequence homologies and densities of anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq 

reads can therefore be calculated and included as markers for the MGSC sequenced 

BACs. A few of the sequenced BACs include some CentC homologous nucleotides, 

mostly around one BAC. A progression from BACs having no mapped anti-CENH3 

ChIP-Seq reads to BACs having more and then to a BAC having none is observed across 

this section of the FPC contig (Figure 3.2). An additional feature of this FPC contig is the 

apparent presence of chloroplast DNA in a group of BACS next to the centromere 2 

BACs (Figure 3.2 E). This will be confirmed by the annotation of DNA sequences near 

centromere 2 later in this chapter. 
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Figure 3.2. FPC software view of centromere 2 in FPC contig 461. Shown are FPC 

software views of centromere 2 in the rightmost section of contig 461 using the modified 

FPC project and custom color scheme (see Table 3.2 in Materials and Methods) after 

successive marker selections starting with A. centromeric BES markers, then B. 

centromeric hybridization markers, then C. the draft sequenced BACs marker, then D. the 

centromere 2 genetically mapped BACs marker, and finally E. the chloroplast marker. 

The views result from selecting markers in order A-E from the Marker (top) widow. BAC 

text is highlighted in the Clone (second from top) window and detailed centromere 

related information can also be seen in the Remarks (third from top) window. 
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Centromere 5 is spanned by BACs in two FPC contigs (525 and 312) that can be 

connected by a draft sequenced singleton BAC using shared identical DNA sequences. 

Specifically, a connection can be made between the two FPC contigs by matching full-

length CentC variant sequences (see Chapter 4 on the specificity of CentC monomer 

variant sequences) between the singleton b0271K07 and CentC containing BACs on the 

edges of the two FPC contigs: a total of 53 identical CentC variants (~156 nt sequences) 

are shared between the singleton BAC b0271K07 and the genetically mapped 

(centromere 5) BAC c0026E18 on the left edge of FPC contig 312 (consensus bands 2 

through 30); and a total of 29 other CentC variants from singleton b0271K07 are shared 

with BAC c0478E06 on right edge of FPC contig 525 (consensus bands 1190 through 

1216, where the contig ends at consensus band 1217). No CentC variants are shared 

between the two FPC contig BACs, meaning the sequenced singleton BAC bridges the 

two FPC contig BACs in the physical map. 

The evidence that BACs in FPC contigs 525 and 312 span centromere 5 include 

the presence of centromeric BES and hybridization markers, a genetic mapping marker 

for centromere 5, CentC homologous sequences in sequenced BACs, and elevated levels 

of mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads for sequenced BACs (Figure 3.3). There is an 

apparent specificity of centromeric BES over hybridization markers in FPC contig 525 

(Figure 3.3 A). Additionally, it appears there is a group of BACs with elevated levels of 

anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads but little indication of centromeric sequences in FPC contig 

312 (Figure 3.3 D). 
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Figure 3.3. FPC software view of centromere 5 in FPC contigs 525 and 312. Shown are 

FPC software views of centromere 5 in FPC contigs 525 and 312 with the custom color 

scheme and after successive marker selections as done for Figure 3.2: FPC contig 525 

after the selection of A. centromeric BES markers then hybridization markers, B. CentC 

BES/hybridization markers, and C. the CentC sequence content marker; FPC contig 312 

after the selection of D. centromeric BES markers then hybridization markers, E. the 

CentC hybridization marker, and F. CentC sequence content marker. Part F also 

highlights the centromere 5 genetically mapped BAC (c0026E18 highlighted green). 
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Using the sequenced BACs from the FPC contigs containing centromeres 2 and 5 

groups of BACs can be defined that span those centromeres; and for each BAC the 

proportion of their sequences homologous to centromeric elements (CentC and several 

CRMs) can be calculated and plotted alongside numbers of mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-

Seq reads assigned to each BAC (Figure 3.4). What stands out in these plots and what 

adds to the FPC contig views is the separation of CRM1 and CRM2 in centromere 5 that 

is not seen in centromere 2. In centromere 2 CRM1, CRM2, and CentC are essentially co-

located with anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads covered sequences. In centromere 5, however, 

BACs with CRM2 appear to include few, if any CentC/CRM1 sequences and have more 

ChIP-Seq reads covered sequences than those with CentC/CRM1.  

A similarity between both centromeres seems to exist in that CentC sequences 

appear mostly clustered toward the edge of the higher CENH3 associated regions. This is 

similar to what can be seen in centromere 8 of Oryza sativa where the cluster of 

centromeric tandem repeats (CentO) is near the border of the centromere (as defined by 

CENH3 associated sequences) [32]. Also similar between sequences in the regions 

around centromere 8 of O. sativa and centromere 5 of maize is the presence of a small 

cluster of CentC tandem repeats in what may be considered the pericentromeric regions 

(left / long arm pericentromeres of O. sativa and maize). However, such a small cluster of 

centromeric tandem repeats is not found in pericentromeric sequences of maize 

centromere 2, at least among the sequenced BACs of FPC contig 461.
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Figure 3.4. Centromeric sequence homologies and anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads coverages for BACs spanning centromeres. The 

percentages of centromeric sequences (CentC, CRMs 1-3, and CentA) and sequences covered by anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads per 

BAC for BACs from centromere 2 (A) and centromere 5 (B) in the physical map are shown. The BACs to the right plot B (centromere 

5) with relatively high numbers of mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads without centromeric sequence homologies are not shown and 

might also be considered part of centromere 5. Accessions for MGSC sequenced BACs are given (prefix “AC”) and include mapped 

reads while clone names are provided for draft sequenced BACs (reads not mapped).
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3.3.2.4. Centromeric sequence homologies, chromosome mapping results, and anti-

CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads mapping results define centromeres in the reference genome 

sequences 

The publication of the MGSC reference genome sequences, including a reference 

chromosome sequence for each chromosome, meant the calculations of centromeric 

sequence homologies, creation of mapping markers, and mapping of anti-CENH3 ChIP-

Seq reads that were done for BACs could be done over the longer reference chromosome 

sequences. Mapping markers generated for BACs in the physical map could be 

transferred to the reference chromosome sequences, sometimes indicating that some 

centromeric sequences are likely misplaced. Therefore, a number of additional 

chromosome placement markers were added to the centromere 2 and 5 sequences in the 

reference genome from the results of genetic as well as transposon display and OMA line 

mapping. These results confirm the placement of sequences spanning centromeres 2 and 

5 in reference chromosomes 2 and 5, respectively. The results of centromeric sequence 

homologies calculations and mappings of anti-CENH3 ChIP furthermore confirm the 

locations of centromeres 2 and 5 in the reference genome sequences. This is illustrated 

and described in detail by Wolfgruber et al. 2009 [83]. 

Centromere 2 can be expanded beyond FPC contig 461 in the reference 

chromosome sequences. Again, there remains no small pericentromeric cluster of CentCs 

in pericentromeric regions around centromere 2, unlike the short arm pericentromere of 

maize chromosome 5 or O. sativa chromosome 8 [83]. 

Centromere 5 can also be expanded toward the long arm (right of plot in Figure 

3.4) to include the additional high CENH3 associated sequences beyond the dip in anti-
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CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads mappings seen in FPC contig 312 / reference chromosome 5 

(Figure 3.4) [83]. Therefore centromere 5 may be considered as two parts, a left and right 

part separated by a low CENH3 associated region. Additionally, the right part contains 

very few CRM and no CentC centromeric sequences. 

 

3.3.3. The sequences of centromeres 2 and 5 share similarities but are substantially 

different 

It is clear from the figures alone (before detailed calculations) that while 

centromeres 2 and 5 share some similarities they are substantially different. Both 

centromeres are similar in that they include both CentC and CRM sequences. CentC and 

CRM1 in both centromeres also appear approximately together; although also in both 

centromeres the CentC sequences within the CENH3 associated regions are near the 

edges of the centromeres. Both centromeres additionally include some small presence of 

CRM4. The first difference between both centromeres is that the total number of 

nucleotides in centromere 5 substantially exceeds that of centromere 2. Another clear 

difference is in the distribution of CRM2 sequences relative to CRM1 and CentC: CRM2 

dominates a large region of centromere 5 apart from CentC and CRM1, unlike CRM2 in 

centromere 2 where CentC, CRM1, and CRM2 are essentially together. The separation of 

CRM2 from CRM1 and CentC in centromere 5 is apparently reflected in the centromeric 

BES/hybridization markers in FPC contigs (Figure 3.3 A; BES markers in blue are based 

on CRM2 homologies) and can also be seen in the sequence homologies calculations 

either per BAC (Figure 3.4 B) or in the reference chromosome sequences spanning 

centromere 5 [83]. Another notable difference is that centromere 5 may be considered as 
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two parts based on anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads mappings – a left and right part with an 

interstitial low CENH3 associated region – where one (right; long arm) of the two parts 

has very little centromeric sequence homologies [83]. Finally, while some CRM3/CentA 

homologous nucleotides are in centromere 5 none are apparently present in centromere 2. 

Numbers of CentC and CRM, as well as non-CentC/non-CRM homologous 

nucleotides can be calculated for centromeres 2 and 5 using their defined regions in the 

reference chromosome sequences. These reference sequences are preferable for 

calculating total nucleotide homologies since they have reduced sequence overlap versus 

the spans of BACs sequences for these centromeres (the sequences of neighboring BACs 

may redundantly cover the same regions of the genome). Using a strict definition of these 

centromeres at only the highest densities of mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads the 

centromeres of chromosomes 2 and 5 can be defined as chromosome 2 at positions 89.3 – 

91.1 Mb and chromosome 5 at positions 101.6 – 104.8 Mb and 107.6 – 108.6 Mb 

(excludes the interstitial region), respectively [83]. This means centromere 5 can be 

described as 2.3 times the size of centromere 2, or 1.78 times if excluding the low 

centromeric sequence containing region of centromere 5 (excluding positions 107.6 – 

108.6 Mb). The centromere regions of chromosome 2 and 5 may alternatively be defined 

to include transitional/pericentromere nucleotides as chromosome 2 positions 87.1 – 93.5 

Mb and chromosome 5 99.3 – 110.1 Mb, respectively [83]. In this case the span of 

centromere/pericentromere nucleotides is 1.69 times greater in chromosome 5 than 2. 

Using either strict (highest CENH3 density) definitions of centromeres 2 and 5 or 

more expansive definitions including transitional/pericentromere sequences the numbers 

of CentC and CRM nucleotides are different between centromeres (Table 3.3). The total 
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number of CRM nucleotides in either centromere is either greater or less in centromere 2 

than centromere 5 depending on which definitions are used and essentially due to the 

exclusion or inclusion of CRM1 sequences in the interstitial region of centromere 5, 

respectively. When using the latter definition the ratio of CRM1 over CRM2 sequences is 

substantially larger in centromere 5 (CRM1/CRM2 = 0.838 for centromere 2 and 1.74 for 

centromere 5), however with the former definition this ratio is very similar and the 

number of CRM2 nucleotides for both centromeres is greater than the number of CRM1 

nucleotides (CRM1/CRM2 = 0.723 for centromere 2 or 0.736 for centromere 5). Again, 

CRM3 is only found in centromere 5 while CRM4 is found in both; however the number 

of CRM4 nucleotides always several times greater in centromere 5 than 2. By the strict 

centromeres definitions CRM5 is only found in centromere 5 and by the looser definition 

is found also in centromere 2 but an order of magnitude less than in centromere 5. CRM6 

appears not to be in either centromere by any of the definitions. With the strict 

centromeres definitions CentC is only found in centromere 2 (no CentC in centromere 5). 

The bulk of CentC sequences in the centromere 5 region are in a transitional CENH3 

region where the density of mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads drops off in the 

interstitial region, although a small amount of CentC is also found in the short arm 

pericentromere (in accord with Figures 3.3 C, 3.4 B) [83]. Therefore, if the definition of 

centromere 5 includes this transitional segment the number of CentC nucleotides is more 

than twice that of centromere 2. In either case there is a difference in total CentC 

homologous nucleotides between these centromeres. 
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Table 3.3. Centromeric sequences in centromeres 2 and 5. Total centromeric sequence 

homologies for two definitions of centromeres 2 and 5 in the reference chromosome 

sequences are shown. The “CRMs (sum)” row is the sum of CRMs 1-6 nucleotides. 

Repeat Centromere 2 (nt) Centromere 5 (nt)

Centromere (highest CENH3) only

CRM1 210,070 161,846

CRM2 290,563 219,888

CRM3 0 12,273

CRM4 3,925 22,370

CRM5 0 10,618

CRM6 0 0

CRMs (sum) 504,558 426,995

CentC 31,550 0

Centromere and transitional/pericentromere

CRM1 297,034 490,710

CRM2 354,430 282,385

CRM3 0 42,210

CRM4 11,738 56,749

CRM5 1,403 10,618

CRM6 0 0

CRMs (sum) 664,605 882,672

CentC 31,550 89,593  
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These counts of nucleotide homologies spanning the centromere sequences are 

broad interpretations of the sequence arrangements in centromeres 2 and 5. It is possible 

that there are certain patterns of CentC/CRM sequence arrangements found in both 

centromeres but not revealed in calculations spanning centromeres or BACs (or 100 kb 

segments in the reference genome sequences). For example, the organization of certain 

CentC/CRM sequences may also be similar at a particular region of each centromere, but 

without fine scale sequence homology information it is not clear if this is the case. 

Furthermore, such certain types or arrangements of sequences in both centromeres may 

be disproportionally attracting CENH3. This may not be seen at the resolution of total 

numbers of mapped of anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads per BAC (or per 100 kb segments in 

the reference genome sequences). For example, the bulk of CentCs are in a 

“transitional”/lower CENH3 region of centromere 5 however this is in the context of per 

BAC (or 100 kb segment) calculations. A possibility exists that just the CentC regions of 

both centromeres are similarly associated with mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads 

however the surrounding sequences (of various sequence types and quantities) per BAC 

(or 100 kb segment) mask this potential condition. To visualize the detailed features of 

centromeres 2 and 5 the JunctionViewer 2.0 software was employed (Figure 3.5) [98]. 
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Figure 3.5. Sequence features displayed by JunctionViewer 2.0. Various sequence features are made visualizable by JunctionViewer 

2.0. Shown are A. colors and descriptions of features distinguished/displayed, B. JunctionViewer 2.0 image of features spanning a 

BAC (GenBank accession AC184133.3), and C. closer view (zoom) of the image in a segment of the BAC including a CRM1 R4/R5 

insertion (element flanked by light blue LTRs) into CRM1 B/R1 (dark blue LTRs) inserted into CentC (green). Tick marks at the top 

of the JunctionViewer 2.0 images are placed 1 kb apart. Below these marks are graphical representations of mapped anti-CENH3 

ChIP-Seq reads as two overlapping charts (with separate y-axis maximums): the grey background chart (y-axis maximum of 232 

reads/nucleotide) is generated from reads mapping any number of times in the reference genome and the red foreground chart (y-axis 

maximum of 6 reads/nucleotide) is generated from reads mapping only once in the genome. Below the charts are colored boxes 

representing cross_match results and below those are arrows representing BLAST alignment results. The grey vertical bar across 

cross_match and BLAST results indicates a sequence assembly gap. At the bottom of the images are red or blue arrows (connected by 

colored dashed lines) representing direct or reverse complement, respectively, ≥100 nt exact sequence matches generated by 

MUMmer. Seen in part B are red MUMmer arrows under the CRM1 R4/R5 element‟s LTRs but not under the CRM1 B/R1 element‟s 

LTRs suggesting that the R4/R5 element is a newer insertion (LTRs are identical at the time of an element‟s insertion). This is in 

accord with a chronology describing the B/R1 first inserting into the CentC array then the R4/R5 inserting into the B/R1.
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The high resolution sequence homologies results displayed by JunctionViewer 2.0 

show that there are again overall differences in the arrangement of sequences types 

between both centromeres and that there does not appear to be certain arrangements of 

CentC/CRM with or without certain densities of mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads 

(Figures 3.6 and 3.7; Appendix D). If a similarity may be described it is that CRM 

frequently interrupts/abuts arrays of CentC tandem repeats (suggesting CRM elements 

have frequently inserted into CentC sequences); however there is no specific arrangement 

of these centromeric elements shared between both centromeres (Figure 3.7). The 

JunctionViewer displays for centromere 5 additionally confirm the separation of CRM1 

and CRM2 elements (Figure 3.6; Appendix D). This is a confirmation using a somewhat 

different method since JunctionViewer 2.0 distinguishes between CRM LTRs and 

bundles the attribution of CRM coding sequences (as CRM 1/2/3 or CentA), unlike the 

competitive BLAST approach which calculates numbers of nucleotides using full-length 

CRM 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 elements. It also appears that the chloroplast marker for BACs 

overlapping sequenced BACs in FPC contig 461 is in accord with sequence annotations 

produced by JunctionViewer 2.0 (Figures 3.2 E and 3.6; Appendix D). Again, it appears 

that the sequences of centromeres 2 and 5 are substantially different. In particular, there 

does not appear to be any specific arrangement of sequence types shared between 

centromeres. 
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Figure 3.6. JunctionViewer 2.0 images of centromere regions for chromosomes 2 and 5. These JunctionViewer 2.0 generated images 

show the features of A. centromere 2 and surrounding sequences in the reference genome (ZmB73v1; reference chromosome 2 

nucleotide positions 88,190,001-92,400,000) and B. centromere 5 and surrounding sequences (reference chromosome 2 nucleotide 

positions 100,390,001-106,000,000). The images are generated for 210 kb segments that overlap 10 kb (after every 200 kb) and each 

image is subsequently split into two parts (one part per line). 
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Figure 3.7. High resolution visual annotation of features in centromere 2 and 5 regions containing CentC. These JunctionViewer 2.0 

generated images illustrate the features of centromeres 2 or 5 sequence regions where all or the bulk of their CentC sequences are 

contained, respectively: A. reference chromosome 2 nucleotide positions 89,790,001-90,200,000 or B. reference chromosome 5 

nucleotide positions 104,790,001-105,200,000. For each of these regions (A or B) two images representing 210 kb of sequence and 

overlapping 10 kb are presented (split into four parts per image to fit the page). Black horizontal lines have been added above the 

images where the overlapping 10 kb segments occur. 
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Aside to generating images for detailed maize centromere DNA sequence analysis 

the creation of JunctionViewer 2.0 has also resulted in its publication as a free and open 

source project available for anyone to use and/or modify [98]. The software has already 

been forked by this author for comparative bacterial genomics (Appendix E). 

 

3.3.4. Conclusion 

The paradox of centromere DNA sequences is that despite their conserved role in 

genetic inheritance there does not appear to be a common composition for these 

sequences among a number of organisms that have been studied [11]. Yet despite their 

differences between organisms certain arrangements of nucleotides for some organisms 

are known to activate centromere formation. For example, a specific 125 nt sequence that 

makes up the “point” centromere of Saccharomyces cerevisiae is enough to pass genetic 

material to subsequent generations in that organism [3]. In another yeast, 

Schizosaccharomyces pombe, it is the presence of certain repeats around a non-conserved 

core sequence that is common between chromosomes and which activate centromere 

formation in that organism [4,5]. Human centromeres are populated with a 171 nt tandem 

repeat that in sufficient quantities (100-200 kb) will enable mitotic segregation of DNA 

and that when modified (by DNA sequence or methylation) can affect de novo 

centromere formation [15–18]. Among plants there are often centromere localized 

tandem repeats and retrotransposons such as the CentO/CRR and CentC/CRM related 

elements found grasses rice and maize, respectively [28,39,58]. In rice there does not 

appear to be one specific arrangement or certain quantities of these centromeric elements 

between chromosomes [32–34]. FISH results using centromeric probes (CentC/CRM) 
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and maize DNA appear to indicate variable quantities and arrangements of centromeric 

elements between maize centromeres as well [57,65]. Therefore, it may be proposed that 

the sequences of maize centromeres are also inconsistent between chromosomes. 

The second hypothesis, that the DNA sequence composition of maize centromeres 

differs between chromosomes, was tested by 1) identifying sequences spanning two 

centromeres and 2) by annotating and comparing those centromere spanning sequences. 

Meeting the first objective of identifying sequences spanning centromeres began 

with the identification of BACs in the final maize agarose physical map that contain 

genomic fragments from maize centromeres. The efficacy of centromeric BES and 

hybridization markers was challenged and it has been shown that both types of markers 

tend to indicate centromeric sequence content. However, at least for centromere 5 BACs 

(in FPC contig 525) there may be conditions where the existing hybridization markers for 

CRM DNA in the physical map are not sufficient to detect a particular type of CRM (i.e., 

CRM2; see Figures 3.3 A and 3.4 B). Only at the level of DNA sequence analysis of 

BESs and/or whole BAC sequences is the presence of this type of CRM reveled. 

BACs selected and sequenced from apparently centromeric groups in the physical 

map have been characterized for centromeric (CentC/CRM) content. BAC sequences 

have also been processed by custom JunctionViewer software to facilitate the mapping of 

BACs (by graphically illustrating features in millions of nucleotides) to particular 

chromosome positions, including the mapping of BACs from centromeres 2 and 5. With 

these results, as well as the publication of MGSC sequences, the results of anti-CENH3 

ChIP-Seq reads mappings, and through the matching of identical DNA sequences 
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between BACs (including sequences from two FPC contigs through a singleton BAC for 

centromere 5) the BACs/sequences spanning centromeres 2 and 5 have been identified. 

The second objective has been met by calculating nucleotide homologies per 

sequenced BAC and in the MGSC reference chromosome sequences spanning 

centromeres 2 and 5, as well as by revising the JunctionViewer software to graphically 

display the detailed and specific (centromeric repeats, et al.) features in the millions of 

nucleotides spanning centromeres 2 and 5. Results are that these two centromeres are 

remarkably different in overall size and in arrangements and quantities of centromeric 

(CentC/CRM) sequences. Centromere 2 spans much fewer nucleotides than centromere 5. 

The arrangement of CRM1, CRM2, and CentC are different between these centromeres: 

in centromere 2 CRM1, CRM2, and CentC are essentially in one location while in 

centromere 5 CRM2 is apart from CRM1 and CentC. If only the densities of mapped 

anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads are used to define the centromeres another difference 

between these centromeres is that centromere 2 has only one density peak while 

centromere 5 has a peak including CentC/CRM sequences and a second peak (beyond an 

intervening dip) with no CentC and few CRM homologous DNA. Perhaps a common 

feature between these centromeres is that the CentC within CENH3 associated regions 

appears near the edges of the centromeres. This is also similar to the sequence of Oryza 

sativa centromere 8 [32]. 

To determine if any specific features of the centromeres 2 and 5 sequences are 

shared the JunctionViewer software was extensively revised to visualize the detailed 

characteristics of these sequences as compact images. CentC sequences are frequently 

interrupted by CRMs in both centromeres; however there is not apparently any specific 
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arrangement of sequences that are shared. Therefore, the results from meeting the first 

and second objectives are that the sequences of centromeres in chromosomes 2 and 5 are 

different. Hence, the composition of centromere sequences differs between maize 

chromosomes. 
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CHAPTER 4 

HYPOTHESIS III: CENTC IS HIGHLY VARIABLE, DUPLICATED LOCALLY, 

AND DUPLICATED IN GENOMIC REGIONS STRONGLY ASSOCIATED 

WITH CENH3 

4.1. Introduction, hypothesis, and objectives 

The centromeres of grasses Zea mays (maize) and Oryza sativa (rice) are marked 

by localized concentrations of centromeric tandem repeat (satellite) and retrotransposon 

sequences that are homologous between organisms: the 156 nt centromeric satellite of 

maize (CentC) and the 155 nt centromeric satellite of rice (CentO) share an 80 nt region 

of homology and the several types of centromeric retrotransposons of maize (CRMs) 

share homologies with types of centromeric retrotransposons of rice (CRRs) in rice 

[30,31,39,58]. Additionally, there is some similarity in the arrangement of centromeric 

elements between these organisms: centromeric retrotransposons are found interspersed 

among centromeric tandem repeats in the DNA sequences of both maize and rice 

centromeres (see Chapter 3 as well as rice literature) [32–34,98]. 

While there are homologous features between the centromeres of maize and rice, 

the centromeric sequences of at least rice are likely rapidly evolving. Between three 

species of Oryza (O. sativa, O. rhizomatis, and O. brachyantha) centromeric satellites 

differ in lengths and nucleotide compositions; and at least between O. rhizomatis and O. 

brachyantha the relative proportion of the type of centromeric repeats (among 

characterized centromere associated sequences) that they represent (satellites) vary. The 

CentO of O. sativa has been observed at sizes ranging 155 nt through 167 nt [31,33]. The 

size and sequence content characteristics of centromeric satellites may also differ 
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between Oryza species, e.g., the O. sativa CentO appears to have two dominant sizes at 

155 nt and 165 nt, while the centromere DNA of O. brachyantha looks to be dominated 

by a 154 nt CentO-F tandem repeat that is also not homologous to the (155 nt or 165 nt) 

O. sativa CentO [31,33,34,39]. 

The CentC centromere satellite of maize may also be rapidly evolving. There are 

variable degrees of CentC FISH probe hybridization signals (variable degrees of genome 

bound probes) between the same chromosomes of several Z. mays cultivars, which mean 

differences among the quantities and/or characters of centromeric satellites between 

cultivars if the experiments were done correctly [65]. Additionally, sequences from two 

BACs that hybridize to centromeric or pericentromeric regions of the maize genome are 

reported to have CentC arrays including multiple monomer (higher order) duplications, 

however no identical monomers between BACs [59]. 

The localized duplications of maize CentC found among the two sequenced BACs 

is similar to what can be found in rice chromosomes 1 and 8, where CentO centromeric 

satellite sequences include local higher order duplications and where CentO monomers 

are more similar within a chromosome than between chromosomes [46]. 

Given that CentC is also localized to centromere protein (CENH3) associated 

regions of the genome according to FISH and that CentC is enriched in chromatin 

immunoprecipitated with anti-CENH3 it is therefore conceivable that CentC sequences 

will also be found locally duplicated in CENH3 associated regions of the genome and 

that the nucleotide composition between CentC monomers across the genome will vary 

substantially (Chapter 2) [30,54,57,65]. 
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The Maize Genome Sequencing Consortium (MGSC) recently published high-

quality assembled sequences covering nearly all regions of the Z. mays ssp. mays cv. B73 

genome for the first time. These sequences are available as a collection of sequenced 

BACs or a set of reference chromosome sequences (ZmB73v1) assembled using those 

BACs. The ZmB73v1 dataset includes 10 reference chromosomes sequences representing 

all chromosomes of maize, as well as a number of unmapped genomic sequence 

fragments [82]. A whole genome sequencing project has also been done for rice. The 

International Rice Genome Sequencing Project (IRGSP) has published sequences for the 

12 chromosomes of Oryza sativa ssp. japonica [102]. These maize and rice datasets 

allow for genome-wide analysis of centromeric tandem repeats among both of these 

organisms. The development of anti-CENH3 ChIP followed by pyrosequencing (ChIP-

Seq) has also enabled sequence-level identification of functional centromeric regions 

within the maize genome sequences (Chapter 3) [54,79,83]. 

The third hypothesis is that CentC is highly variable, duplicated locally, and 

duplicated in genomic regions strongly associated with CENH3. The null hypothesis is 

that CentC is largely homogenous in nucleotide composition or duplicated 

randomly/distantly or duplicated outside strongly CENH3-associated regions of the 

genome. 

This hypothesis is tested by meeting three objectives: the first objective is to 

identify all full-length monomer units of CentC across the genome and then compare 

these monomers to determine their variability/uniqueness (how many are unique or 

duplicated, and if duplicated to what degree); the second objective is to calculate degrees 

of similarity between CentC monomers at different distances apart on the genome; and 
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the third objective is to calculate degrees of similarity between CentC monomers within 

versus outside of strongly CENH3-associated sections of the genome. To complement the 

first objective CentO monomers of rice will also be compared for variability. 

 

4.2. Materials and methods 

4.2.1. Discovering the genome-wide variability of centromeric tandem repeats 

4.2.1.1. Identification of full-length centromeric tandem repeat monomers 

To meet the first objective all full-length monomers of CentC were identified in 

the maize genomic sequences. End-to-end sequence comparisons were then made 

between these full-length CentC monomers to determine how many are unique or 

duplicated. Full-length CentO monomers in rice sequences were also identified and 

compared to complement the first objective. 

All full-length centromeric tandem repeat monomer sequences in a genome 

(CentCs in maize or CentOs in rice) were identified by first creating a consensus 

monomer sequence and then aligning that consensus sequence to genomic sequences. The 

CentC or CentO consensus and genomic sequences are described in subsequent 

paragraphs. WU-BLAST (http://blast.wustl.edu/) was used to perform alignments. 

Genomic start and end points for alignments ≥150 nt on the consensus sequence 

delimited “full-length” monomers. If an overlap existed between alignments, the longer 

alignment was used and the shorter ignored. Additionally, all sequences homologous to 

the CentC or CentO sequences in maize or rice, respectively, (not only full-length 

monomers) used to create the consensus sequence were identified using cross_match 

(http://www.phrap.org/). The cross_match results were then compared with the positions 
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of the full-length monomer sequences to gauge the representation of full-length 

monomers among all repeat homologous sequences. 

The consensus monomer sequence for identifying full-length CentC monomers in 

maize was created from 79 CentC records representing 81 CentC monomers obtained 

through NCBI‟s Nucleotide database <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/> 

(accessions AF078918-AF078923, AY321491, and AY530216-AY530287). Monomers 

(from accessions AF078918-AF078923 and AY321491) were reverse-complemented and 

shifted to match the 72 monomers submitted by Melo and Dawe in 2004 (accessions 

AY530216-AY530287). A multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of the modified set of 81 

monomers was then generated using T-COFFEE [103]. Columns of the alignment with 

4% or less A/T/C/G values were removed. Majority A/T/C/G values in remaining 

columns formed the basis of the consensus sequence: some positions in the consensus 

were made into an ambiguous nucleotide value (not A, T, C, or G exclusively) according 

to IUB-IUPAC nomenclature if more than one nucleotide represented 5% or more of the 

A/T/C/G (non-gap) values in the column; and for the remaining positions the majority 

nucleotide value for the column was used, except that the end C of the consensus 

sequence was also removed after finding that most alignments to the maize genome 

sequences overlapped by the start and end C [104]. The resulting 156 nt consensus 

sequence was used for full-length monomer identification in maize genomic sequences. 

The consensus monomer sequence for identifying full-length CentO monomer 

sequences in rice was created using the published MSA of four CentO monomers in 

pRCS2 [29]. Columns with 100% of a single A, T, C, or G value were included in the 

consensus sequence. Columns with 50% A/T/C/G and 50% of a different A/T/C/G 
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nucleotide value were also included by assigning an ambiguous (N) nucleotide value in 

the consensus. The consensus was then shifted to match the start of the CentC sequence 

according to another published MSA [31]. Finally the consensus CentO was reverse-

complimented and shifted to match the consensus CentC created for full-length monomer 

identification in maize (both begin with CCCAAT). 

Full-length monomers were identified in assembled chromosome sequences, BAC 

sequences, and whole genome shotgun (WGS) reads. Full-length CentC monomers were 

identified in the MGSC reference genome ZmB73v1 retrieved from the University of 

Arizona FTP server (ftp://ftp.genome.arizona.edu/pub/fpc/maize/maize_pseudo.tar.gz). 

CentCs were also identified in 16,668 MGSC sequenced BACs having 2,777,917,677 

high-quality (i.e., non-“N”) nucleotides obtained through the HTGS database of the 

NCBI website (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) on October 15, 2008. Additionally, CentC 

monomers were discovered in maize whole genome shotgun (WGS) reads sequenced by 

the Joint Genome Institute (JGI), with reads representing 1,087,012,190 nt after removing 

cross_match masked vector sequences matching NCBI‟s UniVec_Core build #5.1 from 

January 13, 2009. These WGS sequences were downloaded from NCBI's Trace Archive 

on February 22, 2008 (SPECIES_CODE = "ZEA MAYS" and CENTER_NAME = 

"JGI"). Full-length rice monomers were identified in the 12 rice pseudochromosome 

sequences obtained through the IRGSP website (http://rgp.dna.affrc.go.jp/IRGSP/). 

Processing of alignment data for full-length monomer identification was done 

using custom software written in Perl (http://www.perl.org). 

 

http://www.perl.org/
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4.2.1.2. Identifying monomer variants 

One variant was defined as the unique monomer sequence entirely describing any 

of a set of full-length monomers that were completely identical (length and sequence 

content) between all full-length monomers among a set of query genomic sequences. This 

included “sets” of single monomers when such monomers did not identically match any 

other. Variant counts were calculated using all CentC monomers in ZmB73v1 and 

separately monomers in the set of 16,668 MGSC sequenced BACs retrieved from NCBI 

on October 15
th

, 2008, as well as all CentO monomers in the 12 rice pseudochromosome 

sequences. An analysis of variant sharing between BACs was also done between the 

subset of 80 maize BACs containing full-length CentC monomers in the set of 16,668 

BACs. Variant discovery was done using custom software written in Perl. 

 

4.2.2. Calculating degrees of similarity between monomers at different distances 

apart or from different CENH3 associated regions in the genome 

4.2.2.1. Calculating degrees of similarity from selected groups of monomers 

Degrees of similarities between monomers closer or further apart in the genome, 

as well as similarities between monomers from higher or lower CENH3-associated BACs 

were calculated using full-length monomers in the set of 16,668 BACs. First a group of 

30 randomly selected and distinct monomers (may be identical but not in from the same 

location) were chosen from a group. Groups included sets of monomers from 1) a 

randomly selected set of 30 directly adjacent monomers (end-to-end), 2) a randomly 

selected sequencing contig with ≥30 monomers from a randomly selected BAC, 3) a 

randomly selected BAC with ≥30 monomers, and 4) all monomers found in any BAC. 
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Each set of 30 monomers from a group were then made into a MSA using MUSCLE 

(faster than T-COFFEE) [105]. Pairwise A/T/C/G/gap value identities were calculated 

between each non-self monomer pair in the MSA and averaged. This was repeated 1,000 

times for each group and the resulting 1,000 averages were then averaged to obtain a 

representative identities figure for the group. Sets of 1,000 identities averages were also 

compared for statistical correlations using Student‟s t-testing. 

For the analysis correlating CENH3 association and monomer identities the above 

method was slightly modified. Instead of randomly selecting one BAC among all BACs 

1,000 times, only one BAC was selected and a random set of 30 distinct monomers were 

repeatedly chosen (1,000 times) and compared, then averaged to get an average monomer 

identities figure for the BAC. 

For the analysis correlating within sequencing contig monomer identities and the 

distances apart between monomers all pairs of full-length monomers originating from the 

same BAC sequencing contig were first identified from CentC-containing BACs in the 

set of 16,668 BACs. A MUSCLE alignment was then made for each pair to obtain a 

nucleotide identities value for the pair. Finally, a correlation value was calculated from 

all pairs using their identities values and nucleotide distances apart. 

 

4.2.2.2. Determining associations between genomic sequences and CENH3 

Determining the degrees of CENH3 association for maize genomic sequences was 

done using mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads. ChIP-Seq reads were produced by 454 

sequencing of chromatin immunoprecipitated by anti-CENH3 and mapped to the 16,668 

BACs, as well as the ZmB73v1 maize reference chromosome sequences using either 
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MUMmer (exact sequence matches) or BLAST (high similarity matches) as previously 

described [82]. Previously defined centromere borders in ZmB73v1 were also 

alternatively used [83]. 

 

4.2.2.3. Analysis of spans of identical CentC in a specific genomic sequence 

CentC sequence similarities were also examined in terms of their complete 

identical lengths (not constricted by monomer units) in a specific genomic sequence. 

Complete spans of exactly matching CentC sequences were examined in BAC CH201-

461O17 sequencing contig 10 (in accession AC189058.2 between nucleotide positions 

103,986-132,333 and ZmB73v1 reference chromosome 0 between nucleotide positions 

9,499,155-9,527,502). This BAC had the most number of pairs of monomers variants 

(end-to-end identical matches, as described above) between a subset of 50 BACs (among 

80 CentC monomer containing BACs) that were available on August 22
nd

, 2007. 

Sequencing contig 10 of CH201-461O17 was selected because it had the most number of 

pairs of identical full-length CentC monomers among contigs in that BAC. Sequences 

homologous to CentC in contig 10 were first identified by cross_match using the 79 

NCBI CentC sequence records. Then spans of identical CentC sequences within the 

cross_match determined borders were identified using MUMmer [84]. Additional 

sequence features (e.g., non-CentC sequence homologies) were characterized with the aid 

of JunctionViewer (JV). JV images were produced using sequences and anti-CENH3 

ChIP-Seq read mapping results from ZmB73v1 [82]. BLAST alignments for JV were 

generated using WU-BLAST as done previously to annotate sequences of centromeres 2 

and 5 in maize [98]. 
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4.2.2.4. Generation of representative nucleotide values for groups of full-length CentC 

monomers 

Discovery of individual nucleotide conservation between groups of full-length 

CentC monomers (including the group covering all monomers in the genome sequences 

or just groups from high or low CENH3-associated regions of the genome) was done by 

comparing the results of HMMER-generated MSAs. HMMER is software that uses 

profile hidden Markov models to align sequences (<http://hmmer.org/>) [106]. The 

model provides position specific emission (e.g., probabilities of seeing A, T, C, or G at 

nucleotide position 156) and transition (e.g., probabilities of seeing A, T, C, or G at 

position 156 given A, T, C, or G at position 155) information which is used to align query 

sequences (reports highest odds alignment to the model). For each group of selected 

CentC monomers all 156 nt monomers in the group were used to create the hidden 

Markov model (note that among all groups the most frequently occurring monomer 

length was always 156 nt). All monomers of any length (including the 156 nt monomers) 

in the group were then aligned using the model to create a HMMER MSA (each 

monomer is individually aligned to the model but the result is a single MSA including all 

monomers). Majority gap (gap or “pad”, i.e., non-A/T/C/G) value columns of the MSA 

were removed (always leaving a 156 column MSA). All values of A/T/C/G/gap per 

column were then summed and the results subsequently compared between groups of 

CentC monomers. 

An analysis of sequencing reads from two BACs related to ZmB73v1 reference 

chromosome 8 was done using traces downloaded from NCBI‟s Trace Archive as 

FASTA sequence records with SPECIES_CODE="ZEA MAYS" and 
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CENTER_NAME="WUGSC" and CLONE_IDs for “CH201-387A22” or “CH201-

280I17” on August 3
rd

, 2010. CentC homologous nucleotides were identified using the 79 

NCBI CentC sequence records and cross_match. Sequence similarity between mate pairs 

of CentC-containing traces and other traces from the same BAC was calculated using 

NCBI‟s BLAST with an E-value filter of 1E-3 [93]. Additional sequence similarities 

were discovered using NCBI‟s web-based megablast with HTGS or nr databases 

(<http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>). 

 

4.3. Results 

4.3.1. Centromeric tandem repeats monomers of maize and rice are highly variable 

A total of 11,659 full-length CentC monomers are found in the maize ZmB73v1 

reference chromosome 1 through 10 sequences, as well as the unmapped sequences in 

reference chromosome 0. A majority of these monomers are unique variants – 6,609 

monomers (representing 77.2% of all variants or 56.7% of all monomers in the dataset) 

match only themselves (Figure 4.1). In sum, the monomers of ZmB73v1 include 8,564 

distinct variants and among these a total of 7,933 variants representing 92.6% of all 

variants or 79.4% of all monomers appear only once or twice. 
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Figure 4.1. Occurrence of centromeric monomer variants. The number of times a distinct 

monomer variant appears per dataset is plotted. Most centromeric monomer variants (top 

left corner of the figure) appear only once or twice in maize ZmB73v1 (red diamond), 

BACs (orange X), and JGI WGS (green square), as well as rice (blue O) genomic 

sequence datasets. 
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A comparison between the overlap of these 11,659 full-length monomer 

sequences and any CentC homologous sequences in ZmB73v1 (as the union of 

cross_match and BLAST results) shows that 92.9% of CentC homologous sequences are 

represented in the full-length monomers. Most of the CentC sequences that are not 

represented in these monomers are from the edges of CentC arrays (4.10%), followed by 

CentC sequences not described as monomers are within arrays between full-length 

monomers (2.70%) (Appendix F, Figure F.1). 

Full-length CentC monomers are also highly variable in the other maize genomic 

sequences datasets examined (MGSC BACs or JGI WGS reads). A total of 13,502 full-

length CentC monomers are present in 80 of the 16,668 MGSC sequenced BACs. Exact 

end-to-end sequence comparisons between these monomers reveal that 8,614 variants 

representing 91.4% of all variants or 76.8% of all monomers in this dataset appear no 

more than twice. A slight majority of the monomers are completely unique in this dataset 

(6,855 monomers, 72.7% of variants, or 50.8% of monomers in the MGSC BACs 

dataset). Results from the WGS reads reveal a proportionally higher number of unique 

monomer variants. There are a total of 9,766 monomers in the WGS reads. These 

monomers include 8,596 variants (98.0% of variants or 92.7% of monomers in the JGI 

WGS reads dataset) appearing only once or twice. A large majority of these (8,135 

monomers, 92.7% of variants, or 83.3% of monomers in the dataset) are unique among 

the WGS reads sequences (Figure 4.1). 
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The full-length CentO monomers of rice are likewise highly variable. A total of 

5,851 full-length CentO monomers are found among the 12 IRGSP pseudochromosome 

sequences. These monomers include 3,820 distinct variants. A large fraction including 

3,477 variants (representing 91.0% of all variants or 70.6% of all monomers in the 

dataset) appear only once or twice; and 2,826 monomers (74.0% of variants or 48.3% of 

monomers in the dataset) are unique (Figure 4.1). These full-length CentO monomers 

overlap with 92.9% of CentO homologous nucleotides in the IRGSP sequences as 

determined by cross_match (percentage overlapping nucleotides out of the union of full-

length CentO monomer sequences and pRCS2 cross_match screened sequences). 

 

4.3.2. Centromeric monomers are rarely shared between different genomic regions 

or chromosomes 

The diversity between monomers means these sequences rarely if ever share 

monomer variants between maize BACs, reference chromosomes, or sequencing contigs, 

or between rice pseudochromosome sequences. Between the 80 MGSC sequenced maize 

BACs containing full-length CentC monomers there are 3,160 possible combinations of 

any two different BACs. Most of these pairs of BACs (3,080 or 97.5%) share no variant, 

i.e., no monomer from one BAC matches identically and completely (end-to-end) with 

another monomer in another BAC for most pairs (Table 4.1). Ignoring reference 

chromosome 0 (sequences not assigned to any of the 10 maize chromosomes by the 

MGSC) a total of 6,417 of the 6,483 monomer variants (99.0%) in reference 

chromosomes 1 through 10 appear in only a single reference chromosome sequence (not 

shared between chromosomes). Calculating the distribution of numbers of variants shared 
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between the sequencing contigs (between breaks in sequence assembly) among all 11 

maize reference chromosome sequences (including reference chromosome 0) reveals that 

a total of 6,719 of the 8,564 variants (78.5%) appear in only a single sequencing contig. 

among the rice sequences, no CentO variants are shared between any two different 

pseudochromosomes. 
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Table 4.1. CentC monomer variant sharing between descrete sequences. Relatively few 

BACs, reference chromosomes, or sequencing contigs share full-length CentC monomer 

variants. I.) A total of 3,160 pairs can be made between all 80 BACs containing full-

length CentC monomers (excluding self-self pairs). The numbers of these pairs sharing a 

particular number or range of numbers of variants are given and include BACs that may 

have DNA overlapping or adjacent in the genome. II.) Between reference chromosome 

sequences excluding reference chromosome 0 the number of variants appearing in one or 

more reference chromosomes is given. III.) Also shown are the numbers of variants 

appearing in one or more reference chromosome sequencing contigs (including those in 

reference chromosome 0). 

I. 

Pairs of BACs Variants shared 

3,080 0 

27 1 

7 2 

3 3 

3 4 

4 5 

36 6 - 185 

 

II. 

Reference chromosomes 

having the variant 

Number of 

variants 

1 6417 

2 65 

3 1 
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III. 

Sequencing contigs 

having the variant 
Number of variants 

1 6719 

2 1311 

3 347 

4 120 

5 38 

6 18 

7 5 

8 2 

9 2 

10 1 

13 1 
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4.3.3. Monomer lengths are generally conserved 

While full-length monomer sequences are highly divergent, monomer lengths 

appear to be somewhat conserved at one or two frequency peaks. The CentC monomers 

from ZmB73v1 form a single frequently peak at 156 nt (including 4,453 monomers, 

which is 38.2% of all monomers in ZmB73v1) and have an average of 155±2 nt (Figure 

4.2). Monomers from the other two maize datasets have the same averages and standard 

deviations. The BACs dataset monomers are also most frequently 156 nt, however the 

WGS reads monomers are slightly more frequently 155 nt than 156 nt in length. By 

contrast, the CentO monomers form a bimodal distribution with peaks at 155 nt or 165 nt. 

These 155 nt and 165 nt sized monomers together represent 61.4% (3,591 of 5,851) of 

CentO monomers among all 12 rice pseudochromosome sequences. The consensus 

sequence of all 165 nt CentO monomers (majority A/T/C/G at each position) includes a 

nearly identical 10 base repeat (GTGCCAATAT/ATGCCAATAT; Appendix F, Figure 

F.2) and both 155 nt and 165 nt CentOs are distributed throughout the genome, each 

appearing at least once in every pseudochromosome sequence but to a variable degree 

(Appendix F, Table F.1). 
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Figure 4.2. Lengths of centromeric monomers. Occurrences of lengths of full-length 

maize centromeric monomers (CentCs) in ZmB73v1 (red diamond), MGSC BACs 

(orange X), or JGI WGS reads (green square) are given and show their frequency peaks 

at 156 nt, 156 nt, or 155 nt, respectively. The distribution of CentO rice centromeric 

monomers (blue O) lengths are also given and show two peaks in occurrences at 155 nt 

and 165 nt. 
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4.3.4. CentC monomers are more similar when closer together 

The results of averaging the average percentages identities (PIDs) between 

monomers selected from different distances apart in the genome show that identities 

between monomers reduce as they are selected further apart in the genome (Table 4.2). 

Adjacent monomers are more similar than those from the same BAC sequencing contig; 

monomers from the same contig are more similar than those from the same BAC; and 

monomers from the same BAC are more similar than those selected randomly between 

all BACs. T-tests between the lists of 1,000 averages from which an average figure is 

derived for each category produces p-values ≤ 6.97E-06 (assumes normal two tailed 

distribution with unequal variances). This largest p-value is between the list of averages 

made from monomers selected only within a sequencing contig and the list of averages 

from monomers selected only within a BAC. A null hypothesis for this test that CentC 

monomers are similarly divergent between datasets (average identities lists are 

equivalent) may be rejected under these conditions. Additionally, there is a slight 

negative correlation coefficient of -0.0929 between the distance that monomers are apart 

within a BAC sequencing contig and their PIDs (calculated from 340,091 pairs of 

identities versus nucleotide distance apart; data points not shown). That is, between each 

pair of monomers within BAC sequencing contigs there is a tendency that the further they 

are apart the less similar they become. 
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Table 4.2. Averages of average percentage identities between variably distanced CentC 

monomers. The values presented are percentages resulting from averaging the average 

percent identities of 1,000 sets of 30 monomers selected at different distances apart using 

80 CentC monomer containing BACs. Percentages decrease the further apart monomers 

are selected, whether using a redundant set of all monomers or only distinct monomer 

variants (no redundancy). There are no sets of 30 adjacent (end-to-end) monomers when 

only variants are used and therefore no value for this category of monomers is calculated. 

Adjacent

Within 

fragment Within BAC

Genome 

wide

All monomers 92.2 91.1 90.5 90.1

Only variants NA 90.6 90.2 89.5
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4.3.5. CentC monomers are more similar in regions of the genome more associated 

with CENH3 

Among the 80 BACs containing at least one full-length CentC monomer, 56 

BACs had ≥30 monomers. For each of these BACs an average monomer identities figure 

was calculated. The number of anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads that uniquely and exactly 

(MUMmer) or similarly (BLAST) mapped to each of these BACs was compared to each 

BAC‟s monomer identities figure. The result is a positive correlation coefficient of 

+0.150 or +0.235 using MUMmer or BLAST read mapping, respectively (Appendix F, 

Figure F.3). That is, as the number of ChIP-Seq reads mapped to a BAC increases, the 

identities between monomers in the BAC also tend to increase. 

CentC sequences in the pericentromere regions of maize chromosome 5 that are 

closer to active centromeric sequences are more similar than those further away. The 

three centromeric “L” (left), “I” (interstitial), and “R” (right) regions of chromosome 5 

have been well anchored by mapping markers. Previous results showed that CentC 

sequences exist only within the pericentromeric segments of “L” and “I” regions between 

nucleotide positions 100,790,001-100,800,000 and 104,790,001-105,200,000, 

respectively. It was also previously shown that CentC sequences in “L” are further from 

larger numbers of mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads than CentC sequences in “I”, and 

that the latter may have been more recently part of the active centromere [83]. JV images 

of the CentC sequences in “I” also showed that the CentC sequences included both 

mapped read coverage and numerous ≥100 nt exact sequence duplications [98]. However, 

a JV image of the “L” CentCs reveals no mapped ChIP-Seq reads and only one identical 
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≥100 nt sequence duplication crossing a gap in sequence assembly (Appendix F, Figure 

F.4). 

 

4.3.6. Locally duplicated CentC sequences in one closely examined CENH3-

associated region appear as variable-length segments inconsistently distanced apart 

Identical CentC sequence matches (not limited by monomer borders) within a 

sequencing contig in an MGSC sequenced BAC (CH201-461O17; GenBank accession 

AC189058.2 nucleotide positions 103,986-132,333) were examined in detail. The contig 

includes two CentC islands (regions of contiguous CentC; one large and one small) and 

both islands have mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads. These islands are flanked by 

CRM sequences and separated by one full-length CRM LTR (Figure 4.3; Appendix F, 

Figure F.5). The large island includes tandemly arrayed CentC monomers spanning 

approximately 14 kb. The small island has approximately 5 kb of tandemly arrayed 

monomers in reverse complement orientation to those of the large island. Identical CentC 

sequences within and between these islands are variably sized and distanced apart, with 

apparently no consistent start point in monomers (Figure 4.3, matrix lines). Much of the 

CentC sequences within the islands can be described as having distinctly best matches 

within the contig (Figure 4.3, labeled A-K). These match lengths are not of any particular 

monomeric multiple or size, and the matches vary in distances apart. Nevertheless, 

monomer unit periodicity in arrays is generally maintained. 
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Figure 4.3. Locally duplicated CentC sequences in a MGSC sequencing contig. Much of 

the CentC sequences in this CENH3-associated sequencing contig in ZmB73v1 can be 

described as locally duplicated sequences. This representation illustrates for the contig I.) 

a cartoon of sequence homologies (orientations given by arrows), II.) JV results including 

coverage of mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads (red chart above the colored boxes), 

III.) apparently best matching CentC sequence duplications (ordered boxes with letters A-

K indicating related sequences; underlined letters mark adjacent duplications and black 

boxes mark reverse complement matches), and IV.) a matrix of exact CentC sequence 

matches within the contig. The matrix shows all matches ≥20 nt (grey), ≥50 nt (green), 

≥100 nt (blue), or unique matches ≥20 nt (red) as lines (+ sloped for forward and - sloped 

for reverse complement matches). One relatively long segment (between H1 and H2) that 

does not have strong sequence similarity to other sequences in the contig has a match to 

sequence in an adjacent contig (above long thin blue arrows on first line of MUMmer 

results in JV image). Duplications appear to be of various lengths, starting at no 

discernible point within monomers, and are variably distanced apart. At the same time 

monomer regularity / lengths (in ~156 nt intervals) are generally maintained (green 

arrows in the JV image describe monomers that are end-to-end and mostly complete). 
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4.3.7. CentC monomers have two prominent nucleotide differences depending on 

CENH3 association 

The majority of full-length CentC monomers in ZmB73v1 are 156 nt in length 

(Figure 4.2). A profile Hidden Markov Model (HMM) alignment of all monomers in 

ZmB73v1 was created with HMMER using a model built from only the 156 nt 

monomers. Columns of the alignment with a majority non-gap (A/T/C/G) nucleotide 

value total 156. Among these 156 columns on average 11,584 of the 11,659 monomers 

(99.4%) are represented by a non-gap nucleotide value (Appendix F, Figure F.6). The 

consensus sequence from the majority nucleotide values in these 156 columns is the same 

sequence used to illustrate CentC features in JV images here (Figure 4.3; Appendix F, 

Figures F.4 and F.5) and JV images previously published [98]. The A+T and C+G 

content of this consensus sequence are equal. Furthermore, individual counts can be 

equated: the number of A matches the number of G while the number of T matches C 

(A=35, G=35, T=43, and C=43 occurrences). 

Groups of monomers from regions of the ZmB73v1 genome with more or fewer 

mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads were compared at particular nucleotide positions as 

approximated by percent A/T/C/G/gap values in MSA columns. Profile HMM alignments 

were generated for each group of monomers using a model built from the 156 nt 

monomers of the group (same method as applied for the alignment of all monomers). 

This always yielded a MSA where 156 columns had a majority non-gap A/T/C/G value. 

Comparisons were made on the same relatively ordered 156 majority A/T/C/G columns 

between 1.) a group of monomers from the region of pericentromere 5 including mapped 

ChIP-Seq reads (between reference chromosome 5 nucleotide positions 104,790,001-
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105,200,000) and a group from pericentromere 5 having no mapped reads (nucleotide 

positions 100,790,001-100,800,000), 2.) the monomers of centromere 2 (previously 

defined region) against the group without mapped ChIP-Seq reads in pericentromere 5, 

and 3.) a group of monomers from the centromeres of chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 8, and 9 

(previously defined regions) and a group of non-centromere (arm) monomers from those 

same chromosomes [82,83]. These comparisons reveal two majority A/T/C/G columns 89 

and 109 that most strongly and consistently differ in nucleotide values between the more 

or less CENH3-associated monomers. Specifically, monomers from regions of the 

reference chromosomes that have less mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads tend to have 

greater A and T values whereas regions with more mapped reads tend to have greater G 

and C values at columns 89 and 109, respectively (Table 4.3). Other columns have 

observable nucleotide differences as well, however these differences are not as strong or 

consistent as those in columns 89 and 109 (Appendix F, Figure F.7). 
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Table 4.3. Relative differences in percentage points in less CENH3-associated sequences. 

There is a consistent increase in relative percent A and T nucleotide values at columns 89 

and 109 between majority A/T/C/G (non-gap) columns in alignments of less CENH3-

associated full-length CentC monomers. Differences in percentage nucleotide value 

representation (A/T/C/G/gap) between majority A/T/C/G (non-gap) value columns 89 

and 109 are shown as a percent increase (+) or decrease (-) in less CENH3-associated 

monomers. Comparisons are between groups of I.) pericentromere 5 monomers including 

mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads versus pericentromere 5 monomers not associated 

with mapped reads, II.) centromere 2 monomers versus pericentromere 5 monomers not 

associated with mapped reads, and III.) centromere versus arm monomers of 

chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 8, and 9. 

Comparison A T C G Gap A T C G Gap

I +99.2 +0.0 +0.0 -98.9 -0.3 -1.4 +88.9 -86.4 -0.8 -0.3

II +96.3 +0.9 -0.6 -96.1 -0.6 -1.1 +95.2 -92.4 -0.6 -1.1

III +73.6 +1.7 +0.5 -75.7 -0.1 +2.2 +34.2 -37.9 +1.5 -0.0

Column 109Column 89
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Between these pericentromere/“arm” monomers of ZmB73v1, those from 

chromosome 8 have an exceptionally high number of G and C nucleotide values at 

nucleotide positions 89 and 109, respectively (Table 4.3; Appendix F, Table F.2); 

however this is possibly due to misplacement of CentC sequences. The designation of 

“arm” (not centromere) for chromosome 8 monomers is based on their positions relative 

to the largest accumulation of mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads in the reference 

chromosome 8 sequence [83]. A total of 68 of the 71 chromosome 8 monomers are from 

two distantly separated regions of the reference chromosome – nucleotide positions 

98,425,462-98,430,755 with 29 monomers among two adjacent sequencing contigs and 

166,551,075-166,557,542 with 39 monomers in one sequencing contig (Appendix F, 

Figure F.8). These CentC-containing sequencing contigs are composed entirely of CentC 

(flanked on all sides by gaps in sequence assembly). CentC-containing traces and mate 

pairs for CentC-containing traces in either region‟s source BAC (CH201-387A22 or 

CH201-280I17 for nucleotide positions 98,425,462-98,430,755 or 166,551,075-

166,557,542, respectively) match no unique non-CentC sequence in other traces within 

the BAC. There are two non-CentC mate pairs of a CentC-containing traces in CH201-

387A22 and these are homologous to centromere-enriched CRMs, i.e., CRM1 and CRM2 

in ti numbers 1673691549 and 1679641072, respectively; however the reference 

chromosome region is not near any centromere enriched CRM (CRM1, CRM2, or 

CRM3, and not CRM4) sequence [82,83]. These CentC-containing contigs also include 

an accumulation of mapped ChIP-Seq reads not seen in neighboring sequences 

(Appendix F, Figure F.8). In contrast, both CentC and neighboring sequences in 

centromeric regions of reference chromosomes 2 and 5 have more similar levels of 
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mapped ChIP-Seq reads [98]. Additionally, 15 monomers from nucleotide positions 

166,551,075-166,557,542 exactly match 15 monomers (10 variants; different relative 

arrangement) on reference chromosome 10 between nucleotide positions 35,725,730-

35,869,657. All other chromosome 8 monomers match to no other reference chromosome 

sequence. 

 

4.4. Discussion 

4.4.1. Results support the hypothesis 

The results support the hypothesis that CentC is highly variable, duplicated 

locally, and duplicated in genomic regions strongly associated with CENH3. All full-

length CentC monomers in assembled MGSC sequences or JGI WGS reads have been 

identified and are highly variable: most full-length monomers appear no more than twice 

in a dataset. When duplications occur they appear to be local, as detected by the paucity 

of shared monomer variants between MGSC sequenced BACs and by observing 

increased average identities between monomers selected closer together in the genome. 

And finally it appears that monomers among CENH3 associated sequences also have 

higher average identities. Furthermore, apparently localized duplications and duplications 

among CENH3 associated versus not associated CentC sequences are observed in fine-

scale visualizations of features in certain probed genomic sequences. Additionally, the 

high variability of centromeric monomers can also be detected in rice (CentO). 
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4.4.2. Potential mechanisms of centromeric tandem repeat array growth and 

reduction 

In the absence of selective pressure and the presence of exchange between 

homologous sequences it has been proposed that the natural state of DNA is to become 

repetitive, and at high levels of exchange come to reduce in size [107,108]. Sequence 

variation or another factor in reducing chances for homologous recombination or 

conversion could maintain tandem repeat arrays in centromeres. This is perhaps why we 

find highly variable tandem repeats in plant centromeres where recombination is 

expected to be repressed yet sequences nevertheless appear to be rapidly evolving 

[14,39,109,110]. 

Conversion may be one of several factors influencing centromere sequence 

evolution; however some larger duplications of CentC sequences as observed in the 

closely examined sequencing contig with two CentC arrays may also come about through 

a combination of mechanisms, including unequal homologous recombination between 

sister chromatids [111]. The fact that CentC monomers are more similar the closer they 

are together also suggests localized DNA exchange between sister chromatids or 

homologous chromosomes, or even within the same chromosome could be occurring. 

Localized sequence characteristics between centromeric tandem repeats also a feature of 

A. thaliana, its Brassicaceae relatives, and O. sativa sequences as well [109,112]. A. 

thaliana monomers additionally share sequence characteristics depending on proximity to 

the centromere core [20]. The centromeric tandem repeats of the human X chromosome, 

like CentCs, appear also to have newer sets of centromeric monomers with greater 

pairwise identities when closer to the active centromere. In addition, the number of 
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CENP-B box containing monomers also increase closer to the centromere of 

chromosome X suggesting a potential importance to maintaining certain sequence 

characteristics for these repeats in centromeres [113]. 

In the maize centromere sequences examined so far it appears that they commonly 

include numerous active retrotransposon elements. Given that the arrays sharing 

homology in the aforementioned MGSC sequencing contig (Figure 4.3; Appendix F, 

Figure F.5) are oppositely oriented and flanked by LTR sequence, large replications of 

CentC sequences could also be retrotransposon mediated. CentC RNA has been found 

bound to CENH3 meaning that CentC sequences probably within centromeres are being 

transcribed, although more than that is not known [2]. While potentially increasing CentC 

content, retrotransposons could also cause the removal of CentC sequences by unequal 

recombination between LTRs crossing CentC arrays. What would be left are fragmented 

elements as solo LTRs, observable at least among centromeric retrotransposon elements 

in maize centromeres [83,98]. Solo LTR sequence has also been observed in the Mo17 

variety of maize within a CentC array [59]. 

Another potential vector for the addition or deletion of CentC sequences may be 

unequal recombination with extrachromosomal DNA. Mitochondrial genome DNA, for 

example, is found within A. thaliana centromere 2 [14]. The maize ancillary B 

chromosomes include CentC sequences [114]. It also appears that the CentC sequences 

tied to the non-CENH3 associated distal heterochromatin of the B chromosome of maize 

are more closely related to A chromosome CentCs than the B chromosome centromere 

CentCs [115]. Curiously, the centromere CentCs of the B chromosome were also more 

divergent between each other than those on the B chromosome arm. This suggests the 
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centromere-specific sequence variation mechanism potentially acting on tandem repeats 

in A chromosome centromeres may also be present in B chromosome centromeres. 

 

4.4.3. Selective pressure on monomer lengths and for sequence variability 

Tandem arrays may develop through DNA exchange with various repeat unit 

lengths depending on requirements for homologous sequence pairing [107]. The selective 

pressure on centromeric tandem repeats may be subject to nucleosome positioning. 

Centromeric tandem repeats tend to be conserved at around the length that would 

encompass one or two nucleosomes [11,107]. In maize this appears to be lengths around 

156 nt given the distribution of CentC monomer sizes and around 155-165 nt in rice as 

evidenced by CentO monomer lengths. The linker region between nucleosomes may be 

the selective force to keeping monomer unit lengths. That is, the linker may be more 

exposed to a recombinational event than DNA bound to nucleosome proteins. Therefore, 

to keep an array from shrinking into singularity, nucleotide differences could act to 

suppress recombination in this linker region. The variability in higher order repeat 

lengths could come as a consequence of linker to linker recombination if chance or 

greater homology pair linkers not directly adjacent on sister or homologous 

chromosomes, or extrachromosomal DNA. 

CentC monomers are particularly variable at and around two consensus CentC 

nucleotide positions 89 and 109. These nucleotide positions are flanking the potential 

linker region between CENH3-containing nucleosomes according to the results of 

mapping anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads to CentC sequence [116]. The differences amount 

to transitional mutations going from G to A at position 89 and C to T at 109 from more to 
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less CENH3-associated regions, respectively. If DNA methylation is occurring, it may 

have predisposed at least the C to a T mutation if C at position 109 is the ancestral form 

for CentC monomers. 

DNA methylation may play a role in the function of CentC sequences. 

Hypomethylation of C in CENH3-associated chromosomal regions of maize, as well as 

A. thaliana has been reported from FISH experiments. In the same report it was also 

shown that the 178 nt A. thaliana centromeric tandem repeats closer to centromeres have 

two additional C methylatable CG sequences that were not found in pericentromeric 

monomers [20]. Additionally, only the CENP-B box of human centromere tandem 

repeats having both of its CG sequences bound to CENP-B (and only those centromeric 

monomers including both the CG sequences) formed mammalian artificial chromosomes 

[17]. It now appears that CentC monomers have two variable nucleotide positions which 

could change the number of methylated C in more or less CENH3 associated monomers. 

That is, the consensus of centromere monomers makes a GTG sequence at nucleotide 

positions 87-89 while monomers less associated with centromeres have GTA. Reverse 

complemented (on the opposite strand), these sequences equate to CAC and TAC, 

respectively. Since plants can methylate C in CG, CHG, and CHH sequences (H is A, C, 

or T), only the C (at position 89) of the CAC sequence may be methylated by known 

mechanisms [117]. CENH3-associated monomers also make a CG sequence at consensus 

nucleotide positions 109-110 while less CENH3-associated monomers make a TG 

sequence. Again, only the C (at position 109) of CG sequences may be methylated. The 

role of C methylation may be in part to curb excessive recombination. In mouse cells, for 

example, knocking out de novo C methylation proteins dramatically increased 
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recombination between centromeric tandem repeats in sister chromatids. In contrast, cell 

differentiation had essentially no impact on centromeric sequence recombination [118]. 

Since centromeres have been reported to be hypomethylated, rather than 

considering the additional C methylation sites in centromeric monomers as a determent to 

centromere function it may be worth considering that these sites offer the cell a means of 

centromere regulation. It may be that nucleotide positions 89 and 109 of CentC are within 

the linker region of CENH3 nucleosomes it may also therefor be that these nucleotides 

are more accessible to methylation or demethylation before or after CENH3 is deposited 

in centromere chromatin. Methylation or demethylation of linker DNA may be an 

important step in centromere assembly or disintegration. Another possibility is that the 

differential between methylated and unmethylated C marks the region where CENH3 

should integrate. If either nucleotide position 89 or 109 mutate toward reducing the 

number of methylatable C, the resulting sequences may cease to function preferentially 

with established cellular mechanisms whereby through CENH3 migration and/or new 

sequence integrations (e.g., retrotransposon insertions) these mutant CentCs find 

themselves eventually expelled from active centromeres. 

 

4.4.4. Curious coincidences and further speculation 

Regarding mutation rate, the rate of “gene conversion” in maize centromeres in 

terms of conversions per generation (measured on changes in transposon display markers 

which may be sensitive to single nucleotide mutations) is on the order of the rate of 

mutation per nucleotide per generation in an examination of mutations in HIV (~1 X 10-

5, which is also generally on the order for other retroviruses [119]) measured between 
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DNA on a shuttle vector to DNA recovered from cells infected by transfected cells, and 

therefore proposed to be caused by RNA polymerase II and/or reverse transcriptase 

[110,120]. However, there is a possibility that a mutagenizing protein is creating or 

partially at least partially responsible for these mutations. This could be an RNA 

mutagenizing protein like the related ADAR and ADAT (adenosine deaminase acting 

RNA and tRNA, respectively) proteins. ADAR appears to be a product of ADAT 

(mutates a position in a tRNA loop) and works either non-specifically on long double-

stranded RNA or site-specifically in transcripts to turn adenines to inosines [121]; or it 

could be a single- stranded RNA or DNA mutagenizing protein such as those in the 

APOBEC family which deaminate cytosine to make uracil, resulting in G to A mutations, 

although HIV may have evolved some defense against this protein [122]. Different 

classes of mutations in the HIV sequence were illustrated. Regarding the individual 

nucleotide changes there is a sequence GAAAAC wherein the G nucleotide includes the 

most frequently changed nucleotide position (to a transitional A nucleotide state) when 

the RNA is transcribed/reverse-transcribed in one direction and is separated by 17 nt 

from a C nucleotide that is the most changed nucleotide position to a T nucleotide state 

when transcribed/reverse-transcript in the other direction. The G to A transition may be a 

consequence of slippage between the three As and two Gs in the 5' direction of the 

referenced GAAAAC sequence; however, a parallel might be drawn here in that the 

highly variable CentC nucleotide position 89 is the first of a sequence GAAAAC (same 

as in HIV, but differing beyond this in 5' and 3' directions) where a transitional A 

mutation is most frequently seen. This G is separated by a consensus C by 19 nt, which 

also has a dominating C to T mutation. 
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Regarding single stranded centromeric nucleic acids, the amount of DNA and the 

amount of RNA in ribonucleotides pulled down with CENH3 is very similar [2]. It is 

possible that the RNA is directly bound to CENH3 as much as the DNA, the RNA is 

bound to both DNA and CENH3 in similar amounts as the DNA, or the RNA binds to the 

DNA which is bound to CENH3. A single-stranded phase for the DNA in centromeres 

may allow for exact/highly-similar RNA sequence binding if transcription is also 

happening. If transcription plays a functional role in centromere formation, such as the 

opening of DNA for exchange of histone H3 with CENH3 in centromeric nucleosomes, 

the cessation of transcription to hold a stable centromere structure might also be required. 

One method may be methylation of DNA. Another may be the formation of single-

stranded DNA structures, like the G-quadruplexes expected to play a role in various 

promoter regions of human genes, as well as a regulator of transcription in the telomeres 

of D. melanogaster where retrotransposons are thought to maintain telomere size due the 

absence of telomerase [123,124]. Perhaps like the telomeres of the fruit fly maize 

centromeres are conducive to DNA removal and must therefore have balancing forces; 

and in centromeres the forces of recombination (alongside tandem array supporting 

hypermutations) and retrotransposition could meld to perpetuate select elements with 

particular characteristics like the CENH3 associated CentCs. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A: SUBJECT 45S RDNA SEQUENCE IN FASTA FORMAT 

>ZeaMays45SrDNA_ConsensusFromTraces.fasta 

CCCTCCCCCCACCCTACGCACCGCCTAGCGACTAGGTTTCGAACACACGGGAGAGGGGC

ACCGGTCTTCCGAACGGAAACGGCCAAGGCGCAGCGTGGCCGAAGACGCGCACGACCAA

AAAAAAGCCAAGTCCCAGCGTGTGGAAAGACACCGAAGCTGCTACGTATCCCTTGGGTT

GGTGAAGGGCACGATGTATGCGACGGGGCGGCATGGCTGTTCGGCCTTGCGTTAGGGCC

GAAAACGAGGGGTTCGCCCATGGCGCACGGGCCGAAAACCGAGGTTCGGGCATGGCCCC

GGAAATAAGCTAAGTCCAAGCGTGTGGAAAGACACCGAAGGTAATATGTATGTCTTGGG

TGAAGGGCATGGCGGAACGGAGGGAAAACGGCACGGAGGCGCAAGGCGACGGGCGGCAT

GGCTGTTCGGCCTTGCGTCTGGGCCGAAAATGAGGGGTTCGCCCATGGCGCACGCGCCG

AAAACTGAGGCCCGGGCACGACCCCGAAAAAAAGCTAAGTCCAAGCGTGTGGAATGGAA

AGACAACAAAGCTAAGGTGTATGTCAGGCTTGAGTGAAGGGCAAGGTGGAACGGAGGGA

AAACGGGAGGAGGCGCGCGGCGACGGGCGGCAGGGCTGTTCGGCCTTGCGTCTGGGCTG

AAAACGAGGTGTTCGCCATGGCGCACGGGCCGAAAACGGAGGCTCGGGCACGAACTCGA

AAATAAGCTAAGTCGAAGCATGTGGAAAGACACCGAACATAAAGTCTATGTCTTTGGTG

AAGGGCACAGTGGAACGGAGGGAAAACGACACGGAGGCACGCGACGAACGGAGGCTCGG

GCACGGAGGCGCGCGGCGACGGGCGGCATGGCTGTTCGGCCTTGCGTTTGGGCTGAAAA

CGAGGCGTTCGCCATGGCGCGCGGGCCGAAAACAACGGTTCGGCCACGGCCTCGGAAAT

AAGCTAAGTCCAAGCGTGTAGAAAGACACCGAAGCTAATGTGTAAGTCTTGGGTGAAGG

GCACGGTGGAACGGAGGGAAAACGACACGGAGGCACGCGACGACGGGCGGCAGGGCCGT

TCGGCCTTGCGTCTGGGCTGAAAACGAGGGGTTCGCCATGGCGCACGGGCCGAAAACGG

AGGCTCGGGCACGAACTCGAAAATAAGCTAAGTCCAAGCGTGTGGAAAGACACCGAACC

TAAAGTGCATGTCTTGATTGAAGCGCAAGGTGGAACGGAGGGAAAACGGGAGGAGGCGC

GCGGCGACGAGCGGCAGGGCCGTTCGGCCTTGCGCCTGGGCTGAAAACAAGGGGTTCGC

CATGGCGCGCGGGCCGAAAACCGAGGTTCGGGCATGGCCCCGGAAATAAGCTAAGTCCA

AGCGTGTGGAAAGACACCGAAGGTAATATGTATGTCTTGGGTGAAGGGCATGGCGGAAC

GGAGGGAAAACGGCACGGAGGCGCAAGGCGACGGGCGGCATGGCTGTTCGGCCTTGCGT

CTGGGCCGAAAACGAGGGGTTCGCCATGGCGCGCGGGCCGAAAACAACGGTTCGGCCAC

GGCCGCGAAAACGGGCTAAGTCCCAGCGTGTGGAAAGACACCGAACCTAGAGCGCATGT

CTTGAGTGAAGGTAAAGGTGGAACGGAGGGAAAACGGGAGGAGGCGCGCGGCGACGGGC

GGCAGGGCTGTTCGGCCTTGCGTATGGGCTGAAAACGAGGAGTTCGCCATGGCGCGCGG

GCCGAAAAAAACGGTTCGGCCACGGCCGCGAAAACGGGCTAAGTCCAAGCGCGTGGAAA

GACACCGAGGCTGCTACGTAGGTCTCGGTTGAAGGGCACGGTGGAACGGAGGGAAAACG

GGAGGAGACGCAAGGCAACGGGCGGCAGGGCTGTTCGGCCTTGCGTTTCGGGTGAAAAC

GAGGGGTTCGCCATGGCGAACGGGCCAAAAACGGATTTTCGGCCACGGCCGCGAAAACG

GGCACGTGGAAGGGCACGGGACCCTCCCGTGGTCCCCCCGCGTGAGACGTGGAAGTTCG

GGTGCACCCGTGAGGGAAAACGGGTCACGCTAGCGAAACCCCTGATTCTGAGCAAAAAC

GCTGTGTCCAGCCATCTTAGATGGGTTTCGTGGGGTACTGGGAAAATGCCCTGGTTTTC

TGAAGGCAGAACTCCCCGAAGTCCTGGGAGGGGGTATGCCCCTCAGGTATAGTAGGGGG

TAGGGAACTCGTGCAGCCGAAACCCGGGCGAAACGCTGCTGAAACCATAGCGTTTCCAG

CGTCTCCTCCAGGTCTCCTCGGCCGAGCCCCGCACCCCCTCGCGGCCTAGCCGTGGCCG

GTCGGCACCCTACCGCGCCCAGCTCCGGCTGGCGCTGTTGGCTGCCTGGCCGGCCGTGG

TTCGGCCGTGACGCAGCCACGACCGGCTATGGCTGGCTACCGCCGGCCAGACGCCCTGG

ACGAGTGGCTGCACCGTGGGATGGCCCGTTGCTCGATGCGTTTTCCGTTTCTCCCGCGC
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TCGGTGGACCTTCGGTCGCCGTCCTCGCAAGCAGACCCGCCGCGCCCAGCGCGGAGGGA

TGCTTTGGATGGCTCGATCGTAGCGGCTACGCTGGCGCATGAGTTGTCTTGGACCCGTG

ACTGCTTGGAGGACCCCCGCTGCCGTGCGGCCGACTCCCGGCGCCCGTGTCCCATCGCT

CGTGCGGGCATCCYGTGCCTGCTGCGTTGAGAAGTGCTTGCGTGCTGCTACCCGTCCCA

CGGGAAGCCGTGCTCGATACACGTTGCCTTCGTCGAGCTCACCCCCCGGGGTGCGGCTC

GTCGGCTCGAGAGCGCCCGCGGCGTTTGCCTCGTGCCGCCGTCAGCCTATGGCCGGCGG

CACCGAGGACACCTCGCTGGCGCTTTTGGTCTCGGATGTGGCTCACGCTGAAGGCCGGA

GACGCGTTGGCGTCACGCGCCCAAGAATCGGTCCGCCCGAACGAACGACGGCCAGCCCG

GCACGACGCCTCCGCGCGTAGGCCGGCGCTGGCCCGTCTGCGAGGACGTGCTACCTGGT

TGATCCTGCCAGTAGTCATATGCTTGTCTCAAAGATTAAGCCATGCATGTGCAAGTATG

AACTAATTCGAACTGTGAAACTGCGAATGGCTCATTAAATCAGTTATAGTTTGTTTGAT

GGTACGTGCTACTCGGATAACCGTAGTAATTCTAGAGCTAATACGTGCAACAAACCCCG

ACTTCCGGGAGGGGCGCATTTATTAGATAAAAGGCTGACGCGGGCTCTGCCCGCCGATC

CGATGATTCATGATAACTTGACGGATCGCACGGCCTTCGTGCCGGCGACGCATCATTCA

AATTTCTGCCCTATCAACTTTCGATGGTAGGATAGGGGCCTACCATGGTGGTGACGGGT

GACGGAGAATTAGGGTTCGATTCCGGAGAGGGAGCCTGAGAAACGGCTACCACATCCAA

GGAAGGCAGCAGGCGCGCAAATTACCCAATCCTGACACGGGGAGGTAGTGACAATAAAT

AACAATACCGGGCGCGTTAGTGTCTGGTAATTGGAATGAGTACAATCTAAATCCCTTAA

CGAGGATCCATTGGAGGGCAAGTCTGGTGCCAGCAGCCGCGGTAATTCCAGCTCCAATA

GCGTATATTTAAGTTGTTGCAGTTAAAAAGCTCGTAGTTGGACCTTGGGCCGGGCCGGC

CGGTCCGCCTCACGGCGAGAACCGACCGGCTCGACCCTTCTGCCGGCGATGCGCTCCTG

GCCTTAACTGGCCGGGTCGTGCCTCCGGCGCCGTTACTTTGAAGAAATTAGAGTGCTCA

AAGCAAGCCATCGCTCTGGATACATTAGCATGGGATAACATCATAGGATTCCGGTCCTA

TTGTGTTGGCCTTCGGGATCGGAGTAATGATTAATAGGGACAGTCGGGGGCATTCGTAT

TTCATAGTCAGAGGTGAAATTCTTGGATTTATGAAAGACGAACAACTGCGAAAGCATTT

GCCAAGGATGTTTTCATTAATCAAGAACGAAAGTTGGGGGCTCGAAGACGATCAGATAC

CGTCCTAGTCTCAACCATAAACGATGCCGACCAGGGATCAGCGGGTGTTACTAATAGGA

CCCCGCTGGCACCTTATGAGAAATCAAAGTCTTTGGGTTCCGGGGGGAGTATGGTCGCA

AGGCTGAAACTTAAAGGAATTGACGGAAGGGCACCACCAGGCGTGGAGCCTGCGGCTTA

ATTTGACTCAACACGGGGAAACTTACCAGGTCCAGACATAGCAAGGATTGACAGACTGA

GAGCTCTTTCTTGATTCTATGGGTGGTGGTGCATGGCCGTTCTTAGTTGGTGGAGCGAT

TTGTCTGGTTAATTCCGTTAACGAACGAGACCTCAGCCTGCTAACTAGCTATGCGGAGC

CATCCCTCCGTAGTTAGCTTCTTAGAGGGACTATGGCCGTTTAGGCCACGGAAGTTTGA

GGCAATAACAGGTCTGTGATGCCCTTAGATGTTCTGGGCCGCACGCGCGCTACACTGAT

GTATCCAACGAGTATATAGCCTTGGCCGACAGGCCCGGGTAATCTTGGGAAATTTCATC

GTGATGGGGATAGATCATTGCAATTGTTGGTCTTCAACGAGGAATGCCTAGTAAGCGCG

AGTCATCAGCTCGCGTTGACTACGTCCCTGCCCTTTGTACACACCGCCCGTCGCTCCTA

CCGATTGAATGGTCCGGTGAAGTGTTCGGATCGCGGCGACGGGGGCGGTTCGCCGCCCC

CGACGTCGCGAGAAGTCCATTGAACCTTATCATTTAGAGGAAGGAGAAGTCGTAACAAG

GTTTCCGTAGGTGAACCTGCGGAAGGATCATTGCCGTGACCCTTAAACAAAACAGACCG

CGAACGAGTCACCCGTGCCGCCGGGCTCCGGCCCGGCACGCTGCCCCCCCGAACCTCCC

GCGGGGAAGGGGGGTGCCGCGAAAAAGAACCCACGGCGCCCCGGGCGCCAAGGAACACC

AGTACTACCTCCTGCCCCGCGGAGCGGTCGGCCCGCCTTCCGCTCCCAGGGCAGCGGTT

ACACCTTAATCGACACGACTCTCGGCAACGGATATCTCGGCTCTCGCATCGATGAAGAA

CGTAGCAAAATGCGATACCTGGTGTGAATTGCAGAATCCCGCGAACCATCGAGTTTTTG

AACGCAAGTTGCGCCCGAAGCCTTCTGGCGGAGGGCACGTCTGCCTGGGCGTCACGCCA

AAAGACACTCCCAACACCCCCCCGCGGGGCGAGGGACGTGGCGTCTGGCCCCCCGCGCC
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GCACGGCGAGGTGGGCCGAAGCAGGGGCTGCCGGCGAACCGCGCCGGGCGCAGCACGTG

GTGGGCGACATCAAGTTGTTGTTCTCGGTGCAGCGTCCCGGCGCGCGGCCGGCCATTCG

GCCCTAAGGACCCATCGAGCGACCGAGCTTGCCCTCGGACCGCGACCCCAGGTCAGTCG

GGACTACCCGCTGAGTTTAAGCATATAAATAAGCGGAGGAGAAGAAACTTACGAGGATT

CCCCTAGTAACGGCGAGCGAACCGGGAGCAGCCCAGCTTGAGAATCGGGCGGCCTCGCC

GCCCGAATTGTAGTCTGGAGAGGCGTCCTCAGCGACGGACCGGGCCCAAGTTCTCTGGA

AAGGGACGCCTGGGAGGGTGAGAGCCCCGTCCGGCCCGGACCCTGTCGCACCACGAGGC

GCCGTCAACGAGTCGGGTTGTTTGGGAATGCAGCCCAAATCGGGCGGTAAACTCCGTCC

AAGGCTAAATACAGGCGAGAGACCGATAGCGAACAAGTACCGCGAGGGAAAGATGAAAA

GGACTTTGAAAAGAGAGTCAAAGAGTGCTTGAAATTGCCGGGAGGGAAGCGGATGGGGG

CTGGCGACGCGCACCGGCCGTATGCGGAACGGCTCCTGCTGGTCCGCCGATCGGCTCGG

GGCGTGGACCGTTGTCGCCCGCGCCGGCGGCCAAAGCCCGGGGGCCCTAGGCGCCCCCG

GCAGCCGTCGTCGGCGCGGACGGTATCCGCGCGCCTCTGGCGCGCCCCTCGGGGCGCTG

CGCTGCAACGGCCTGCGAGCTCCCCATCCGACCCGTCTTGAAACACGGACCAAGGAGTC

TGACATGCGTGCGAGTCGACGGGTTCAGAAACCTGAGATGCGCAAGGAAGCTGACGAGC

GGGAGGCCCTCACGGGCCGCACCGCTGGCCGACCCTGATCTTCTGTGAAGGGTTCGAGT

TGGAGCACGCCTGTCGGGACCCGAAAGATGGTGAACTATGCCTGAGCGGGGCGAAGCCA

GAGGAAACTCTGGTGGAGGCTCGAAGCGATACTGACGTGCAAATCGTTCGTCTGACTTG

GGTATAGGGGCGAAAGACTAATCGAACCATCTAGTAGCTGGTTCCCTCCGAAGTTTCCC

TCAGGATAGCTGGAGCCCACACGAGTTCTATCGGGTAAAGCCAATGATTAGAGGCATCG

GGGGCGCAACGCCCTCGACCTATTCTCAAACTTTAAATAGGTAGGACGGCGCGGCTGCT

TCGGTGAGCCGTGCCACGGAATCGGGAGCTCCAAGTGGGCCATTTTTGGTAAGCAGAAC

TGGCGATGCGGGATGAACCGGAAGCCGGGTTACGGTGCCAAACTGCGCGCTAACCTAGA

ACCCACAAAGGGTGTTGGTCGATTAAGACAGCAGGACGGTGGTCATGGAAGTCGAAATC

CGCTAAGGAGTGTGTAACAACTCACCTGCCGAATCAACTAGCCCCGAAAATGGATGGCG

CTGAAGCGCGCGACCCACACCCGGCCATCTGGGCGAGCGACATGCCCCGATGAGTAGGA

GGGCGCGGCGGCCGCCGCAAAACCCGGGGCGCGAGCCCGGGCGGAGCGGCCGTCGGTGC

AGATCTTGGTGGTAGTAGCAAATATTCAAATGAGAACTTTGAAGGCCGAAGAGGAGAAA

GGTTCCATGTGAACGGCACTTGCACATGGGTAAGCCGATCCTAAGGGACGGGGGAAACC

CGGCAGATAGCGCGATCACGCGCGTCACCCGAAAGGGAATCGGGTTAAGATTTCCCGAG

CCGGGACGTGGCGGCAGACGGCGACGTTAGGAAGTCCGGAGACGCCGGCGGGGGCCTCG

GGAAGAGTTATCTTTTCTGCTTAACGGCCCGCCAACCCTGGAATCGGTTCAGCCGGAGG

TAGGGTCCAGCGGCCGGAAGAGCACCGCACATCGCGCGGTGTCCGGTGCGCCCCCGGCG

GCCCTTGAAAATCCGGAGGACCGAATTCCGTCCACGCCCGGTCGTACTCATAACCGCAT

CAGGTCTCCAAGGTGAACAGCCTCTGGCCAATGGAACAATGTAGGCAAGGGAAGTCGGC

AAAACGGATCCGTAACTTCGGGAAAAGGATTGGCTCTGAGGGTTGGGCTCGGGGGTCCC

GGCCCCGAACCCGTCGGCTGCTGGCGGAATGCTCGAGCTGCTCGCGCGGCGAGAGCGGG

CCGCCGCGTGCCGGCCGGGGGACGGACCGGGAACGGCCCCCTCGGGGGCCTTCCCCGGG

CGTCGAACAACCGACTCAGAACTGGTACGGACAAGGGGAATCCGACTGTTTAATTAAAA

CAAAGCATTGCGACGGTCCTCGAGGATGCTGACGCAATGTGATTTCTGCCCAGTGCTCT

GAATGTCAAAGTGAAGAAATTCAACCAAGCGCGGGTAAACGGCGGGAGTAACTATGACT

CTCTTAAGGTAGCCAAATGCCTCGTCATCTAATTAGTGACGCGCATGAATGGATTAACG

AGATTCCCACTGTCCCTGTCTACTATCCAGCGAAACCACAGCCAAGGGAACGGGCTTGG

CGGAATCAGCGGGGAAAGAAGACCCTGTTGAGCTTGACTCTAGTCCGACTTTGTGAAAT

GACTTGAGAGGTGTAGGATAAGTGGGAGCCTCCGGGCGCAAGTGAAATACCACTACTTT

TAACGTTATTTTACTTATTCCGTGGGTCGGAAGCGGGGCACCGCCCCTCCTTTTGGCTC

CAAGGCCCGGCCTCGCCGGGCCGATCCGGGCGGAAGACATTGTCAGGTGGGGAGTTTGG
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CTGGGGCGGCACATCTGTTAAAAGATAACGCAGGTGTCCTAAGATGAGCTCAACGAGAA

CAGAAATCTCGTGTGGAACAAAAGGGTAAAAGCTCGTTTGATTCTGATTTCCAGTACGA

ATACGAACCGTGAAAGCGTGGCCTATCGATCCTTTAGACCTTCGGAGTTTGAAGCTAGA

GGTGTCAGAAAAGTTACCACAGGGATAACTGGCTTGTGGCAGCCAAGCGTTCATAGCGA

CGTTGCTTTTTGATCCTTCGATGTCGGCTCTTCCTATCATTGTGAAGCAGAATTCACCA

AGTGTTGGATTGTTCACCCACCAATAGGGAACGTGAGCTGGGTTTAGACCGTCGTGAGA

CAGGTTAGTTTTACCCTACTGATGACCGCGCCGCGATAGTAATTCAACCTAGTACGAGA

GGAACCGTTGATTCACACAATTGGTCATCGCGCTTGGTTGAAAAGCCAGTGGCGCGAAG

CTACCGTGTGCCGGATTATGACTGAACGCCTCTAAGTCAGAATCCAAGCTAGCAACCGG

CGCCTCTGCTCGCCGCCCGCCCCGACCCACGTTAGGGCGTTCGCGCCCCAAGGGCCCGT

GCCATTGGCTCAGCCCGCCCGGCCGACGCGCCGCGGCGGGCCGCCTCGAAGCTCCCTTC

CCAACGGGCGGCGTGCTGAATCCTTTGCAGACGACTTAAAACGCGACGGGGCATTGTAA

GTGGCAGAGTGGCCTTGCTGCCACGATCCACTGAGATCCAGCCCCGCGTCGCACGGATT

CGT 
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APPENDIX B: JUNCTIONFINDER AND JUNCTIONVIEWER 1.0 

B.1. JunctionFinder 

JunctionFinder is a Perl script that discovers junctions between selected repetitive 

elements by making calls from sequence alignments between those repetitive elements 

and query sequences. Junctions may be used as sequences on which genetic mapping 

PCR primers can be designed [43]. A loose definition of junction is used by the script: 

any repetitive sequence alignment adjacent to another is called a junction. 

Retrotransposon repeat alignments are generated separately from tandem repeat 

alignments using nucleotide-nucleotide NCBI BLAST or WU-BLAST, respectively. 

Parameters can be set separately for either type, and due to WU-BLAST characteristics it 

also allows the use of a tandem repeat with ambiguous nucleotide values (e.g., “S”, which 

means C or G [104]; not handled by NCBI BLAST). 

Once alignments are generated, JunctionFinder parses the results using the 

BioPerl module and pools retrotransposon and tandem repeat HSPs in preparation for 

junction calling. The script calls junctions using two required parameters – 1) the 

maximum number of nucleotides allowed between alignments to call adjacent alignments 

a junction, or junction gap, and 2) the maximum number of overlapping nucleotides 

between alignments to call overlapping alignments a junction, or overlap allowance. 

The script additionally accepts query sequences that have been screened using 

cross_match software for repetitive sequences, and reports the two longest presumably 

single copy (unmasked) regions by start positions and lengths, as well as the theoretical 

maximum PCR product that could be made from putting primers on one or both single 

copy regions. 
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Another ancillary function of JunctionFinder is that it will output for each query 

sequence the start positions, lengths, and identity scores for the two longest alignments 

that do not overlap with any other alignment from a specified subject database. For 

example, if using the maize intermated B73 x Mo17 genetic mapping population to map 

Zea mays spp. mays cv. B73 sequence a subject database of Z. mays spp. mays cv. Mo17 

can be specified and JunctionFinder will run BLAST between the datasets to look for 

regions which may show polymorphisms. 

 

B.2. JunctionViewer 1.0 

JunctionViewer 1.0 is also software written in Perl. It uses the BioPerl module to 

parse sequence and alignment files and the Perl/Tk module (http://www.perltk.org/) for 

graphical user interface (GUI). 

JunctionFinder output is provided as input for JunctionViewer 1.0, however it 

optionally also accepts cross_match masked query sequences and specially formatted 

MUMmer results. The cross_match results can be used to specify a minimum number of 

nucleotides that if not present in a query sequence will not be displayed. For example, if 

query sequences are entirely or almost entirely homologous to CentC (according to 

cross_match results) a minimum number of non-repeat bases value can be specified so 

that sequences with less than that minimum will not be shown in the GUI. 

The JunctionViewer graphical interface can be described in four parts – 1) 

selection window and display button, 2) sequence statistics, 3) MUMmer and 

cross_match graphical displays, and 4) alignment graphical display. The selection 

window provides the names of the sequences to be selected. Once a sequence is selected 
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and the display button is pressed, other parts of the graphical interface are drawn. The 

statistics region displays information from the JunctionFinder output file (Figure B.1). 
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Figure B.1. JunctionViewer 1.0 GUI and standard output example. The GUI including the 

display of features in a maize sequencing read, as well as corresponding text standard 

output providing positional information are shown. The edge nucleotide position value of 

588 at the end of C1 has been highlighted dark blue by putting the cursor over the 

number. Large arrows indicate BLAST results for CRM1 LTR (red) and CentC (blue). 
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If specially formatted MUMmer results are fed into JunctionViewer 1.0 they are 

displayed below the statistics in boxes labeled M#, where # is the minimum repeat length 

for the MUMmer run. This input would be the result of MUMmer-based discovery of any 

duplicated sequences in the set of query sequences meeting a minimum duplication 

length. Apparently non-repeating nucleotides are displayed as vertical bars in the top half 

of the boxes at positions relative to the start and end nucleotides of the sequence. Points 

where one repeat is adjacent to another is displayed as a downward arrow. This allows 

mapping primers to be designed on non-repeat nucleotides or on points where one repeat 

meets another if the sequence database used to generate the MUMmer results are large 

enough and the minimum repeat length is set effectively. Here, MUMmer results were 

generated and formatted by Kevin Schneider. 

If cross_match results are fed into JunctionViewer 1.0 they are displayed below 

the MUMmer results in boxes labeled C#, where # is the order in which the result was fed 

to the script. Cross_matched bases are displayed as vertical bars. Positions of 

cross_matched sequences adjacent to non-cross_matched sequences are also displayed 

and change to a brighter color when the cursor is put over the number. Cross_match 

results can help in the identification of start and end positions of repeat alignments. 

Below any MUMmer or cross_match results are displayed the repeat alignment 

results. On top is drawn a box representing the sequence with start and end base positions 

displayed on the left and right sides of the box, respectively. Repeat alignments are drawn 

as arrows below the sequence box with arrow directions indicating the orientation of the 

alignments. The sequence box is colored according to the type of repeat it aligned with 

and both start and end positions of the alignment on the sequence are shown. The arrows 
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are colored according to the type of repeat it represents and the start and end positions of 

the alignments on the repeats are shown. If the alignment is to a retrotransposon repeat 

the arrow is colored according to the kind of repeat and where the alignment is on the 

repeat. A different color may be used for coding sequence than LTR sequence for a 

retrotransposon repeat alignment. Mapping primers may be preferentially designed on 

junctions where a retrotransposon has inserted into the coding sequence of another 

retrotransposon. 

The JunctionViewer 1.0 script also displays cross_match and alignment to text 

standard output, complimenting/clarifying the visual results. 

 

B.3. Transition to JunctionViewer 2.0 

As the lengths of contiguous sequences increased with the arrival of MGSC BAC 

sequences, discovery of genetic mapping marker primers became easier so long as the 

entire sequence and drawings of its alignments would fit well enough on the display area. 

Over time more CRM subtypes were defined [58]. This made finding the edges of 

junctions easier however also meant more overlapping alignments between similar 

subjects (Figure B.2). Depictions of alignments would often run off the display in the 

horizontal dimention. This led to a redesign that produced JunctionViewer 2.0, software 

that could identify and differentiate the closely related centromere repeats (and other 

sequence features) in the form of concise graphical summaries that could be 

automatically produced for millions of nucleotides of centromeric DNA [98] . 
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Figure B.2. JunctionViewer 1.0 display of an MGSC sequence. The JunctionViewer 1.0 

display is flanked by notes next to the cross_match lines (C1-C6) and below the display 

to highlight the features of the contiguous MGSC sequence being vidualized. “TIGR” 

means the TIGR Zea Repeats-v3.0 database and the remaining sequences are described in 

Chapter 3. The JunctionViewer 1.0 display is summarized at the bottom of the image as a 

partial CRM2 followed by a complete CentA LTR (apparent insertion) and then another 

partial CRM2. At the junctions between the CRM2 and CentA sequences are where 

genetic mapping primers can be designed, as indicated.  
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APPENDIX C: CENTROMERIC FPC MARKERS AND BACS 

Table C.1. The 94 selected FPC contigs, their markers, and whether called centromeric. 

CRM BES

ctg424 0 1 81 117 1971 199 1.01E-001 Yes

ctg129 1 0 32 125 871 158 1.81E-001 Yes

ctg525 7 1 105 38 894 151 1.69E-001 Yes

ctg429 10 2 19 114 1100 145 1.32E-001 Yes

ctg468 12 2 31 70 763 115 1.51E-001 Yes

ctg483 0 1 45 62 1053 108 1.03E-001 Yes

ctg461 5 0 95 7 853 107 1.25E-001 Yes

ctg440 0 0 14 91 381 105 2.76E-001 Yes

ctg160 10 1 13 60 848 84 9.91E-002 Yes

ctg500 2 0 46 31 262 79 3.02E-001 Yes

ctg320 0 0 14 63 741 77 1.04E-001 Yes

ctg312 2 0 8 63 804 73 9.08E-002 Yes

ctg545 1 1 50 15 59 67 1.14E+000 Yes

ctg422 0 0 38 26 236 64 2.71E-001 Yes

ctg469 0 0 13 42 295 55 1.86E-001 Yes

ctg76 1 0 9 43 842 53 6.29E-002 Yes

ctg164 12 0 15 24 1293 51 3.94E-002 Yes

ctg528 5 7 18 19 34 49 1.44E+000 Yes

ctg37 1 0 5 39 617 45 7.29E-002 Yes

ctg458 3 0 11 26 560 40 7.14E-002 Yes

ctg412 15 0 8 15 367 38 1.04E-001 Yes

ctg174 0 0 7 29 917 36 3.93E-002 Yes

ctg489 0 0 1 34 861 35 4.07E-002 Yes

ctg217 1 0 3 30 910 34 3.74E-002 Yes

ctg315 2 0 7 25 2143 34 1.59E-002 No

ctg426 6 1 5 21 166 33 1.99E-001 Yes

ctg25 0 0 3 29 867 32 3.69E-002 Yes

ctg263 1 0 5 26 1143 32 2.80E-002 Yes

ctg80 0 0 9 21 2827 30 1.06E-002 Yes

ctg170 1 0 1 27 949 29 3.06E-002 Yes

ctg506 11 0 7 10 1533 28 1.83E-002 Yes

ctg220 0 0 4 24 1551 28 1.81E-002 No

ctg78 0 0 10 18 2497 28 1.12E-002 Yes

ctg75 7 0 12 9 2619 28 1.07E-002 Yes

ctg365 5 0 3 20 3122 28 8.97E-003 Yes

ctg539 1 0 5 21 305 27 8.85E-002 No

ctg14 0 0 2 24 281 26 9.25E-002 Yes

ctg433 20 0 5 0 710 25 3.52E-002 Yes

ctg70 1 0 7 16 803 24 2.99E-002 Yes

ctg401 1 0 4 19 1843 24 1.30E-002 Yes

ctg22 1 0 2 20 983 23 2.34E-002 Yes

ctg392 1 0 12 10 1255 23 1.83E-002 Yes

ctg519 0 3 14 4 17 21 1.24E+000 Yes

ctg416 0 0 10 11 139 21 1.51E-001 Yes

ctg258 0 0 4 17 1473 21 1.43E-002 No

ctg225 0 0 5 15 873 20 2.29E-002 No

ctg269 0 0 0 19 342 19 5.56E-002 No

ctg207 0 0 4 14 367 18 4.90E-002 No

ctg259 0 0 1 17 1140 18 1.58E-002 No

ctg165 1 0 4 13 2209 18 8.15E-003 No

ctg112 0 0 7 11 2776 18 6.48E-003 No

ctg230 1 0 2 14 900 17 1.89E-002 Yes

ctg212 0 0 4 13 966 17 1.76E-002 Yes

ctg279 0 0 0 16 769 16 2.08E-002 No

ctg502 9 0 1 5 97 15 1.55E-001 Yes

ctg260 0 0 6 9 157 15 9.55E-002 Yes

ctg388 0 0 2 13 875 15 1.71E-002 No

ctg382 1 0 2 11 208 14 6.73E-002 Yes

ctg496 0 0 2 12 252 14 5.56E-002 Yes

ctg110 0 0 4 10 1422 14 9.85E-003 No

ctg370 0 0 0 13 76 13 1.71E-001 Yes

ctg400 1 0 1 11 827 13 1.57E-002 Yes

ctg107 2 0 9 2 2532 13 5.13E-003 No

ctg535 2 0 7 3 15 12 8.00E-001 Yes

ctg736 2 0 9 1 117 12 1.03E-001 Yes

ctg122 1 0 4 7 385 12 3.12E-002 No

ctg325 0 0 4 8 815 12 1.47E-002 Yes

ctg194 1 0 8 3 897 12 1.34E-002 No

ctg521 0 0 0 11 48 11 2.29E-001 Yes

ctg120 0 0 1 10 356 11 3.09E-002 Yes

ctg105 0 0 1 10 587 11 1.87E-002 No

ctg234 0 0 4 7 697 11 1.58E-002 No

ctg229 0 0 4 7 2542 11 4.33E-003 No

ctg369 0 0 0 10 475 10 2.11E-002 Yes

ctg303 0 0 3 7 490 10 2.04E-002 Yes

ctg472 0 0 5 5 746 10 1.34E-002 Yes

ctg44 0 0 0 10 1032 10 9.69E-003 Yes

ctg166 1 0 6 3 1097 10 9.12E-003 No

ctg172 0 0 4 6 2866 10 3.49E-003 No

ctg601 0 1 6 1 6 8 1.33E+000 Yes

ctg726 0 0 0 8 43 8 1.86E-001 Yes

ctg324 6 0 2 0 996 8 8.03E-003 Yes

ctg57 0 0 0 7 142 7 4.93E-002 No

ctg27 4 0 2 1 664 7 1.05E-002 Yes

ctg499 0 0 3 3 91 6 6.59E-002 No

ctg761 0 0 2 3 19 5 2.63E-001 No

ctg733 0 0 0 5 76 5 6.58E-002 Yes

ctg97 0 0 0 5 110 5 4.55E-002 Yes

ctg179 4 0 1 0 217 5 2.30E-002 Yes

ctg600 0 0 4 0 5 4 8.00E-001 No

ctg764 0 1 1 1 43 3 6.98E-002 No

ctg619 2 0 0 0 2 2 1.00E+000 No

ctg718 1 0 1 0 2 2 1.00E+000 No

ctg649 0 0 1 0 2 1 5.00E-001 No

Contig CentC hybridization CentC BES Other centromeric hybridization Number of BACs Total centromeric Centromeric density Considered centromeric
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Table C.2. Marker characteristics for the 63 singleton BACs with CentC markers. 
BAC

c0145C11 Present NA 1.0E-159

c0001G19 Present NA NA

c0001I19 Present NA NA

c0005M02 Present NA NA

c0007H07 Present NA NA

c0009E20 Present NA NA

c0019J10 Present NA NA

c0028E22 Present NA NA

c0029C06 Present NA NA

c0030P15 Present NA NA

c0049L20 Present NA NA

c0064M08 Present NA NA

c0072G05 Present NA NA

c0077A12 Present NA NA

c0089G03 Present NA NA

c0095I20 Present NA NA

c0099O07 Present NA NA

c0108B16 Present NA NA

c0111J05 Present NA NA

c0112G09 Present NA NA

c0118N19 Present NA NA

c0119E22 Present NA NA

c0120J12 Present NA NA

c0142L13 Present NA NA

c0148E18 Present NA NA

c0159O24 Present NA NA

c0160L01 Present NA NA

c0162I17 Present NA NA

c0168N01 Present NA NA

c0169B10 Present NA NA

c0183K02 Present NA NA

c0202I08 Present NA NA

c0202N01 Present NA NA

c0235D01 Present NA NA

c0248A15 Present NA NA

c0252B02 Present NA NA

c0284D23 Present NA NA

c0284N03 Present NA NA

c0497L23 Absent 1.0E-157 1.0E-100

c0466A19 Absent 1.0E-163 NA

b0122M21 Absent 1.0E-156 NA

b0611M21 Absent 1.0E-147 NA

b0239N09 Absent 1.0E-130 NA

b0129N14 Absent 2.0E-120 NA

c0482P20 Absent 1.1E-098 NA

b0409D24 Absent 2.1E-079 NA

c0299G19 Absent 4.1E-074 NA

b0016H14 Absent 8.0E-037 NA

b0219F18 Absent NA 0.0E+000

b0627H19 Absent NA 1.0E-169

c0547A22 Absent NA 1.0E-166

b0143F08 Absent NA 1.0E-165

b0612K18 Absent NA 1.0E-145

b0178K06 Absent NA 7.0E-133

b0271K07 Absent NA 2.0E-123

c0360H10 Absent NA 1.0E-120

c0539P15 Absent NA 1.0E-110

b0143E22 Absent NA 5.0E-103

c0489I21 Absent NA 1.1E-095

c0434M02 Absent NA 1.1E-092

b0115N03 Absent NA 1.0E-069

c0402C11 Absent NA 2.1E-063

b0174K08 Absent NA 3.0E-008

CentC hybridization CentC forward BES evalue CentC reverse BES evalue
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Table C.3. Centromeric clusters and their corresponding BACs selected for sequencing. 

Clusters of overlapping BACs with centromeric markers in FPC contigs and the 42 FPC 

contig BACs as well as 8 singleton BACs with centromeric markers selected for 

sequencing are shown. Left (start) and right (end) consensus band (CB) positions in FPC 

contigs are provided along with the bordering CB positions of the selected BACs, as well 

as centromeric markers. BES markers end in _F if for forward or _R if for reverse end. 

Contig Contig length (CB) Cluster left (CB) Cluster right (CB) BAC BAC left (CB) BAC right (CB) BAC centromeric markers BAC has a CentC marker

ctg160 1268 496 565 c0025K02 504 545 p-CentC Yes

ctg164 1982 272 321 c0010L11 272 309 p-CentC Yes

ctg37 841 617 835 c0018C06 618 649 p-CentC, CRM_F Yes

ctg412 571 21 94 c0256M05 66 94 p-CentC Yes

ctg429 1658 1551 1651 c0250L19 1585 1616 p-CentC, CentA-LTR, CentA-int7 Yes

ctg433 1217 43 183 c0119E03 146 183 p-CentC Yes

ctg458 868 35 136 c0151G19 56 90 p-CentC, CentA-LTR Yes

ctg461 1177 691 1073 c0105N19 1010 1035 p-CentC Yes

ctg468 1141 535 636 c0231G04 599 636 p-CentC, CentA-LTR, CRM_F, CRM_R Yes

ctg502 141 68 140 c0194E16 99 129 p-CentC Yes

ctg519 28 1 21 b0500H23 1 15 CentC_R, CRM_F, CRM_R Yes

ctg519 28 1 21 b0010G12 8 20 CentC_F, CENT-LTR, CRM_F Yes

ctg528 82 0 81 b0346O05 21 41 CentC_R Yes

ctg535 55 3 53 c0288O17 31 53 p-CentC Yes

ctg545 110 0 108 b0346P08 32 51 CentC_R, CRM_F, CRM_R Yes

ctg601 24 0 23 c0490G07 0 14 CentC_R Yes

ctg75 3853 266 324 c0149I02 290 324 p-CentC Yes

NA NA NA NA b0016H14 NA NA CentC_F, CENT-LTR Yes

NA NA NA NA b0115N03 NA NA CentC_R, CentA-LTR, CRM_R Yes

NA NA NA NA b0143F08 NA NA CentC_R, CentA-LTR, CRM_F, CRM_R Yes

NA NA NA NA b0219F18 NA NA CentC_R, CRM_F, CRM_R Yes

NA NA NA NA b0239N09 NA NA CentC_F, CentA-LTR, CRM_F, CRM_R Yes

NA NA NA NA c0145C11 NA NA p-CentC, CentC_R, CentA-LTR Yes

NA NA NA NA c0183K02 NA NA p-CentC, CentA-int7, CentA-LTR, CRM_F Yes

NA NA NA NA c0497L23 NA NA CentC_F, CentC_R Yes

ctg129 1223 858 1147 b0157K15 864 890 CentA-LTR No

ctg170 1473 517 568 b0196E10 517 546 CentA-LTR No

ctg174 1494 79 149 b0144M10 109 143 CentA-LTR No

ctg25 1259 1230 1258 b0103C05 1230 1251 CentA-LTR No

ctg260 195 0 69 b0008C08 41 63 CENT-LTR No

ctg312 1227 54 192 b0092M08 54 89 CentA-LTR No

ctg401 2771 2565 2617 b0249M18 2565 2583 CentA-LTR No

ctg416 245 0 117 b0058K20 92 117 CentA-LTR No

ctg422 415 88 155 b0173J05 95 108 CentA-LTR No

ctg424 2918 2554 2917 b0004F14 2664 2686 CENT-LTR, CRM_F No

ctg424 2918 2554 2917 b0098A06 2765 2777 CentA-LTR No

ctg426 359 255 306 b0098B11 255 284 CentA-LTR No

ctg429 1658 1357 1470 b0288D10 1357 1387 CentA-LTR No

ctg461 1177 691 1073 b0061K01 743 773 CentA-LTR No

ctg461 1177 691 1073 b0008G14 960 986 CRM_R No

ctg469 403 4 77 b0207C10 58 77 CentA-LTR No

ctg483 1502 19 185 b0113L18 151 177 CentA-LTR No

ctg500 522 3 257 b0111H14 18 40 CentA-LTR No

ctg500 522 374 515 b0089F07 406 438 CentA-LTR No

ctg521 118 32 116 b0265N11 72 95 CentA-LTR No

ctg525 1217 9 49 b0224G22 18 49 CentA-LTR No

ctg525 1217 552 619 b0240I12 552 575 CRM_F No

ctg525 1217 1110 1216 b0287F07 1137 1163 CentA-LTR No

ctg70 1188 1068 1116 b0140E11 1068 1094 CentA-LTR No

ctg76 1349 437 491 b0174C04 437 463 CentA-LTR No  
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Table C.4. Sequence homologies results for selected BACs. Total high quality (filtered) 

nucleotides sequenced and numbers of nucleotides homologous to maize repeats, as well 

as the percentages those numbers represent of total filtered nucleotides, are shown. 

BAC
CentC

marker

CRM

marker

Filtered

sequence
CentC (nt) CentC CRM (nt) CRM CentC and CRM Repeats (nt) Repeats Uncharacterized (nt) Uncharacterized

b0219F18 Yes Yes 103,677 94,585 91.2% 7,858 7.6% 98.8% 102,471 98.8% 1,206 1.16%

c0183K02 Yes Yes 138,925 95,414 68.7% 25,655 18.5% 87.1% 138,241 99.5% 684 0.49%

b0016H14 Yes Yes 146,181 87,350 59.8% 57,587 39.4% 99.1% 145,422 99.5% 759 0.52%

c0145C11 Yes Yes 100,416 59,594 59.3% 38,267 38.1% 97.5% 99,284 98.9% 1,132 1.13%

b0143F08 Yes Yes 151,488 73,750 48.7% 62,882 41.5% 90.2% 150,289 99.2% 1,199 0.79%

b0500H23 Yes Yes 165,237 54,919 33.2% 103,928 62.9% 96.1% 163,707 99.1% 1,530 0.93%

b0010G12 Yes Yes 215,128 67,717 31.5% 88,238 41.0% 72.5% 205,042 95.3% 10,086 4.69%

b0239N09 Yes Yes 184,630 27,600 14.9% 149,768 81.1% 96.1% 181,991 98.6% 2,639 1.43%

b0346P08 Yes Yes 147,492 18,830 12.8% 105,910 71.8% 84.6% 144,580 98.0% 2,912 1.97%

c0018C06 Yes Yes 149,422 14,657 9.81% 16,235 10.9% 20.7% 136,017 91.0% 13,405 8.97%

c0231G04 Yes Yes 241,704 21,368 8.84% 34,262 14.2% 23.0% 214,599 88.8% 27,105 11.2%

c0250L19 Yes Yes 228,743 6,496 2.84% 23,850 10.4% 13.3% 208,456 91.1% 20,287 8.87%

b0115N03 Yes Yes 192,396 0 0.00% 62,724 32.6% 32.6% 157,862 82.1% 34,534 17.9%

c0151G19 Yes Yes 102,878 0 0.00% 6,072 5.90% 5.90% 96,291 93.6% 6,587 6.40%

c0497L23 Yes No 62,407 39,385 63.1% 20,225 32.4% 95.5% 61,057 97.8% 1,350 2.16%

b0346O05 Yes No 269,333 126,432 46.9% 106,297 39.5% 86.4% 265,485 98.6% 3,848 1.43%

c0490G07 Yes No 67,834 17,576 25.9% 16,770 24.7% 50.6% 65,268 96.2% 2,566 3.78%

c0288O17 Yes No 139,410 32,334 23.2% 32,133 23.0% 46.2% 122,609 87.9% 16,801 12.1%

c0256M05 Yes No 137,428 20,269 14.7% 0 0.00% 14.7% 123,516 89.9% 13,912 10.1%

c0194E16 Yes No 275,140 12,355 4.49% 19,093 6.94% 11.4% 209,612 76.2% 65,528 23.8%

c0119E03 Yes No 204,838 5,514 2.69% 0 0.00% 2.69% 183,319 89.5% 21,519 10.5%

c0105N19 Yes No 225,447 3,792 1.68% 1,046 0.46% 2.15% 198,840 88.2% 26,607 11.8%

c0025K02 Yes No 170,220 1,329 0.78% 13,694 8.04% 8.83% 151,105 88.8% 19,115 11.2%

c0010L11 Yes No 177,966 207 0.12% 0 0.00% 0.12% 127,130 71.4% 50,836 28.6%

c0149I02 Yes No 141,837 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0.00% 135,222 95.3% 6,615 4.66%

b0113L18 No Yes 172,307 42,277 24.5% 119,542 69.4% 93.9% 170,524 99.0% 1,783 1.03%

b0173J05 No Yes 243,321 0 0.00% 88,668 36.4% 36.4% 191,696 78.8% 51,625 21.2%

b0004F14 No Yes 183,018 0 0.00% 63,583 34.7% 34.7% 157,647 86.1% 25,371 13.9%

b0008G14 No Yes 163,581 0 0.00% 55,896 34.2% 34.2% 143,353 87.6% 20,228 12.4%

b0287F07 No Yes 314,494 0 0.00% 70,783 22.5% 22.5% 281,063 89.4% 33,431 10.6%

b0061K01 No Yes 304,657 0 0.00% 56,773 18.6% 18.6% 216,414 71.0% 88,243 29.0%

b0098A06 No Yes 300,793 0 0.00% 53,474 17.8% 17.8% 259,477 86.3% 41,316 13.7%

b0111H14 No Yes 193,044 0 0.00% 31,049 16.1% 16.1% 163,007 84.4% 30,037 15.6%

b0092M08 No Yes 130,185 0 0.00% 20,800 16.0% 16.0% 107,016 82.2% 23,169 17.8%

b0008C08 No Yes 118,547 0 0.00% 17,499 14.8% 14.8% 102,002 86.0% 16,545 14.0%

b0089F07 No Yes 244,036 0 0.00% 30,789 12.6% 12.6% 204,075 83.6% 39,961 16.4%

b0058K20 No Yes 259,783 0 0.00% 27,410 10.6% 10.6% 228,134 87.8% 31,649 12.2%

b0240I12 No Yes 218,531 0 0.00% 21,188 9.70% 9.70% 197,794 90.5% 20,737 9.49%

b0207C10 No Yes 282,849 0 0.00% 22,824 8.07% 8.07% 221,905 78.5% 60,944 21.5%

b0157K15 No Yes 189,604 0 0.00% 13,840 7.30% 7.30% 130,203 68.7% 59,401 31.3%

b0144M10 No Yes 284,005 0 0.00% 20,334 7.16% 7.16% 254,633 89.7% 29,372 10.3%

b0098B11 No Yes 134,335 0 0.00% 7,946 5.92% 5.92% 116,424 86.7% 17,911 13.3%

b0288D10 No Yes 142,630 0 0.00% 5,597 3.92% 3.92% 128,403 90.0% 14,227 10.0%

b0196E10 No Yes 231,784 0 0.00% 10,006 4.32% 4.32% 175,993 75.9% 55,791 24.1%

b0174C04 No Yes 295,503 0 0.00% 7,647 2.59% 2.59% 256,941 87.0% 38,562 13.0%

b0249M18 No Yes 228,677 0 0.00% 4,341 1.90% 1.90% 124,479 54.4% 104,198 45.6%

b0265N11 No Yes 218,238 0 0.00% 2,719 1.25% 1.25% 185,252 84.9% 32,986 15.1%

b0224G22 No Yes 245,716 0 0.00% 2,548 1.04% 1.04% 200,075 81.4% 45,641 18.6%

b0140E11 No Yes 45,626 0 0.00% 505 1.11% 1.11% 30,380 66.6% 15,246 33.4%

b0103C05 No Yes 356,963 0 0.00% 123 0.03% 0.03% 276,744 77.5% 80,219 22.5%
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.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure C.1. Total centromeric markers per FPC contig with >9 centromeric markers. 

Total centromeric markers for each of a total of 79 FPC contigs with >9 markers are 

shown. Markers include both centromeric BES and hybridization markers. 
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Figure C.2. Centromeric marker densities per FPC contig with centromeric marker 

density values >0.03. Centromeric marker desntities for each of a total of 53 FPC contigs 

with >0.03 centromeric marker densities are shown. Markers include both centromeric 

BES and hybridization markers. Densities are calculated as total centromeric markers 

over total BACs in the FPC contig. 
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Figure C.3. CentC hybridization markers per FPC contig with >2 CentC hybridization 

markers. Total CentC hybridization markers for each of a total of 18 FPC contigs with >2 

CentC hybridization markers are shown.  
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Figure C.4. Numbers of centromeric BES versus hybridization makers per FPC contig. 

Numbers of centromeric BES and hybridization markers per FPC contig among all 

contigs with at least one centromeric marker are shown, along with their corresponding 

linear regression line with a slope of 0.372, y-intercept of 0.494, and correlation value of 

0.585. Datapoints are colorized if they are among the 65 FPC contigs selected by 

visualization (green rectangles), the 94 selected for visualization based on filtering 

criteria (yellow diamonds; the 65 are a subset), or if they included at least one 

centromeric marker (red diamonds). 
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Figure C.5. Numbers of BACs with centromeric BES versus BACs with hybridization 

makers per FPC contig. Numbers of BACs with a centromeric BES versus a 

hybridization marker per FPC contig among all contigs with at least one centromeric 

marker are shown, along with their corresponding linear regression line with a slope of 

0.400, y-intercept of 0.403, correlation value of 0.608. Datapoints are colorized as 

described in Figure C.4. 
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Figure C.6. Numbers of BACs with a centromeric BES marker versus total BACs in the 

FPC contig. The regression line plotted for all datapoints (including those for FPC 

contigs not in the set of 65) have a slope of 0.00348, y-intercept of 0.320, correlation 

value of 0.263. The linear regression line for the set of 65 FPC contigs chosen by visual 

evaluation have a slope of 0.00294, y-intercept of 9.78, correlation value of 0.108. 
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Figure C.7. FPC contig 519 selected BACs. Two BACs with CentC markers b0500H23 

and b0010G12 (within red boxes) are selected for sequencing from this FPC contig since 

together they nearly cover the entire cluster. 
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Figure C.8. FPC contig 461 selected BACs. In this FPC contig three BACs can be 

selected to anchor different sections of the centromeric cluster which may be 

disconnected due to some low overlap of BACs. The three BACs selected for sequencing 

are b0061K01, b0008G14, and c00105N19 (within red boxes). 
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Figure C.9. FPC contig 424 selected BACs. The selected BACs b0004F14 and c0098A06 

(within red boxes) for sequencing are on either side of a possible disconnect (due to low 

overlap of BACs) in the centromeric cluster fore this FPC contig. 
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APPENDIX D: ZOOMED JUNCTIONVIEWER 2.0 IMAGES OF CENTROMERES 2 AND 5 
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Figure D. Zoomed JunctionViewer 2.0 images of centromere regions for chromosomes 2 and 5. Shown are a closer view of the 

JunctionViewer 2.0 generated images for A. centromere 2 and surrounding sequences in the reference genome (ZmB73v1; reference 

chromosome 2 nucleotide positions 88,190,001-92,400,000) and B. centromere 5 and surrounding sequences (reference chromosome 

2 nucleotide positions 100,390,001-106,000,000). The images are generated for 210 kb segments that overlap 10 kb (after every 200 

kb), however each image is also split into eight parts (one per line) to better fit the pages at high resolution. 
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APPENDIX E: FORK OF JUNCTIONVIEWER 2.0 FOR COMPARATIVE 

BACTERIAL GENOMICS 

Rather than displaying best matching repeatitive elements in the centromeric 

sequences of maize the JunctionViewer 2.0 software was transformed (forked) to display 

best matching genomic sequences between various organisms. Building on the 

JunctionViewer 2.0 code new software was made to identify best matching DNA 

sequences between between a query bacterial genome and the genomes of various other 

organisms to explore the relationships between various genomes relative to the query 

genome. Results displayed by the new software include plottable data (e.g., depth of 

sequence coverage along the query genom), Mauve genome alignments (collinear blocks) 

between the query genome and the genomes of other organisms [125], best fitting 

BLAST results to genic sequences from different genomes (as determined by the 

software using BLAST output), and MUMmer generated exactly matching sequences 

results within segments of the query genome (Figure E).
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Figure E. Visualizations of genomic relationships. A detailed view (A) of the features for a ~5 kb segment of a bacterial genome is 

shown, as well as a longer segment in less detail spanning 410 kb of the same genome in two 210 kb parts (B and C) that overlap 10 

kb and have each been split into six images to fit the page. The detailed view (A) illustrates several features of the software fork of 

JunctionViewer 2.0: tick marks at the top illustrate 1 kb segments, below these are plotted chart data, next are Mauve results between 

the query genome and one other genome for each line (includes start/stop positions relative to both genomes, even if they extend 

beyond the image, as well as forward or reverse oriented matches in black or green, respectively), next are arrows representing best 

matching BLAST results to genic sequences from various organisms and below which are white boxes providing top matching 

alignment data (i.e., sequence identifier, source file name, bitscore, fraction identical, and number of gaps for the HSP), and finally at 

the bottom is the results of identically matching ≥16 nt sequences (according to MUMmer) within the sequence segment visualized 

(blue arrows reverse complement matches whereas red are direct/forward matches). The charts show expected gene regions (grey), 

read coverage from reads that are not unique (black; as seen in B), gaps closed by PCR amplicons (purple; versus 454 reads), 454 

reads coverage (red relative to the bottom half of the chart area only), and GC% (goldenrod/yellow relative to the top half of the chart 

area only). BLAST results indicate top matching genic sequences from various bacteria (purple), animal (white), archaea (yellow), 

fungi (black), bacteria #1 (dark red), plant (grey), proteobacteria (blue), bacteria #2 (red), virus (orange), Zanthomonas/Xylella 

bacteria (green), both bacterias #1 and #2 (orchid).
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APPENDIX F: CHAPTER 4 SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES AND FIGURES 

Table F.1. Occurrences of 155 nt and 165 nt CentO monomers per rice 

pseudochromosome. The full-length CentO centromeric monomers exactly 155 nt or 165 

nt in length occur at least once in each rice pseudochromosome, as shown. Values under 

the “Monomer lengths” columns are numbers of full-length CentO monomers between 

the 12 rice pseudochromosome sequences that are 155 nt, 165 nt, or some “Other” length. 

  Monomer lengths 

Chromosome 155 nt 165 nt Other 

1 300 177 309 

2 343 150 435 

3 9 3 14 

4 88 105 115 

5 168 45 97 

6 209 11 172 

7 199 410 365 

8 329 1 100 

9 250 154 364 

10 1 110 63 

11 7 50 25 

12 275 197 201 
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Table F.2. Representation of nucleotide values between centromere/arm CentC monomer groups from chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 8, and 9. 

    Chromosome 

    1 2 3 8 9 

Region Centromere Arm Centromere Arm Centromere Arm Centromere Arm Centromere Arm 

Number of 

monomers 
837 873 179 37 12 0 0 71 1012 95 

Nt value at nt 

position 89 (%) 
                    

A 0.2 87.4 1.7 2.7 0 NA NA 0 1.4 40.0 

T 1.1 2.4 3.4 5.4 0 NA NA 2.8 0.8 5.3 

C 0 0.7 0.6 0 0 NA NA 0 0 0 

G 98.7 9.4 93.9 91.9 100 NA NA 97.2 97.6 54.7 

Gap 0 0.1 0.6 0 0 NA NA 0 0.2 0 

Nt value at nt 

position 109 (%) 
                    

A 0.6 3.1 0.6 0 0 NA NA 0 0.2 1.1 

T 14.5 54.9 3.4 54.1 25 NA NA 7 17.9 29.5 

C 84.5 39.1 94.4 45.9 75 NA NA 88.7 80.2 69.5 

G 0.5 2.9 0.6 0 0 NA NA 4.2 1.7 0 

Gap 0 0.1 1.1 0 0 NA NA 0 0 0 
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Figure F.1. Full-length CentC monomers and CentC homologous sequences. This figure 

illustrates exclusivity and overlap between sequences homologous to CentC according to 

cross_match and sequences identified as monomers (or partials) according to BLAST 

using percentages relative to the union of sequences described by both sequence types: I.) 

CentC homologous nucleotides on the edges of homologous/full-length monomer islands 

as reported by cross_match that did not have a BLAST alignment, II.) overlap between 

homologous and full-length CentC sequences, III.) homologous CentC nucleotides 

between full-length monomers but where a BLAST alignment did not meet the criteria to 

be identified as a full-length monomer, IV.) homologous nucleotides in a CentC island 

but where no BLAST alignment occurred, V.) full-length monomer sequence within an 

island with monomers but was reported to have no CentC-homologous sequence (never 

occurred – 0%), VI.) full-length monomer sequence on the edge of an island but was 

reported to have no homologous sequence, VII.) CentC-homologous nucleotides and 

having a rejected BLAST alignment (i.e., too short) and otherwise no full-length 

monomer on that island, VIII.) full-length monomer sequence as an island alone with no 

cross_mach results reported, and IX.) CentC-homologous sequence as reported by 

cross_match alone and as an island with no BLAST alignment or full-length monomer. 
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>Consensus_of_155_nt_CentO_monomers 

CCCAATACACTCCAATATGTCCAAAAATCATGTTTTGGTGCTTTTTGAACTTTTTCATT

CCGGTCAAAAACATCGCACCCACGTGTGCCAATAT---------- 

TGGCATTAATTGACAAAAGTTCGCCGCGCGAATCACGAAGTGAGTTTTTGCCACGAACG

CA 

 

>Consensus_of_165_nt_CentO_monomers 

CCCAATACACTCCAATATGTCCAAAAATCATGTTTTGGTGCTTTTTGAACTTTTTCATT

CCGGTCAAAAACATCGCACCCGTGTGTGCCAATATATGCCAATAT 

TGGCATTAATTGACAAAAGTTCGCCGCGCGAATCACGAAGTGAGTTTTTGCCACGAACG

CA 

 

Figure F.2. Consensi from 155 nt or 165 nt full-length CentO monomers in rice 

pseudochromosome sequences. The consensus of either 2,178 CentO monomers 155 nt in 

length or 1,413 CentO monomers 165 nt in length identified in the rice 

pseudochromosome sequences are shown in FASTA format. A total of 10 gap values (-) 

in the 155 nt CentO monomers consensus sequence identifies where the 10 nt apparent 

insertion/duplication appears in the 165 nt CentO monomers consensus. These consensus 

sequences resulted from the majority nucleotide value at each position in either group of 

full-length monomers. 
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Figure F.3. Correlation between monomer identities and mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq 

reads per BAC. There is a positive correlation between average monomer identities per 

BAC and number of reads mapped per BAC by I.) MUMmer (R = +0.150, or R2 = 

0.0224) or II.) BLAST (R = +0.235, or R2 = 0.0554). Each plot point (X) represents 

values for each of the 56 BACs having ≥30 full-length CentC monomers. 
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Figure F.4. Pericentromere 5 CentCs without mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads. This 

JV image shows a complete lack of anti-CENH3 MUMmer mapped reads (empty chart 

area above green boxes could potentially have included coverage of uniquely mapped 

reads or reads mapping any number of times in the genome). One ≥100 nt exact sequence 

match (small red arrows below the large green arrows) is seen between CentC sequences 

in this region (overlapping green boxes and large arrows), and this duplicated CentC 

sequence is across a gap in sequence assembly (grey vertical bar). Sequence features are 

shown for the first 10 kb after ZmB73v1 nucleotide position 100,790,000 of chromosome 

5 (each tick mark at the top of the image represents 1 kb).
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Figure F.5. JV image of a maize genomic region including locally duplicated CentC sequences. This JV generated image of features in 

a genomic sequence from ZmB73v1 reference chromosome 0 between nucleotide positions 9,499,155-9,527,502 is shown between the 

grey vertical bars (representing sequence assembly gaps). Also shown is a little more than 2 kb to the left of that sequencing contig. 

From top to bottom the JV image displays tick marks at 1 kb intervals, anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq read MUMmer mapping coverage 

results (red is uniquely mapped, blue is mapped exactly twice in only one reference chromosome, and grey is mapped any number of 

times in ZmB73v1; red and blue are on the same y-axis with a y-max of 14 reads per nucleotide coverage potential while grey is 

relative a y-axis with y-max of 286 reads per nucleotide, where both of these maximums represent the overall maximum coverage 

values across all CentC-containing sequencing contigs of ZmB73v1), cross_match sequence homology results (green boxes are 

CentC), BLAST alignment results (green arrows are CentC, with orientation given by directionality of arrows and represent BLAST 

E-value 1E-3 or smaller results using the ZmB73v1 consensus CentC monomer), and MUMmer exact sequence matches ≥50 nt within 

the sequence (potentially as far as nucleotide positions 9,454,675 and 9,552,114, with longest matches drawn first down to shorter 

matches up to the maximum number of 30 display levels). The CentC-containing sequence to the left of the complete sequencing 

contig is included to show a long inverted duplication spanning approximately 4 monomers (thin blue arrows on the first level of the 

MUMmer exact matches results). 
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Figure F.6. Conservation of nucleotide values in CentC monomers of ZmB73v1. From a MSA of 11,659 full-length CentC monomers 

in ZmB73v1, the number of monomers having an A, T, C, G, or gap (X) nucleotide value at each of the 156 majority A/T/C/G (non-

gap) columns are shown. The grey line connects dominant nucleotide values that make up a consensus CentC sequence. There are 

several particularly variable columns, most of which appear between and include columns 89 and 117 (columns 89, 92, 102, 109, and, 

117). With the exception of column 61 there is somewhat of a tapering in variability among columns farther from these positions 

including some notable variability in columns 79 and 124 then less variability in columns farther on.
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Figure F.7. Differences in percent nucleotide representation between more and less CENH3-associated CentC monomers of 

ZmB73v1. Differences in percent A/T/C/G and gap (X) represented in majority A/T/C/G (non-gap) columns of MSAs are compared 

between groups of ZmB73v1 monomers: I.) pericentromere 5 monomers including mapped anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads (nucleotide 

positions 104,790,001-105,200,000) versus pericentromere 5 monomers without mapped reads (nucleotide positions 100,790,001-

100,800,000), II.) centromere 2 monomers versus pericentromere 5 monomers without mapped reads, and III.) centromere versus arm 

monomers from chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 8, and 9. In less CENH3-associated monomers there is a tendency for greater representation of 

A and T values at columns 89 and 109, respectively. Percentage points difference is the percent nucleotide value represented in the 

less CENH3-associated monomers minus the percent in more CENH3-associated monomers. 
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Figure F.8. Two CentC contigs in arm regions of chromosome 8. CentC-containing sequencing contigs (green boxes/arrows) from 

ZmB73v1 reference chromosome 8 between nucleotide positions I.) 98,425,462-98,430,755 and II.) 166,551,075-166,557,542 as well 

as ±15 kb from these positions are shown in JV generated images. Green CentC-containing sequencing contigs are flanked by 

sequencing gaps (vertical grey bars) and are partly covered by anti-CENH3 ChIP-Seq reads mapped using BLAST (purple) and 

MUMmer (red/blue/grey). For the MUMmer ChIP-Seq reads mapping results the red chart shows read coverage of uniquely mapping 

reads, blue shows coverage of reads mapping twice in only the chromosome 8 sequence, and grey shows coverage of reads mapping 

any number of times in the entire ZmB73v1 set of sequences. Red/blue charts are on the same y-axis with a y-max of 5 reads per 

nucleotide and purple/grey are on a separate axis with y-max of 22 reads per nucleotide. Sequences in neighboring sequences to the 

CentC-containing contigs lack both centromeric sequence homologies and have relatively few mapped reads.
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